EPISODE #079
"SO LONG. FAREWELL. AUF WIEDERSEHEN. GOODBYEII
At the Peach Pit, Brandon and Nat are sweating through work, without air
conditioning. Steve pops in to announce he's been accepted to California
University, but what is even more exciting is that he's house-sitting a house at
Malibu. Steve and Brandon drive out to see the house. Brandon asks if they can
have a going-away party for Brenda here.
Next day they start preparing for the party. Celeste has arrived to join Steve
in setting up decorations. Donna and Andrea bring bags of food. They've finished
being camp counselors, for the summer. David is telling everybody how difficult it is
to find a reasonable apartment near the college campus.
Brenda arrives, having just finished the last day of her summer job at the
Beach Club.
The party is in full swing. Jim and Cindy Walsh have arrived. Donna says she
and Kelly have won the school lottery for a room in the campus dorm. Brandon
announces plans to convert Brenda's room into an apartment for himself. Andrea
will be continuing to live with her grandmother, Rose, in Beverly Hills. As the party
ends, Brenda asks her parents if they mind that she spends this last night in
California at the beach house. The party comes to life again, with more guests
arriving.
Brenda shrugs off Tony Miller's romantic overtures. Kelly calls from her car
phone saying she just got back from Europe but can't find a place to park.
Everyone gathers around Kelly to hear the details of her summer in Europe
with Dylan. "And where is Dylan?" someone asks. Kelly says he's gone on to Greece
but she wanted to come home. The sound of breaking glass comes from the kitchen.
Steve hopes it's nothing valuable, as the party gets wilder.
It's dawn, and several bodies are draped over the furniture. The whole house
is a mess. Brandon joins Brenda outside. She has to go to the airport to catch her
plane to Minneapolis. Brandon and Brenda stop by the Peach Pit to say goodbye to
Nat and sample the new menu item, "Laverne's Honey Pie." Brenda and Cindy leave
for the airport.
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Brandon arrives back at the beach house to find that no progress has been
made to clean up the party mess. Some of the group decide to go get some
breakfast. David asks Kelly to help him find a place to live near campus that he can
afford.
Andrea walks up the beach to visit Gil Meyers. She feels a little guilty about
not attending Yale after Gil had worked so hard to get her accepted. She explains
her reasons for staying in California, but still senses that he is disappointed.
In Minneapolis, Grandma Beevis, along with twelve year old cousin Lindsay,
have picked up Cindy and Brenda at the airport. They drive directly to the University
of Minnesota so Brenda can register. Brenda is feeling tense and a bit homesick
already. The young cousin, Lindsay, keeps asking questions about Beverly Hills and
that keeps reminding Brenda of her friends she's left behind.
Brenda sees Darla, her long time friend from childhood. They are to be
roommates in the college dorm. Cindy and the others join them to go up and see
their room. The room they have to share is very small, with very little closet space.
Brenda begins to wonder if this is all a big mistake.
At the beach house "fun and games" are the order of the day. After a fast
game of volleyball, Brandon heads into the house. Suddenly, he's confronted in the
kitchen by a crazed young woman who aims a can of mace at him, shouting at the top
of her lungs.
f
Brandon has been backed into a corner by the "crazed" woman, as Steve and
Celeste come rushing inside. Steve and the "crazed" woman recognize each other.
She is Jill, the daughter of the movie producer who owns the beach house. She and
Steve have known each other for years, but she didn't know her parents were out of
town. Everybody calms down, as Jill explains she had wanted to pay a surprise visit
to her father and thought Brandon was burglar.
Brenda has gotten together with some of her other old friends who are
attending the University. They all treat her like an outsider, and have preconceived
ideas of what Brenda's California friends must be like. Brenda loses her cool and
tells them off.
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Kelly and Donna are helping David find a place to live. Kelly thinks he ought
to rent a beach place, but David knows he can't afford to do that. Kelly suggests she
move to the beach and let David share the dorm room with Donna. "Why don't you
move in with Dylan when he gets back?" asks Donna. Kelly confesses that she left
Dylan in Europe after they'd had a fight. He'd been turned down by California
Berkeley, and he became very depressed, she adds.
At the beach house, Steve and Jill are hitting it off very well and enjoying
each other's company. Celeste is beginning to feel left out, as they relive their past
relationship. Celeste gets jealous and storms out followed by Steve who tries to
apologize.
Kelly has found a two bedroom apartment at Venice Beach, which she thinks
will be just right for David. David can't believe it when she tells the landlord she'll
take it. One room for David and one room for her and Donna. David wonders if
Donna's mother will approve of this new arrangement.
Brandon tells Steve to be careful he doesn't lose Celeste. It would be a pity
to "put all his chips" on Jill, who's only going to be in town for a week.
Andrea goes back up the beach to visit Gil Meyers with intentions other than
apologies this time. She becomes very emotional and begins to show more than
student/teacher interest in Gil. Her hopes are shattered when he introduces his
fiance.
In Minneapolis, Brenda and Cindy, with Grandma Beevis, arrive at Brenda's
childhood home. They were in hopes of seeing what the new owners had done with
the interior, but found no one at home. As they glance around the yard, Brenda
begins to feel a touch of home sickness for California.
Steve talks to Jill while she sun bathes. She surprises Steve by asking about
Brandon. He realizes her interest in Brandon is more than casual.
At the Peach Pit, Donna tells David and Kelly that her mother agreed to let
her live off campus. She confesses that she didn't tell her mother that David would
be living there too.
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While Brenda is out of the dormitory with her friend Darla, a phone call comes
from Europe. After a number of rings, we see a disappointed Dylan hang up the
phone.
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EPISODE #080
"GIRL FROM NEW YORK CITY'

Brandon and Jill Flemming are in a heavy tennis match against Steve and
Celeste. It has become a highly competitive match between Steve and Brandon,
with Steve finally winning.
In Brenda's empty bedroom, Cindy and Jim reminisce about their children's
childhood and how quickly they have grown up. Cindy gets misty-eyed and moves
close into Jim's comforting arms.
In her campus dormitory room, Brenda is writing a letter to them, trying to
sound cheerful, but it is a struggle. Outside the weather has turned cold and rainy.
Brenda stares at her "California Dreaming" poster on the wall and sighs. Her
roommate, Darla, comes in and tells Brenda she may want to use their room privately
tonight with her boyfriend. "If there's a red tassel on the door knob, please don't
barge in," she says.
At the beach house, Steve and Brandon discuss Jill. Steve can't believe
Brandon hasn't slept with her yet. At their new apartment, Kelly and Donna are
involved in an unaccustomed choreof cleaning the kitchen and bathroom. Donna's
mother, Felice, is directing David in the living room, in how to place the furniture.
Felice still doesn't know that David will be living there too.
Jill and Brandon discuss her returning to New York in a few days. They both
like each other, but Brandon can't seem to carry their relationship beyond a casual
kiss. Dylan arrives back in town and shows up at the beach house. Steve and
Brandon invite him to hang out with them but he says he has a couple of months of
mail to sort through, at his house in town. He seems surprised when they tell him
Kelly said she had a great time in Europe. Dylan says he is sorry he missed seeing
Brenda before she left for college in Minnesota.
We see Brenda, sitting outside her dormitory room waiting impatiently for her
roommate Darla and her boyfriend to give the "all clear" signal. Another highly
competitive tennis match is in progress. This time Brandon and Jill are winning.
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At the Peach Pit, Andrea demonstrates to Nat her new skill in using a
hypodermic syringe, with an orange. She has to start giving her grandmother daily
shots of insulin for diabetes. Nat says he almost got into medicine but he couldn't
stand the sight of blood. Dylan drops by to say hello. Andrea tells him Kelly, Donna
and David have a beach apartment. He mentions that he was turned down by
California-Berkeley.
Outside Kelly and Donna are driving into the Peach Pit parking lot, when
suddenly Kelly sees Dylan's Porsche. Kelly doesn't want to see him after what
happened in Europe. She begins to tell Donna why she and Dylan had a big fight in
France. She got bored and went back to Paris to shop. When she returned in a few
days, Dylan had apparently begun a relationship with a beautiful French girl. An
argument followed and to get back at Dylan, Kelly says she dated the cute bartender
at the hotel.
Returning from classes, Brenda again finds she can't get into her room,
because Darla and her boyfriend are there. Later, Brenda tries to call Kelly and
Donna at their apartment, but gets a recording.
The tennis match ends with Brandon and Jill winning and Steve has great
difficulty accepting defeat gracefully. The ongry mood also strains the Brandon/Jill
relationship, but she apologizes to him. Steve cools down and offers to treat
everybody to lunch.
Brenda tells Darla she's not in the mood for the party downstairs. She asks
Darla to 11 entertain" her boyfriend in his room, for a change. Donna tries to talk
Kelly into calling Dylan but Kelly is hesitant. She's not sure Dylan will want to talk to
her. She tells Donna about how she dated the French bartender and then told Dylan
that Gaston was a great lover. They fought and Kelly stormed out and returned
home.
Brandon and Jill have a glass of wine and discuss their feelings for each
other. Jill confesses that she was raped in New York, at knifepoint, about six months
ago. She's been having difficulty adjusting to that traumatic experience. Now, for
the first time in many months she feels comfortable being close to a man. Brandon
holds her close and gently kisses her.
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Andrea goes to see her grandmother's doctor to make sure she knows how
to give the insulin shots correctly. The woman doctor tries to talk Andrea into
studying for the medical profession.
Donna is returning home to her apartment after having had a final dinner with
her parents. Donna's mother decides to come up for a few minutes. Kelly tells David
to hide inthe bathroom. It would be difficult to explain his being at the girl's
apartment at one in the morning. Later, David shows up in Donna's bedroom hoping
she'll agree to a new and exciting sleeping arrangement, but Donna turns him down.
It's morning and Brandon and Jill are waking up, having slept in each other's
arms. Jill has to return to New York, but invites Brandon to come and visit her.
When Brenda finds Darla and her boyfriend in the room again, she barges in anyway.
Brenda goes to the closet to get her suitcase. She begins to pack up her things
over the protest of Darla.
Kelly finally works up the courage to go to see Dylan. She confesses to him
that she did not sleep with Gaston. He tells her that he did not sleep with Brigitte,
either. They move into each other's arn1s and kiss. David has installed a new hi-fi
systems and the gang drops by for a party. Back in Minnesota, Brenda hails a taxi
and, with her bags, heads for the airport and back home to Los Angeles.
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EPISODE #081
"LMLE FISH"
Brenda arrives back in Beverly Hills in the middle of the night, and surprises
her family with the announcement she has dropped out of the University of
Minnesota.
It's registration day at California University. Long lines have formed in front
of registration tables. Scattered about in the crowd are all of the gang, including
Dylan. Brandon tells Andrea that Brenda is back in town and the word spreads
quickly.
Andrea tries to persuade him to join her in applying for the college
newspaper staff, but Brandon says he has too many other problems at the moment.
Dylan gets disgusted because several of the classes he selected are already filled.
He tells Kelly he's changed his mind about registering. David is impatient to get
through the lines, so he can apply for a position on the campus radio staff.
Kelly telephones Brenda to ask why she s come home from Minnesota but
Brenda tells her she'll have to call her later. Brenda is in a deep discussion with Jim
and Cindy regarding her abrupt decision to leave Minnesota. She tells them she is
not sure she wants to go to college, at all.
At a freshman student testing class, a number of young people are busy
completing a quiz on mathematics. Steve is struggling and glances over to another
freshman's test paper for some answers. Brandon whispers it's not for a "grade,"
just a olacement test.
Jim Walsh is surprised to find Dylan waiting at his office. He says he has
decided not to go to college and to use his money doing what he really wants to do.
Jim suspects he’s been talking to Brenda but Dylan is stunned to hear that she is
back in town.
Andrea, along with other hopeful freshmen, meets with the college
newspaper editor and each is given a writing assignment to be completed by the
next day. Andrea realizes she's just a "little fish in a big pond" now.
Brandon tells Steve he's looking for a place to live near campus, now that
Brenda is back. Steve suggests pledging a fraternity, but Brandon's not excited
about that idea.
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David and Donna go to the Campus Radio Station for an interview, but start
auditioning for the wrong person.
Brenda tells Kelly, by phone, how embarrassed she is about being home from
Minnesota after only two weeks. Donna gets on the phone to say she and David
have a chance to have their broadcast demo tape heard. Brenda asks about Dylan
and Kelly. Donna says they didn't break up like she thought.
At Dylan's house, Kelly talks excitedly to him about enrolling at college. Dylan
says he's not going to enroll. He may just travel some more, he adds. Kelly argues
that he should go to school, but Dylan gets angry. Kelly storms out, unable to cope
with his attitude.
Brandon tells Brenda it looks like the two of them will have to share the
bathroom for awhile longer. Cindy reprimands Brenda for sleeping late, adding that
she doesn't feel her daughter gave college a real chance. She should have stuck it
out longer than two weeks.
At the Peach Pit, Brenda finds Dylan in a booth having breakfast. They warm
to each other immediately. They are both "instant college dropouts," they laugh.
Kelly and Donna drop in to see Andrea's dormitory room, which is spacious
and well equipped. A handsome, athletic type, named Dan Rubin, knocks. He is the
dorm's Resident Advisor, he says. Andrea offers him one of the croissants that
Donna brought, and is visibly impressed with the guy.
Steve convinces Brandon he should at least attend the Kappa Epsilon
Gamma open house. He may change his mind about pledging a fraternity, Steve add
Donna tells David she'll take their broadcast audition tape to the campus radio
station for him, since he has several school errands to do. Kelly tells Donna she is
still hoping Dylan will change his mind about college.
At the Peach Pit, Dylan has just invited Brenda to spend the day with him,
"doing nothing." Brenda is delighted with the idea.
It's been a tense day for Nat with two of his staff out sick. Andrea drops by to
do her first "restaurant review" assignment for the campus newspaper. Andrea tries
to be fair in her review, but this is obviously the wrong day to come to the Pit.
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Donna leaves the audition tape in the glove compartment of her car, parked
in the hot sun. The tape is warped and ruined. David tells Donna it was his only
copy.
Dylan and Brenda drive up the coast. On the pier, Dylan tells her how
exciting Europe was for him. He wants to write about it some day. Brenda mentions
how much she liked the historical places in Paris. He says Kelly was only interested
in shopping when they were there. They rent a tackle box and try their luck at
fishing.
While trying to explain how the audition tape was ruined, David and Donna
impress the student Program Director, with their "Stiller and Meara" routine.
Brandon is surprised that Andrea has done such a "hatchet job" on the
Peach Pit. She explains that she is desperate to get on the newspaper staff and
she's written what she feels the editor will want to read. Both she and Brandon
agree they're stressed out being thrown into this new collegiate environment.
At the KEG fraternity, an elite group including Steve and Brandon, are being
addressed by an officer of the fraternity. Dixon, a member, talks to Steve and
Brandon about intra-mural sport~ and their skills. The charities which the group
supports are also mentioned. Brandon is becoming very impressed.
While attempting to bait their fishing hooks, Dylan and Brenda share a
closeness they both have missed.
Andrea tells the college newspaper editor she is not sure she has the "killer
instinct" to be on the paper. He advises her, if she wants to succeed in journalism
she'd better be on the newspaper staff. Andrea walks away saying, "there is always
premed."
Steve is told by his faculty advisor, that his math placement score was so
high that they recommend he concentrate on astro-physics. Realizing that the
answers he copied, were from an obviously brilliant student who sat near him for the
test, Steve tries to conceal his panic. He suggests that maybe he should "expand
his knowledge in all directions" by taking other electives such as "film history or
folklore." The counselor agrees and is impressed with Steve's adult attitude.
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Dylan and Brenda end their day together philosophizing about life and
deciding that a college education is right for them after all. Donna and David rush
home to tell Kelly that they've gotten on the campus radio staff Brandon is asked by the college newspaper editor, Ken Richland, to run for
the student senate. Ken has heard about Brandon organizing the student protest at
West Beverly. Dylan stops by the beach apartment to tell Kelly he's decided to
register for college.
He's been with Brenda all day but they're just good friends, he adds. Brenda
surprises her parents by announcing she's going to enroll in college at California
University. Jim and Cindy are obviously elated to hear the news.
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EPISODE #082
"GREEK TO ME"
Now on the staff of the campus radio station, David and Donna man the
graveyard shift. It's not as glamorous as they'd hoped and very few students call in
at that hour, except their friends, Brenda, Brandon, Andrea, Kelly and Steve.
It is rush week on campus. Along fraternity row, the guys are watching and
cheering the most outstanding sorority prospects as they pass by on the way to visit
various houses. Kelly, Brenda, Donna and Andrea are among the many hopefuls who
visit the sororities. At nearby KEG fraternity, Brandon and Steve are playing tag
football with some of the frat guys. This is the group Steve wants to join, and he has
persuaded Brandon to come along. One of the frat members is John Sears, a
BMOC. They are impressed with Brandon and Steve's athletic skills.
Brandon has to leave because he has a meeting at the student union with
Ken Richland. Ken and his friends are interested in having Brandon run for the
office of freshman student senator. The committee has heard of Brandon's
leadership of students, against the school board at West Beverly.
Back at the dorm, Andrea runs into Dan Rubin. He is surprised to hear she is
involved in rush week and adds, that being Jewish, she should concentrate her
efforts toward a Jewish sorority. Andrea tells him he is wrong and she will not be
pigeon-holed by such narrow thinking.
At Alpha Omega, the four girls are greeted warmly. Their reputations as camp
counselor, valedictorian, beauty queen and involvement in school charities, makes
them good material for pledging. The girls are excited, except for Kelly. Alpha
Omega is the sister sorority to the KEG fraternity. John Sears, a frat guy there, is a
former boyfriend of Kelly, during a period when she was rather wild. She fears he
might tell everybody, and ruin her reputation on campus.
Brenda runs into Dylan at the campus book store. She says she's been busy
watching everyone out-smile each other on sorority row. Dylan tells her he was able
to sign up for most of the classes he wanted. They are happy to find they have one
class on English poetry together. Brenda has to hurry to meet Kelly, Andrea and
Donna at the Peach Pit. They want to open their sorority invitations and find out if
they will all be rushed by their first choice, Alpha Omega. They open the letters to
whoops of happiness. They've all made it.
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As Brandon leaves the student union with Angela and Richland, he waves to
Steve and John Sears. Later his new friends make it clear that John Sears is "bad
news" for Brandon's political ambitions.
At home, Jim and Cindy are delighted to hear Brandon is going into student
politics. Brenda wonders if Brandon's new progressive friends are going to be
happy with his fraternity associations.
The long, lonesome hours of late night radio is taking its toll on Donna and
David. Steve drops by to talk to Brandon, concerned about John Sears remark
about seeing Brandon with the "politicals from the Student Union." Brandon tells
him they're backing him in the campaign. Steve hopes Brandon is not going to ruin
his chances at KEG fraternity.
At the first Alpha Omega rush party, Andrea hits it off very well with Leslie, a
member. Donna, Kelly and Brenda stand out in the group of 'beautiful people."
At the beach apartment, Donna asks David to turn down his music Hi-Fi, a
little. She is too tired to do anything but go to bed. David hints he would like to join
her, but her answer is a firm "no."
Kelly phones Dylan to invite him to go to the KEG fraternity party with her,
but he says he is not into that "Greek" stuff. Kelly is hesitant to go without a date
because John Sears may try to make his moves on her.
At the party, our group stays together in the crowded room. Kelly sees John
Sears talking to Leslie and wonders if he is telling her all of their "secret past."
Later Leslie says she's impressed that Kelly knows such important people like John.
Later, John Sears comes over to talk to Kelly. He is polite and Kelly begins to
wonder if she has been unduly suspicious. Donna joins them to say they're leaving
but Kelly says she's going to stay awhile longer. Donna is surprised and wonders if
Kelly is making a mistake to become involved with John.
Dixon, a frat guy, is shooting pool with Brandon. They hit it off well. Dixon
tells him he came to college on a football scholarship but injured his knee. The only
friends who stood by him were his KEO buddies. Dixon advises Brandon to think
twice before allying himself with the student progressives, headed by Ken Richland.
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Andrea continues a warm exchange with Leslie from Alpha Omega, but is
puzzled by her comment that Andrea won't find any Jewish guys in KEO.
Brenda, who left the frat party early, finds Dylan at the Peach Pit. They
discuss whether it is important to be a member of a sorority. Brenda fears she will
lose her friends, Kelly, Donna and Andrea, otherwise. On the late shift at the radio
station, Donna throws in a little "talk radio" advice about boys and relationships, to
the listeners. David is impressed. '
At the frat house, Kelly is still with John, as they listen to Donna and David on
a small radio. As Kelly prepares to leave, John says he'd like to see her again but
Kelly reminds him she already has a boyfriend. Kelly stops by Dylan's house but he
is not home. When he arrives, she tells him she missed not having him at the party
with her.
Steve finds Brandon near the Student Union and asks him if he liked the
KEO party. Brandon answers it was nice and he liked Charlie Dixon. Steve says he
is sure they both will be asked to pledge the fraternity. As they talk, Ken Richland
stops by and is introduced to Steve. Later, Steve implies Ken is not the kind of
company Brandon should keep.
Andrea has a serious discussion with Dan Rubin as to whether he feels her
being Jewish will prevent her being pledged by Alpha Omega. At a solemn ceremony
at the alpha sorority house, Andrea wears a prominent "Star of David" pin, to test
their reaction.
At a meeting with Angela, a black activist, and Ken Richland, Brandon begins
to feel their priorities are wrong. To ban campus sororities and fraternities certainly
should not take precedent over working for longer library hours and additional
classes of popular courses. An argument ensues and Brandon says he can't run on
the platform they propose. He storms out of the room.
Andrea has a visit from Leslie. She asks why Andrea had to wear the "Star of
David" at the ceremony and flaunt her Jewishness. Leslie says she's Jewish too and
all the sorority sisters know it, but she doesn't go around shouting about it. Andrea
gets angry and says she wants to withdraw her name from consideration for
membership.
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Donna arrives at the campus radio booth carrying her aunt's poodle. David
doesn't feel this is the place for a dog. Donna proceeds with a radio monologue,
asking the listening female audience if they feel their dog loves them more than
their boyfriend. The phone lights up and David and Donna are delighted to know so
many people are tuned in.
As Andrea is sharing her anger and frustration over her sorority experience
with Brandon, Leslie shows up. Leslie says it was not the sorority that made her
conceal her Jewishness, it was her own choice.
Brandon tells the frat guys at KEG that he's not ready to join a fraternity, but
he does believe, contrary to Richland and Angela's feelings, that "Greek" clubs
have a right to exist on campus.
Andrea tells the girls she has decided not to join Alpha Omega. Brenda is
relieved that she's not the only one of the group who isn't joining. Brenda reminds
the others that they will always be close friends and the Peach Pit is their "sorority."
The girls lock arms and sing the lyric from "Que sera, sera ... the future's not ours to
see ... whatever will be, will be."
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EPISODE #083
"RADIO DAZE”
It's the first day of college classes. Donna is trying to pull herself together,
after only two hours sleep. Kelly, however, is bouncing around in a great mood.
David like Donna, is exhausted from the late hours at the campus radio station.
On campus, students are searching out their class rooms. We see Andrea and
Donna surprised to see Dan Rubin, the faculty advisor at Andrea's dorm, is going to
be their English teacher.
Kelly, Steve and Brandon walk into a huge lecture hall that compares to a
stadium in size, and wonder if, in addition to Sociology, there will be peanuts and
hot dogs sold. Dylan and Brenda are pleased to find their Romantic Poetry class is
held in a intimate, dignified surrounding.
Later, at the Student Union, Steve is complaining to Brandon that their first
day's assignment of two chapters could interfere with his social life. He's on the
committee at KEG, for the freshman pool party. Brenda stops by to tell them she is
on her way to a store, Fred Segal's to apply for a job. Steve tells Brandon later, he's
not too comfortable with both Celeste and Brenda working at the same job. He says
he's going to break up with Celeste. Brandon is very surprised, saying he thought
they were a perfect match.
At the job interview, Brenda is not sure she will be hired but Celeste says
she'll put in a good word for her with the manager. Brenda says she'll see Celeste at
the pool party. Celeste answers that Steve hadn't mentioned the party to her.
At home, Brenda is fretting about the difficulty she's having in finding a job.
Her father offers her a job at his office but she says she'd rather do this on her own.
At Steve's house, he and Celeste are into heavy petting with Steve trying to direct
the conversation toward telling her gently, that he feels they should ease off on
their relationship and "play the field" for awhile.
At their beach apartment, Donna tries to tell David she can't keep doing the
all night job at the radio station, and her school work. David gets angry and says if
she quits, they may not want him as a single.
John Sears shows up with a bouquet of flowers for Kelly. She reminds him
that she has a boyfriend. He answers that he doesn't get discouraged easily.
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Donna confides in Andrea about wanting to quit the late night radio show.
Dan Rubin drops in for a few minutes. Later, Donna comments that Andrea likes him.
Andrea denies it, but not too convincingly.
John Sears spots Kelly waiting alone, for Dylan. She is flattered when he says
he would never keep such a beautiful girl waiting. When Dylan arrives he is excited
about attending a lecture by the author of the biography of Kerouac. Kelly, instead,
wants him to go to the pool party with her. An argument ensues and Kelly says she
will go to the party with Donna and David.
Donna goes to see McDermott about resigning from the late night radio job,
but finds him preoccupied with serious problems. The afternoon radio announcer
didn't show up and Donna is ushered into the booth, to cover.
Steve confesses to Brandon he didn't get around to breaking up with
Celeste and he also invited her to the freshman pool party. Brenda goes on a job
interview with a television production company. She has high hopes that it may lead
to the exciting world of show business. Her hopes are soon dashed when she finds
the job is "production assistant" in charge of the "employee day-care center."
At the end of her radio announcer shift, McDermott dashes in to tell Donna
he wants her to take over the job. She was terrific, he adds. She say David will love
working days, but McDermott quickly answers that he is only hiring her. He still
needs David on the late night shift.
Brenda asks her father if his offer of a job in his office is still open. He says
she's hired and hands her some important contracts to be delivered by 9 p.m.
tonight. Brenda smiles and says she'll have time to drop by the pool party on
campus first.
The pool party is in full swing. Steve is in a fast game of water volleyball with
Leslie, and Brandon is flipping burgers on a grill. As Celeste arrives, Steve has just
scored a difficult point and Leslie throws her arms around him in a passionate
embrace.
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Two girls are complimenting Donna on the afternoon radio show. They say
they loved the s ries of freshman student experiences and about her boyfriend that
she has to clean up after. David stands with mouth agape. He knows noti-dng of
Donna's new radio show. He is angry and hurt that they won't be working as a team
any longer.
Dylan arrived looking for Kelly but finds her sharing a warm moment with
John Sears. Kelly sees him approaching and rushes to greet him. She introduces
John but Dylan is cooly indifferent. As a fraternity pledge, Steve feels he must
mingle with his frat guys but this makes Celeste feel rather left out.
Brenda arrives and, seeing David alone, asks him to be her partner in the
dance contest. He is feeling very depressed because of his argument with Donna
but he agrees to join her.
Leslie grabs Steve and coaxes him to be her dance partner. Steve hesitates.
He is tempted but doesn't want to hurt Celeste. Suddenly, Celeste explodes saying,
"Go ahead, Steve . . . I'm leaving anyway." He catches her at the parking lot but she
won't listen, and speeds away.
Brenda and David win the dance contest and at that moment the crowd goes
wild as one after another is pushed, fully clothed, into the pool. The party winds
down as David apologizes to Donna for his childish resentment about her new radio
job. Suddenly Brenda panics, she forgot about the envelope she was to deliver by 9
p.m.
Back at the Walsh house, Steve confesses to Brandon that he really loves
Celeste. He asks advice on what to do next. Brenda arrives home, distraught that
she has failed on her first job assignment. Jim Walsh is angry but she begs for a
second chance and finally he gives in to her pleas.
Donna goes with David to his late night radio show to keep him company for
awhile. McDermott shows up and embarrassingly tells Donna he won't need her
after all on the afternoon show. His girlfriend, Sally, has decided to come back to
work. Donna manages a brave smile.
Andrea is proud when Dan Rubin reads her essay before the whole class, but
a little hurt when he begins to criticize it. He then has Donna read her essay, in front
of the class. Her work is well received, for its warmth and informality.
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Steve stops by the store where Celeste works. He is not sure how she will
react, but he wants deeply to apologize to her for his attitude at the pool party.
Celeste is hesitant, not wanting to be hurt again, but she accepts his apology and
they join in a warm embrace.
Andrea confronts Dan Rubin about his criticism of her essay. He reminds her
that the assignment was for an essay that gave an insight of the student's
personality. He feels Andrea has not learned how to come out from behind her
"intellectual mask." He invites her to have dinner with him.
John Sears' persistence finally wins Kelly over. On the balcony of the beach
apartment, they exchange a warm kiss.
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EPISODE #084
"STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT'

It's early morning Beverly Flills, with traffic streaming to work. Dylan gazes up
at his Porsche on the hydraulic rack, awaiting the mechanic's verdict. His diagnosis
is, "the car is getting old and should be handled more carefully."
At the beach apartment, Kelly gets an early call from John Sears. Donna is
anxious not to be late for class and is irritated with this delay. David says he's too
exhausted to go to class. The radio job is taking its toll on him.
Brenda is working at her father's office when Dylan rushes in to see Jim
Walsh. Since he seems in a hurry Jim sees Dylan before his regular appointment
with a client named Lawrence Carson. Dylan wants to buy a new "transportation" car
and wants to be sure his check will be covered.
Jim meets with Lawrence Carson. Carson recognizes Dylan, as Jack McKay's
son, and says he hopes he doesn't follow in his father's footsteps.
Over a game of ping-pong, Steve tells Brandon he has a frat meeting today.
Donna mentions that she and Kelly get their sorority "pledge assignments" today.
Brandon comments that it all sounds like "gobs" of fun.
As the others leave, Brandon spots Andrea and asks her to get a bite to eat
with him, but she says she's meeting Dan Rubin. Suddenly Brandon feels very
lonely. In a quiet corner of the student union, Andrea and Dan are obviously
enjoying each other's company. Dan asks what she would say if he kissed her.
Andrea suggests that this is not the proper place, perhaps the dormitory would be
more suitable.
At the Alpha Omega sorority house, pledge assignments are handed out to
Donna and Kelly. They will package up used clothing and deliver it to a charity. At
the dorm, Andrea and Dan are going hot and heavy until she insists on telling him
she's still a virgin. He pulls back, saying that losing her virginity is a special thing
and maybe they should hold off for now. Andrea is very confused by his reaction.
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Brenda arrives home exhausted from a very full day, starting with the job at
her father's office, then classes, then studying. She says she'll probably never meet
a suitable guy again. Jim suggests he arrange for a date with Larry Carson's twenty
four year old son, Stuart. Reluctantly, Brenda agrees but wonders if he will be some
sort of geek.
Andrea knocks at Dan Rubin's door and says she can't get him out of her
mind. He invites her inside. Kelly is waiting on the sorority house porch surrounded
by bags of used clothes. She is surprised to see John Sears drive up in the KEG
fraternity van. John asks her if she is upset that he came. Kelly says she only wishes
her life were less complicated.
Andrea is completing her morning shower, when Brandon unexpectedly
arrives with coffee and doughnuts. She invites him inside and finishes drying her
hair. Brandon notices she seems to be in a sort of reverie. She wonders if her
sexual experience with Dan is evident to anyone. She almost tells Brandon but then
decides against it.
David still is in bed and in spite of Donna's coaxing, he finds it impossible to
schedule his life around the late night radio job.
Dylan is flipping through several auto magazines as Steve, Brandon and
Kelly make suggestions about what car he should buy. Across the room, Donna tells
Brenda what a couch potato David has become. Brenda says Donna is lucky to have
someone. All she has is a blind date with a guy name Stuart.
In Dan Rubin's class, Andrea feels a little self conscious but then tries to bury
her feelings in the classroom work.
Brandon, Steve and Kelly make the rounds of the pricey auto dealers with
Dylan. It's a tense moment at the Walsh house as Brenda and everyone wait for
Stuart Carson, her blind date, to arrive. Will Stuart be "Quasimodo" they wonder.
Their fears are put to rest when a very handsome, polite and sophisticated Stuart
arrives. Brenda is overwhelmed as they drive away in his Mercedes. As Brandon is
closing the front door, he sees Dylan drive up in a brand new Porsche 911 Turbo.
Dylan says he just couldn't resist it. Jim Walsh is astounded at the price tag and
confronts Dylan about wasting his money. Dylan gets angry and rushes off down the
street in his new "toy."
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At a very elegant restaurant, Stuart orders Dom Perignon and Brenda tries to
act as if this were the sort of place she had been to many times. Kelly and Donna
decide to lay down a set of strict house rules for David. From now on, he'll have to
clean up any mess he makes, they say.
During their superb dinner Brenda tells Stuart that her ex-boyfriend didn't
take her to restaurants like this and they didn't have wine because he was a
recovering alcoholic. After dinner, it's on to a night club in Beverly Hills where
Stuart seems to know everyone and Brenda is delighted with his dancing skill.
John calls Kelly and asks if she would like to go out with him but she says she
has to study. Andrea is in Dan's room at the dormitory. After some heavy petting, she
asks if he feels this relationship is right. She isn't comfortable having her English
teacher as her lover, she says. He grins and suggests she change to a different
teacher.
Kelly is still in a friendly phone conversation with John, when the door bell
rings. It's Dylan and he needs company. He feels a bit guilty about buying his
expensive car, and wants someone to talk t6. Kelly agrees to go for a ride with him
and then remembers that John is holding on the line in the bedroom. As she hangs
up the phone and joins Dylan she begins to wonder where her real affection lies.
Over her feeble protests that it's getting late and she has school tomorrow,
Stuart escorts Brenda out on the dance floor for a slow romantic dance. David
broadcasts a late night message in song to Donna, prefacing it with an apology for
his sloppy habits. While the recording plays, one of the other late night employees
drops in to say "hello." Bruno suggests David try a few of the tablets he offers, to
help him keep awake. They're just caffeine, Bruno says, but if David needs
something stronger, let him know.
Brandon bumps into Jim Walsh in the kitchen having a late night snack and
obviously a bit concerned that Brenda is still out on her date.
Dylan brings Kelly home after a ride in his new Porsche. He says Jim Walsh is
right that he doesn't need this expensive sports car. This car is for picking up girls
and he already has one. Kelly declines his invitation to stay overnight at his house.
Dylan asks her what's wrong and she answers that their social lives are veering off
in different directions. She adds that maybe they should date other people when
they want to, but still be friends, of course.
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Brenda arrives home. Standing close, she and Stuart kiss warmly and he asks
“what she is doing for the rest of her life." Inside, Brenda tells her father, quietly
and firmly, that even though she lives at home still, she is not a little girl anymore
and can be trusted to make her own decisions. Jim nods in agreement, realizing that
she is "all grown up" now.
As Dylan drives his new Porsche down a deserted street he pulls to a stop at
a red light. Out of nowhere, a man points a gun at Dylan and orders him out of the
car. "You are carjacked, sucker!" he growls.
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EPISODE #085
"MOVING TARGETS"
It's 3 a.m., and Brenda is arriving home with Stuart. She rebuffs his wish to
come in with her, saying her folks are probably waiting up. He confesses he is in
love with her as he picks her up in his arms and twirls her around, ending with a
kiss. Inside, Brenda is confronted by Jim and Cindy about the late hours she is
keeping. With a smile and a shrug Brenda answers, "its lucky I made it home at all."
Brandon quizzes Brenda about Stuart. She says he's the only man she's ever
met who really knows how to romance a girl. The girls are gathered at the Peach Pit
for coffee. Brenda arrives late, wearing a new dress she's bought at Fred's, with her
first paycheck. She says she hopes Stuart will like it. They are all anxious to hear
about him and each adds the latest happenings in her life. Kelly wants to know if
anyone got "pinned" or lost her virginity over the weekend. Donna says she is the
last of a "dying breed." Andrea doesn't seem anxious to discuss her relationship
with Dan, yet.
Brandon and Dylan go to the Police Impound Yard to retrieve his stolen
Porsche, but it doesn't seem to be there. Dylan gets into an argument with the
police officer on duty about the mix up and Brandon tries to calm down things, as
Dylan storms away in an angry mood.
Brenda and Stuart enjoy a night on the town, dancing and laughing together.
Brenda suggests some nicknames she would like to call him, but she settles for
"Stuart. "
Andrea has spent a few hours in bed with Dan, in his room. She says she
wants to yell it from the roof tops" about how happy he makes her feel, but Dan
cautions against "going public" about their relationship. It could cause a lot of
problems with the college, he feels.
Brandon and Steve exit the classroom concerned about tomorrow's test.
Brandon offers to share his study notes for an all night cram session, but Steve says
they have shortcut study guides available at the frat house.
Dylan stops in to see Jim Walsh about the insurance on his stolen car. The
insurance company will probably pay because "if it isn't recovered in twenty four
hours, it'll be in a chop shop in pieces." Dylan blames himself for what happened. He
should have fought back, he adds.
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Dylan goes to a firing range and tries out several models of guns. It seems to
vent some of his built up anger.
At the beach apartment, Jackie has pitched in and is ironing some of David's
shirts for him. Kelly and Donna arrive home from class and are happy to see Jackie
has brought little Erin with her, for a visit.
Brandon stops by to see Professor Randall, his sociology teacher. Noticing a
lot of sports memorabilia on the walls of the office, gives Brandon an opportunity to
tell him he too follows sports and was sports editor on his high school paper... They
hit it off well and when Brandon asks about the upcoming quiz, Randall tells him to
be sure to read "Chapter Two."
Andrea is gazing at the bulletin board in the student union, as Dan walks up.
Glancing over toward him she smiles but is careful to remember about his wishes to
"keep their distance" in public. She can't help but wonder if he is just ashamed to
be seen with her, but he assures her that it is only because people might talk. They
both realize their relationship can't continue this way.
Brandon and Steve speculate about how they did on the test, as they run into
a very worried David. He has a test coming up on "Moby Dick."
Kelly chats briefly with John Sears, then crosses over to where Dylan stands.
Dylan is still in an angry mood about his stolen car and tells Kelly that never again is
he going to stand helpless, while some punk with a big gun rips him off.
At the Walshes, Brenda says she doesn't have time for dessert because she
has to meet Stuart. Her father complains that maybe this relationship is moving too
fast, with Stuart. The phone rings and it's Stuart's father, inviting Cindy, Jim and
Brenda for Saturday brunch. Brenda is pleased that Stuart's parents approve of
their relationship.
Both Steve and Brandon get good grades on the test and Brandon takes
some kidding from Steve because Professor Randall has asked him to stop by the
office.
Andrea and Dan discuss "going public" with their romance. They want to go
out to a movie or to dinner, but in the end decide that it's too risky. They settle for a
game of scrabble.
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Kelly feeds Erin and cleans her up so she's ready for Mel to pick her up.
Jackie hopes she will be gone before Mel arrives but that is not to be. Mel comes
early with his new woman friend, Nina. Jackie brings their daughter Erin into the
room. Eyeing the shapely and younger Nina, she makes a few catty remarks. After
Jackie leaves, Kelly reprimands Mel for bringing his girlfriend with him. David sides
with his father and only the best efforts of Donna, cools down the argument.
Dylan picks up Kelly for their date. He takes her to the pistol firing range.
Reluctant to fire a gun at first, Kelly finally gives in to Dylan's persuasion. She's
frightened as she aims toward the target with a small handgun and turns away, laying
the gun aside. Dylan fires away at the target with a heavy automatic. He reminds
Kelly he didn't make these new laws of survival. They were "spray painted on the
wall" by other people.
Jim and Cindy arrive at the Larry Carson's mansion for brunch. A butler
advises them that the Carsons are in the back garden pool. Jim and Cindy feel a bit
overdressed for a pool party but Larry and his wife Vivian quickly make them feel at
ease. Vivian provides them with swim suits and drinks. Brenda has arrived earlier
with Stuart.
At the Peach Pit, Kelly telephon~s her mother, Jackie. Jackie is feeling a little
lonely without Erin, for the whole weekend. It angers her to think Mel probably
spends very little time with Erin anyway. He's too busy doing the town with his young
girlfriend, she adds. Steve and Brandon wander in and join Andrea and Kelly. Kelly
tells them she's very worried about Dylan. He is in an angry mood all the time and
spends a lot of time at the pistol firing range. Brandon reminds Kelly that a great
number of respectable citizens own hand guns. The sad fact is that many people
feel insecure in today's cities.
Kelly still expresses deep concerns about Dylan. Brandon says he'll talk to
him. At the Carsons, the brunch is going well. As Jim had expected, Larry Carson
takes him aside to discuss business. Stuart and Brenda excuse themselves and go
inside to the game room.
Brandon arrives for his Saturday meeting with professor Randall. He wants
Brandon to tutor a very promising basketball player who needs academic help and
encouragement. Brandon agrees, although the pay is only ten dollars an hour. He
does get good, free game tickets, however.
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In the Carson mansion game room, Brenda and Stuart enjoy pinball and end
the game with a warm kiss.
Brandon stops by the school gym to find his "student," D'Shawn. He ends up
being sucked -into a game of "two on two" basketball, with the young black player.
Kelly arrives home at the beach apartment, to find Donna and David assembling a
kiddie swing. They are babysitting Erin for Mel. Kelly is angry that Mel did this and
she and David argue.
Jim and Cindy are ready to leave the Carsons and wonder where Brenda has
gone. Larry finds Stuart and Brenda in his son's bedroom. Brenda has just
showered and dressed. Larry tells Stuart the Walshes want Brenda to stay home
tonight. Stuart protests, but to no avail.
Andrea decides to bring her relationship with Dan out in the open. In the
middle of the crowded student union, she throws her arms around Dan and they kiss
passionately, as students and faculty stare.
Carrying a big pizza, Brandon and Steve go by to see Dylan. He's been
surfing all day and is in a much more cheerful mood. Brandon confesses that they
came because Kelly was worried. Dylan shrugs and says that she's just over
reacting, as he discreetly covers a copy of the magazine "Guns and Ammo," with a
newspaper.
Dylan goes to a gun shop to purchase his first handgun, but when the owner
checks his age on his driver license, he says the law forbids sales of hand guns to
minors. The owner, reacting to Dylan's expression of anger and disappointment,
tells him that there are ways to get around the law, if he'll come back later.
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EPISODE #086
"TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY"
There's an air of excitement at the Walsh home. Cindy and Jim are still in bed,
but Grandma Walsh is already down in the kitchen making breakfast. Brandon has
gone to the airport to pick up Cindy's parents, Bill and Arlene Beevis. They are
arriving from Minnesota to help celebrate Jim and Cindy's twentieth anniversary
tonight. Jim presents Cindy with an emerald necklace before they come downstairs.
They all hope the in-laws will get along and Brenda pleads with Grandma Georgette
Walsh to be on her best behavior, when the Beevis parents arrive.
Stuart comes by to pick up Brenda for some last minute shopping and he
impresses the grandparents with his looks and charm.
Brandon drops by the basketball court to join basketball player, D'Shawn for
his tutoring session, but finds D'Shawn more interested in shooting basketballs.
Brandon goes to the gym, to wait for D'Shawn, and there meets an attractive
graduate student named, Lucinda Nicholson. He helps her spot some weight lifting
exercises and she tells him she's working on her doctorate in anthropology. They
hit it off very well, but she rebuffs his suggestions that he call her sometime. She
adds that she is at the gym every morning at seven, however.
Mel arrives at the beach apartment with Erin. He asks David to stay at his
apartment over the weekend with his baby sister. Mel says he has a trip planned to
Cabo San Lucas with Nina. He's made arrangements for the regular babysitter to be
there too, so it won't be much of a burden for David.
At the campus pool, John Sears joins Kelly, as she is sunning. He invites her
to go with him to a pop concert but she says she already has plans to go to the
Walsh anniversary party. John suggests he goes with her, but Kelly says it would be
awkward, since Dylan will be there too.
Brenda and Stuart are looking at jewelry in a shopping mall window. They
chat about who could wear such expensive gems. Stuart asks her to tell him which
is her favorite piece of jewelry.
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Dylan meets a man at a newsstand who sells illegal hand guns. Dylan picks
out a 9 mm. Walther from the collection, the man has in the trunk of his car.
In the backyard, rental tables and chairs are being set up for the Walsh party.
An argument between Grandma Arlene and Grandma Walsh quickly develops over
furniture placement, but Cindy settles the dispute.
Grandpa Bill tells Jim how comforting it is to know that Cindy is being well
provided for, and their marriage is a happy one. Bill asks if he can take a nap for a
while and Jim tells him to use their bedroom. Later, Jim mentions to Cindy that her
father seemed very tired and he's lying down upstairs.
Dylan tries out his new handgun at the small arms firing range and is pleased
with the feel of the weapon.
At the campus Student Union, Andrea introduces Dan Rubin to Brandon. Dan
smiles and says according to Andrea, Brandon is just one step from sainthood. They
all laugh, as Andrea blushes.
Brandon sees Lucinda having a coffee at the Condor's Nest. He joins her and
they chat about themselves. Lucinda asks Brandon how old he is, and when he tells
her he is eighteen, she says that it makes her feel ancient to be twenty-seven.
Dylan is cleaning his new gun when Brandon drops by to ask if he can hide
his parents' anniversary gift there, until later. Dylan wonders what to give the
Walshes, as a present.
Donna asks David which dress she should wear to the party. They are
interrupted by a phone call from Mel. He needs David to come early to be with Erin,
because the babysitter is going to be late 'arriving.
When Dylan returns to his car in the parking lot, after buying a gift for the
Walshes, he is approached by two weird looking guys. Quickly he reaches for his
handgun and, as they ask if he has a watch, he levels the gun on them. They move
away quickly. Dylan smiles with a new sense of power.
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Brenda and Brandon discuss the magic formula that their parents have for a
happy married life, when so many marriages they know have lasted only a year or so.
They admit their personal track records are certainly not very good. Suddenly,
Brandon remembers he has left his gift for his parents over at Dylan's house. He
tells Brenda he'll be back in five minutes.
Jim and his mother have a heart to heart talk about how he and his father
disagreed about most everything. Grandma Georgette gives him the wedding rings
she and her husband exchanged fifty years ago. She says maybe his children will
want to use the rings when they get married.
Dylan's door is locked and Brandon, thinking he is away, decides the only
thing to do is break in and get his gift. Dylan does not hear the noise until he steps
out of the shower. He suspects he has a burglar and with gun in hand, hides in the
hallway and waits.
As Brandon eases inside, through the window, Dylan commands the shadowy
figure to stop where he is. Brandon calls out and Dylan lowers his gun, heaving a
deep sigh of relief that he didn't fire the weapon. They discuss the near tragedy and
Dylan agrees to dispose of the gun tomorrow.
Stuart arrives early and goes to Brenda's room to admire her new dress he
bought her. Cindy has a warm talk with her father about the ingredients of a full and
wonderful life.
Dylan and Kelly arrive for the party at the same time. Dylan tells her that he
has finished his infatuation with handguns. Kelly smiles a sigh of relief. David and
Donna arrive with baby Erin in tow. They explain to Jackie about Mel's problems and
she is not surprised.
As Brandon and Dylan watch Stuart and Brenda cheek to cheek on the dance
floor, the two discuss Stuart's reputation. Dylan warns that "they'd better watch out
for this guy."
Stuart tells Brenda how lucky she is to have parents who truly love and care
for each other. He adds that his parents just have a business relationship. Stuart
makes a flattering toast to Jim and Cindy and the crowd applauds.
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Apart from the party crowd, Stuart takes Brenda in his arms. Then he asks her
to marry him. Brenda is stunned but manages a breathless, "yes!"
Kelly and Andrea have a discussion about men and romance while "repairing
their lipstick." Andrea confesses to Kelly that she has had sex with Dan but now she
wonders if he is the man of her dreams. She adds, that there 11 aren't any sparks" in
their romance.
Jackie suspects that baby Erin has a fever and insists that she take her
home. Jackie is angry to hear from David that his father went to Mexico for the
weekend.
Cindy and Jim have mixed feelings about Brenda and Stuart's wedding plans,
but Grandpa Walsh insists on making the announcement of the engagement to the
whole crowd. The girls gather round to admire Brenda's three carat diamond ring,
while Dylan eases over to the bar to introduce himself to Stuart. Dylan warns him
that Brenda and her family are very special to him and he hopes that Stuart has
cleaned up his act since a few years ago.
Brandon feels the urgent need to talk to his sister who is dancing with Stuart.
He cuts in and dances, as he confronts her about getting engaged so quickly. He
hopes she's not making a mistake, he says. The party ends and Cindy and Jim
speculate about Brenda's engagement and if it is really right for her.
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EPISODE #087
"OTHERWISE ENGAGED"
Brandon arrives on campus at seven in the morning and dashes eagerly from
the parking lot to the gym, to meet Lucinda. She is a little late but soon they're into a
heavy exercise routine.
Brenda is awakened by the phone and, as she reaches for it, she admires the
diamond ring Stuart has given to her. Stuart is on the line and wants her to meet him
for lunch, at a construction site. In the kitchen, Brenda is greeted by Jim and Cindy,
who still argue that she should not rush into this marriage. Brenda thanks them for
their concern, but shrugs off their counseling, and then she's off to have breakfast
with Kelly and Donna.
After their workout together, Lucinda invites Brandon to come to her house
for dinner and conversation.
At the Peach Pit, Nat and the girls are admiring Brenda's engagement ring
and discussing their own relationships. Kelly says she's "going very slowly,"
regarding John Sears.
At KEG house, John Sears tells Steve about a wild party he attended and how
he's playing the field until Kelly "gets her head together." Steve declines an invite
to double-date saying he's being true to Celeste, but John Sears talks him into it.
After signing some papers at Jim Walsh's office, Dylan is asked if he knows
anything about Stuart Carson's background. Dylan is reluctant to condemn Stuart,
but does say Stuart is no "choir boy." Jim Walsh is even more concerned now, and
asks Dylan to try "to talk some sense into Brenda," regarding her marriage plans.
While sitting with her mother and Erin in the park, Jackie tells Kelly she's
decided to seek full custody of baby Erin. She doesn't feel Mel is a good influence
on the child. Jackie is concerned about what effect a court battle will have on David.
Kelly tries to assure her that she and David are good friends.
At their beach apartment, David is served with a subpoena requiring him to
give a deposition regarding the custody of Erin.
Brenda arrives at the construction site to meet Stuart for lunch and
overhears a loud argument between Stuart and the foreman, regarding shipment of
building materials. Brenda is a bit unnerved but Stuart shrugs off the encounter.
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In a meeting with his father, David is asked by Mel's lawyer to stand up for his
father in the deposition, and not say anything damaging.
Brandon stops by D'Shawn's room to begin a tutoring session but finds the
basketball star has little interest in academics. In his frustration, Brandon goes to
see Professor Randall but finds him rushing off to a seminar. Brandon tells him that
tutoring D'Shawn is a waste of time.
Steve finds his "blind date" in the midst of dance rehearsal. He turns on his
charm and Laura warms to him quickly. He too, finds her very attractive.
In a brief conversation, Dylan tells Kelly he feels Brenda is making a bad
mistake in planning to marry Stuart, but she suspects Dylan is still carrying the torch
for Brenda.
Stuart shares sandwiches with Brenda and explains that sometimes the
foreman loses his temper. "He probably doesn't have a very happy homelife," he
says. Brenda is impressed with Stuart's insight into the man's difficulties. Brenda
mentions that her parents are concerned about their sudden engagement but adds
that all that really matters is that they love each other. Later, Stuart takes Brenda to
show her the suite he has rented in a posh hotel and says it is "their hideaway from
the pressures of the world." Brenda is overwhelmed and looks for a pen and paper
saying she wants to practice writing her name, "Brenda Carson." She finds a pen in
his brief case but spots a legal document titled, Pre-nuptial Agreement. She is
stunned at what she interprets as a lack of trust on Stuart's part. She storms out of
the suite filled with hurt and anger.
At home, Brenda confides in Brandon about the pre-nuptial agreement.
Brandon wonders if maybe it is best this marriage doesn't take place at all.
Kelly and David have their first argument over the upcoming custody battle.
David is torn between his love for his father and his respect for Jackie.
At Lucinda's, Brandon pitches in to help make the dinner. As they begin to
eat, Brandon admires the Guatemalan artifacts around the room. Lucinda says her
husband collected them. Brandon is surprised to hear she is still married, but
Lucinda says she and her husband have "an understanding."
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Arriving back at the KEG house with his date Laura, Steve is reminded by his
frat brothers that they have extra rooms upstairs. Steve declines the offer, saying
that he has a girlfriend.
At an evening of poetry reading, Brenda finds Dylan. He has just completed
reading aloud, a poem that has a special meaning to him. He directs his attention to
Brenda and invites her for coffee. As their conversation gets around to Brenda's
engagement, she gets very tense and tells Dylan everybody seems to be conspiring
against her marriage to Stuart. She walks away, leaving Dylan with a feeling of
failure and frustration.
As Brandon and Lucinda move into a closer proximity on the couch, the
brandy glasses are accidentally tipped over, spilling on a photograph album. As
Brandon wipes it dry, he is stunned to see photographs of Professor Randall and
Lucinda. Brandon bolts off the couch, as he realizes Professor Randall is her
husband.
Brenda arrives home and confronts her parents about their asking Dylan to
try to convince her to call off the wedding to Stuart. She says she can no longer
trust them and she is moving out of the hduse.
The Walshes hear from Stuart's father about the fight that the engaged
couple had at the hotel.
Brenda goes to the Stuart's hotel suite, sitting alone she re-reads the
pre-nuptial agreement and ponders its meaning for her. It's the morning after
Steve's blind date with Laura. He's feeling very guilty for two-timing Celeste and
gives her a phone call just to say he misses her.
At the deposition in the lawyer's office, David is forced to testify about his
father's affairs and the affect on his own mother's life. Mel brings up Jackie's former
cocaine addiction and it all points toward a vicious custody battle for young Erin.
Brandon is surprised when Professor Randall invites him to have dinner with
him and Lucinda, saying his wife is very fond of Brandon.
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David arrives back at the beach apartment in a terrible mood. When Kelly
offers him some of Jackie's casserole for dinner, he answers that he'd rather starve
than eat anything she sent over. He relates how his father now feels David has sold
him out. David and Kelly argue and she storms out saying she's going to stay with
Jackie for a while.
Brenda visits Stuart at the construction site and tells him she has signed the
prenuptial agreement. She adds that maybe it is a good idea, because then
everybody will know that she is marrying Stuart for love, not money.
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EPISODE #088
"AND DID IT....MY WAY'
At the Walsh house, Jim is raving about his daughter being shacked up in a
hotel. Cindy is equally upset, but trying to control herself. Brandon says it sounds
like a replay of when Brenda and Dylan were dating. A phone call comes from Larry
Carson. He and his wife want to come over, perhaps for lunch. The Walshes
exchange puzzled glances.
As Donna and David are rushing out of their beach apartment for school,
Kelly shows up to pick up the rest of her things. She and David argue again over
who is at fault in the child custody battle over Erin.
Steve gets a phone call from Laura, his recent "blind date," but tells one of
his frat brothers to say he's not around. The guys can't understand Steve's turning
off on this attractive girl.
In their posh Beverly Hills hotel suite, Brenda and Stuart are awakening after
a night of passion. Brenda tells him how much she is in love and Stuart responds
with equally loving words.
Dylan and Brandon discuss Brenda's romance with Stuart, as they cross
campus. Dylan hints again that marriage to Stuart would be a big mistake for Brenda,
but he won't elaborate.
Laura attends the same chemistry lab class as Andrea and, using the ruse of
needing to reach Steve about some class assignment, gets his home phone number
from Andrea.
While meeting with professor Randall, to discuss his concern about
D'Shawn's lack of interest in academics, Brandon is surprised to find Lucinda
joining them. Randall tells his wife he wants to have D'Shawn and Brandon come for
dinner. Brandon is trapped into accepting the invitation.
As the Carsons are being served cocktails before their planned luncheon,
Stuart and Brenda arrive. Much to Jim and Cindy's embarrassment, Larry Carson
offers to pay for the whole wedding. His wife, Vivian, adds that they have a huge
number of people to invite. Bravely, Jim speaks up, saying that he and Cindy were
hoping Brenda and Stuart wouldn't rush the wedding.
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Larry and Vivian don't seem to hear his comment. Larry jokes about the costs
and how the women will spend the next few months arguing over color schemes.
Jim and Cindy stare like two animals blinded by car headlights.
Stuart and Brenda sneak out of the room and into the kitchen. He suggests
that the only way to avoid this three-ring circus is to fly to Las Vegas tonight and get
married. Brenda nods in agreement, but she says she has to tell Brandon first.
Brenda confides in Brandon, but finds him still opposed to her rushing into
marriage. Reluctantly, he gives her his blessings and promises not to tell their
parents.
John Sears approaches Dylan at the Peach Pit and rebukes him for hanging
on to the past. John adds that. both his former girlfriends have turned their backs
on him. It's time Dylan moved on, he adds. Dylan turns to Nat and says that the only
two girls he has ever loved, have ended up with "real dirt balls."
At the Walsh home, the Carsons have -gone and Cindy and Jim are fuming
over what has just transpired. They begin to wonder why Larry and Vivian are
pushing so hard for a quick marriage.
Brandon calls Steve and asks him to come with him to Las Vegas. He tells him
Brenda is eloping with Stuart. Steve calls Kelly and she calls Donna and soon all the
gang knows about Brenda's marriage plan. As Brandon is quietly leaving the house,
he sees his parents in a distressed condition. He stops and tells them that he's
going to Las Vegas to try to stop Brenda's marriage to Stuart.
Brenda and Stuart have settled into a Caesar's Palace suite and are having
champagne.
At the airport the whole gang boards the plane for Las Vegas, Brandon,
Dylan, Steve, Kelly, David, Donna and Andrea are on a mission to "stand up" for
Brenda. Kelly and David are still carrying grudges but, at Donna's insistence, they
try to be civil to each other. Brandon tries to get Dylan to give him the low-down on
Stuart but he is still reluctant to do so. Finally, Dylan gives in and tells Brandon that
Stuart used to be a drug dealer at a night club called Eve's Apples. Brandon's
reaction is immediate. He has to figure a way to stop this wedding.
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The gang settles into their rooms and their mood changes from festive to a
mission of "rescue" of Brenda. They decide on a plan of reverse psychology.
Knowing Brenda, they feel she won't listen to their rejection of the marriage, so they
will pretend to be all in favor of it, but all the time trying to plant doubt in Brenda's
mind. The boys will work on Stuart, exaggerating Brenda's bad habits.
In the casino, Andrea cautiously deposits a quarter in a slot machine and wins
a pile of coins. A security guard steps in, however, and demands some I.D. cards.
The money has to be returned and they are escorted out of the casino.
With Dylan, Stuart confesses he's done a lot of bad things in the past, but
he's a "changed man" now, he says. At home, Jim and Cindy decide to fly up to Las
Vegas for Brenda's marriage.
Brenda tries on a wedding dress in the bridal shop and discovers it's "wash
and wear." She suddenly feels some of the romance going out of this wedding. The
girls gather up some items for Brenda --"something old, something borrowed and
something blue." Kelly mentions her last wedding was, her mother's to Mel. She
adds that she hopes Brenda's lasts longer than that one. Some flickers of doubt
cross Brenda's face.
The boys are at a strip club in the outskirts of town, for Stuart's bachelor
party. Dylan mentions to Stuart how difficult it will be to attain absolute fidelity in
marriage. He wonders if Brenda ~an change her ways, he adds.
Cindy and Jim arrive in their Vegas hotel room and try unsuccessfully to
locate Brenda or Brandon.
At the wedding chapel, the crass commercialism is beginning to eat away at
Brenda. The turquoise spotlights, a chapel organist playing "Love Me Tender" and
an audio or video cassette of the ceremony are not quite what Brenda had hoped
for in her wedding.
David, caught up in the wedding ambience, suggests to Donna that they too
get married, at least for one night.
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As the ceremony begins, and the justice of the Peace drones out lines about
11 commitment to share your lives forever til death do you part," Brenda begins to
crack. She confesses she is just "in love with love" and hardly knows her husband
to be. Stuart sighs in relief, realizing he's not ready for this wedding either. Jim and
Cindy rush in at this moment, determined to stop the wedding. Brandon tells them
it's too late, it's already stopped.
In the entertainment lounge of the hotel, everybody enjoys a release of
tensions over dinner. Brenda and Stuart share a friendly dance together realizing
they have made the right decision.
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EPISODE #089
"TAKE BACK THE NIGHT'
At the student union, a large audience of mostly females are watching a film
of 11 animal courtship" behavior as part of a week long program called "Take Back
The Night." As various courtship rituals are displayed, Kelly and Donna compare
their sexual relationships to those of the animals and birds. Lucinda Nicholson,
Professor Randall's wife, is conducting this anthropological lecture. In the audience
Brandon sits on the steps of the crowded theater with Cory Randall. Randall
reminds Brandon of their dinner date tonight at his house. Brandon still feels
awkward going to Cory and Lucinda's house, after the way she came on to him the
last time. Brandon expresses concern about the student he is tutoring, and doubts
that the black basketball player will be able to maintain an acceptable grade
average.
At KEG house, the frat president warns the pledges that they must get at
least a "C" average on the upcoming midterm tests. John Sears reminds Steve that
Laura, his "blind date" keeps calling and he'd better call her back or tell her he's not
interested. Laura calls again and Steve reluctantly takes the phone.
In poetry class, Brenda realizes how far behind she's gotten by spending too
many nights out on the town with Stuart. She begs Dylan to help her catch up before
midterm exams.
Steve meets Laura at the Peach Pit, intent on telling her they can't see each
other any more because he has a steady girlfriend. Laura is not happy about this
news and begins to cry, saying he just used her for a "one-night stand" and how
he's dumping her. Steve feels terrible as she runs out of the restaurant.
Dylan comes to the Walsh home for dinner and to coach Brenda in her class
work. They comment that it is "reverse role playing" for the two of them. Brandon is
dressed up in tie and jacket for the dinner at Professor Randall's house, but lacks
much enthusiasm for this evening out.
At the Randall's house, dinner is over and a few glasses of red wine helps
contribute to a lively conversation about sports. Brandon helps Lucinda clear the
table, while Randall gives D'Shawn a pep talk about his school work. Meanwhile, in
the kitchen, Brandon tells Lucinda he can't believe her flirting with him right in front
of her husband. Lucinda laughs, then asks Brandon if he has ever had sex on a
kitchen table. A mind boggled Brandon beats a hastv retreat to join the others in the
living room.
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At the KEG house, Celeste drops by to bring Steve a new jacket she's bought
him with her employee's discount. John Sears starts bragging, when Kelly and
Celeste are out of the room, about how tonight he is going to make out with Kelly.
Steve finds this offensive because of all the girls John sleeps with on campus.
After reading the lines of a love poem, Brenda is baffled as to its meaning.
Dylan says, "for a girl who nearly married a guy she hardly knew, its hard to
understand that she doesn't see a reflection of her own life in these lines." As Dylan
reads the love poem again, Cindy and Jim overhear from the kitchen and panic,
thinking Dylan is starting a new romance with Brenda.
In a bedroom at the KEG house, Kelly begins to pull back from John Sears'
intense kissing. He gets angry and she tells him she thought he was a sensitive,
caring person, but she was obviously wrong. Kelly walks out leaving a frustrated
John Sears behind.
Kelly goes to Dylan's house to tell him what happened. Dylan wants to go
punchout Sears, but Kelly says she only told him so he would realize she has
matured from her attitude of a few years ago. As Dylan walks her to her car, she
realizes he hasn't forgotten Sears forceful attitude toward his close friend.
Dylan exchanged a few verbal barbs with John Sears outside the student
union building and warns Sears to keep away from Kelly.
Kelly joins Steve as they enter the lecture on "date rape." She kids that she
didn't expect to see him there, but Steve is more serious and cautions her about the
type of guy that John Sears really is. Kelly says she's already broken off with John,
and gives an appreciative kiss to Steve, for his caring.
David tells Donna he's feeling very depressed because of this whole week of
"male bashing" by the female students. David goes to his radio booth as Donna
hurries to join Kelly, Brenda, Andrea, Dan Rubin, Laura and Leslie Sumner. Leslie
announces to the gathering of students her concern about campus safety at night.
Co-chairperson, Angela Rhodes, leads a discussion on "date rape."
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In the gym, Brandon is working out when Lucinda comes in. She starts
pressuring him again and Brandon wonders if she's sincere or just gets her kicks
tempting and teasing. Across the gym, D'Shawn watches and then turns away,
apparently knowing what's going on.
During the "date rape" seminar, the girls have broken into smaller groups
and Kelly relates her attack at the Halloween party, two years ago. Then Brenda
recounts her experience during the robbery at the Peach Pit. Andrea joins in by
saying she feels the guys may be getting a "bum rap." Sometimes a woman invites
problems by not taking precautions. Dan Rubin disagrees and they argue and when
he tries to make up, she rebuffs him. As they are leaving the meeting, Laura
buttonholes Kelly and appears to have a weighty problem. Kelly offers to meet and
discuss it.
In poetry class, Brenda and Dylan argue over a poem. Brenda says it is really
advocating "date rape" but Dylan says it is about "giving love a chance."
Laura tells Kelly that she was forced to have sex with a fraternity pledge last
week. Kelly tells her she should report it, and perhaps announce at the rally
tomorrow, warning other girls to beware of this guy.
In a tutoring session with Brandon, D'Shawn says he saw Lucinda Nicholson
coming on to Brandon and he hints that he might blackmail him into taking the
examination for him so he will get a passing grade. Brandon is stunned by this
threat.
Laura is meeting with Kelly, Leslie and Angela Rhodes. She is relating the
whole story of her "date rape" but still not revealing the student's name. The girls
are sympathetic and feel Laura must reveal the guy's name at the upcoming rally, to
protect other girls.
Kelly suspects that the attacker was John Sears, but Laura confesses it was
Steve Sanders. Kelly can't believe this and tries to talk Laura out of revealing the
name of the student publicly, until she's had a chance to talk to Steve.
David asks to be relieved of his broadcast duties and the "Take Back The
Night" rally. He feels the whole seminar has been very "anti-male" and has
concentrated on "worst case scenarios." He finally gives in and agrees to cover the
broadcast with Donna.
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Kelly goes to see Steve at the KEG frat house to try to find out the truth
about his relationship with Laura. Steve tells Kelly that Laura encouraged him, even
offered him a condom, and took off her own blouse. Kelly is not sure what to believe
but knows a scandal like this could cause Steve to be kicked out of college or
worse.
Steve talks to Laura on campus accusing her of being vindictive because he
rejected her. He says if having sex with him was so terrible, why has she been
phoning him day and night.
Brenda and Dylan discuss Kelly's breakup with John Sears. He doesn't
believe Kelly will stay away from him, for long. Steve meets with Celeste to tell her
his side of the story. He confesses he did have sex with Laura, and this is what
Celeste feared most to hear. She knew he would not rape a girl, but now she
realizes he doesn't truly lover her.
Steve goes to talk things over with Brandon. Brandon feels he did right to
confess to Celeste, but he'll have to pay the penalty. Funny thing, Brandon adds,
Steve's in trouble for sleeping with someone and he's in trouble for rejecting
Lucinda.
Brandon visits D'Shawn's room and tells him to forget trying to force him to
take the exams. Brandon says nothing has happened between him and Lucinda.
D'Shawn is obviously desperate, and says unless Brandon helps him, his whole
college sports life will come to an end and his future career is finished.
An impressive parade crosses campus, with only a few hecklers on the
sidelines led by John Sears. All of the group are in the march including Dylan,
Brandon and Steve. Near the student union, the rally gathers and Angela Rhodes
begins her speech, egging on Laura and others to point accusing fingers and name
names.
Kelly grabs the microphone and relates the story of her own "date rape" and
then adds that she was rescued that terrible night by her friend, Steve Sanders.
Quietly Laura slips away and disappears in the crowd, unwilling to pursue her lie any
further. Steve finds Laura and extends his thanks to her for not ruining his life.
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At the refreshment stand, Dylan finds John Sears and after an exchange of
words shoves a whole pie in his face. Brandon and Steve separate the two guys and
Steve advises Sears not to make a further scene and embarrass the KEG house
members.
At the gym, Lucinda continues to tease Brandon. He tells her of D'Shawn's
threats, but she laughs. She says her husband wants Brandon to take the test for
D'Shawn. Brandon can't believe what he is hearing, and he walks away unable to
answer her.
At home, Brandon loads up his backpack for travel. He tells Brenda to tell his
parents he's got to get away for awhile, to clear his thinking. He adds that "it's about
to hit the fan on campus" and he doesn't want to be around when it happens.
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EPISODE #090
“RADAR LOVE”
At the Walsh home, Brenda has relayed Brandon's message to their parents,
that he is taking a trip out of town. Cindy expresses concern, of course, about her
son's sudden departure. Brenda reminds her that Brandon is eighteen and has
finished his mid-term exams. "He probably just needs to relax for a few days," she
adds.
We see Brandon driving along a freeway in the Central Valley. He pulls into a
station for gas and sees, in a quick glimpse, a girl drive away who looks strikingly
like his old girlfriend, Emily Valentine. He follows her quickly, but then realizes it is
not Emily, just a look-alike.
On campus, pledges and fraternity and sorority members are gathered to
discuss the annual Thanksgiving charity contributions to Downy House, a home for
wayward girls. John Sears reverts to his crude self and makes remarks about the
availability of any "cute chicks" at the home. Kelly and Donna are disgusted by his
remarks. Steve speaks up to reprimand John Sears and is "dressed down" for
criticizing a frat member.
Donna plans a trip to Houston for Thanksgiving, to see her parents. Kelly
despairs over spending the holiday with just her mother and Erin. Donna suggests
that she invite Dylan for dinner, but Kelly is not sure he would come.
Later, when Kelly does invite Dylan, he says he's planning to go surfing, but
seems to appreciate her thought anyway.
Dan convinces Andrea to come to his house for Thanksgiving dinner. She is
hesitant, but finally agrees.
Brandon drives into a campsite for the night and meets a friendly family. They
insist he join them for a campfire cookout. Brandon tells them he's driving north to
Marin County to look up an old girlfriend.
The group from KEG and Alpha have arrived at Downy House, the home for
wayward girls, and while the others unload the groceries, John Sears wastes no
time in making a move on a pretty girl named Danise. Steve notices and give John a
reprimanding look.
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After dinner, Brandon tells Curtis about Emily and how he thought he saw her
on the highway. It was then, he decided to drive up to Marin County to see her.
Dylan stops by the Walsh house to pick up a check from Jim Walsh, and
Brenda invites him to stay for dinner. She tells him she has been cast in a college
play, directed by Pablo from their English poetry class.
Cindy invites Dylan for Thanksgiving dinner next day and adds that they have
room for more at the table since Brandon is away. Dylan is surprised at this news
about Brandon going out of town.
Brandon arrives in Marin County at the house where Emily used to live, but
finds it has been rented out, and the Valentines are in Greece.
At the beach apartment, Kelly and Donna are joined by Andrea and she helps
them make cookies for Downy House. Kelly tells Andrea what a scuzzball John Sears
is and how he tried to make out with a fifteen year old, named Denise. "Even if he
were only being friendly, you better keep an eye on that guy," Andrea advises. David
arrives home with the news that he is having dinner with his father and girlfriend,
Nina. Andrea says she's very nervous about meeting Dan's parents for
Thanksgiving dinner. She lets slip that she and Dan have slept together.
Brenda calls to invite Kelly and her mother to join them for Thanksgiving and
to bring David along too.
Brandon calls home from San Francisco. He says he'll be home for
Thanksgiving dinner next day. He then goes outside to catch a cable car and runs
into Emily Valentine. They hug affectionately.
Brandon and Emily walk and talk about how he was looking for her. She
invites him to her apartment, nearby.
At the p re-Thanks giving evening party at Downy House, Donna and Kelly
notice John Sears seated across the room, next to Denise. In a few minutes, they
leave the room. Kelly calls Steve over and tells him about John. Steve talks to a frat
member, Charlie Dixon. Outside on the steps Steve finds John making "sweet talk"
to Denise. Steve tells John that Charlie wants him to go back to the frat house and
bring the plaque that he forgot. Reluctantly, John obeys Charlie's request. When he
goes back inside, Steve receives a warm kiss from Kelly for his good deed.
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At Emily's apartment she and Brando n are discussing old times, when they
are interrupted by a neighbor named Rosie. Rosie invites Brandon to have turkey
dinner with them. While Brandon showers, Emily asks Rosie not to tell him yet that
she is going away.
At Downy house, John Sears has returned and is fuming over being sent on a
wild goose chase to pick up a plaque back at the fraternity house. Ryan, the frat
president, feigns regret over John's inconvenience.
Brandon calls home to tell his parents he won't be there for Thanksgiving
because he's with Emily Valentine. Cindy hopes Brandon won't get hurt again by
Emily.
Guests are arriving at the Walsh house including Kelly, David, Jackie and
baby Erin. Dylan comes in with a bouquet of flowers.
After an awkward few minutes of questions by Dan Rubin's parents, Andrea
spots a face she remembers from the Walsh anniversary party. He is the part-time
bartender, Jesse Vasquez. Andrea is intrigued by him and gives him her address at
college.
At the frat house, John Sears turns his wrath on Steve, but Steve stands his
ground about the underage girls at Downy House that John tried to put the make on.
Kelly is steaming over the fact that Dylan accepted Brenda's invitation, after
having turned down hers. Dylan says he changed his mind and besides, Kelly has
been too close with John Sears lately. He wonders if she cares for him anymore
At Emily's apartment, the turkey has not turned out very well. Brandon
suggests that he take Emily and Rosie out for pizza.
As they get ready to go out, Emily tells Rosie that she really loves Brandon.
The mystery thickens when Rosie advises Emily that she must tell Brandon the
truth.
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EPISODE #091
"EMILY"
Brandon and Emily awaken in each other's arms, in her apartment in San
Francisco. Emily tells him how she has matured since she last saw him. The
psychiatric treatment helped her to appreciate herself, as well as others. She
suggests that they get dressed and go to a Chinese restaurant for a breakfast of
"dim sum." Brandon's not quite sure he's going to like that.
The girls gather at the Peach Pit for their weekly get-together. Kelly hasn't
arrived yet and Brenda wonders if she is upset because Dylan turned down Kelly's
invitation and came to the Walsh house for Thanksgiving instead. Kelly arrives, but
holds no grudge against Brenda, saying what happened is between her and Dylan.
They discuss Brandon's still being in San Francisco with Emily and also Brenda's
play rehearsal. Andrea tells them about meeting Jesse, the bartender at the Rubin's
house, and how he asked for her phone number.
At the frat house, Steve, along with several other pledges, is going through
initiation, both physical and mental exercises. One member suggests the pledges be
made to swallow live goldfish. A pledge named Muntz volunteers to do it provided
he can skip the hell week activities, but the members back down on their promise.
Kelly and Donna, along with other Alpha sorority house pledges, are being
paraded through the student union, dressed in robe and pajamas and shower caps,
with cold cream smeared on their faces. Kelly expresses hope that they won't run
into anyone they know. Leslie, the hazing leader, spots Dylan and insists that Kelly
go over and give him a big kiss. Dylan accepts it all in good fun, but Kelly is
humiliated.
Andrea has been trying to avoid Dan, but finally comes face to face with him.
He questions her as to why she has not answered any of his phone calls. When he
punches the button on her answering machine to prove how many times he's called,
out comes a message from Jesse Vasquez. Dan is angry and wants an explanation.
Andrea tells Dan she is not in love with him and feels she's being pushed into
something for which she's not ready. She has decided to date other men she adds.
At the Chinese restaurant, Brandon and Emily are having fun selecting
various delicacies from the dim sum cart. Brandon tells her about his relationships
with girls over the last couple of years and why he drove to San Francisco to get
away from Professor Randall's wife. He adds that he never felt emotionally toward
any of them, the way he feels toward Emily.
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Brenda attends the first rehearsal of the play by Pablo, a skinny, long-haired
eccentric, with more attitude than talent. At the "cold reading," Brenda has
reservations about the stage directions requiring her to disrobe on stage, but the
playwright convinces her that this is art and she is an actress.
Steve, along with other pledges, is undergoing initiation rites that prove
doubly embarrassing when Kelly and Donna pass by. Steve asks Kelly if she has a
dress that will fit him that he can borrow.
Kelly and Donna help Steve get dressed up as a woman, when they hear that
John Sears is trying to kick him out of the fraternity by giving him difficult tasks to
perform as a pledge. Steve reluctantly poses for a picture in "full drag."
On her first date with Jesse Vasquez, Andrea joins him in the park for a game
of softball. Andrea senses that Jesse is still testing her to find out why a "nice
Jewish girl" would want to date a Latino bartender. Jesse confesses that he is
actually a law student at UCLA.
The romantic visit with Emily continues as she and Brandon sightsee around
the city. Brandon poses the question as to whether he should transfer to UC
Berkeley or should Emily switch to UCLA.
Donna asks David's help in fulfilling her sorority pledge assignment. She has
to get a xerox copy of her boyfriend's "tush." Hesitant, at first, to do such a
ridiculous thing, David finally agrees.
Steve is told by the fraternity members that he now must appear in "drag" at
the student union and as a final assignment must steal Professor Randall's most
prized souvenir, a baseball signed by Jackie Robinson. The idea of breaking and
entering a professor's office brings back bitter memories for Steve.
Back at Emily's apartment, Rosie drops in and tells Brandon, while Emily is
out of the room, that she won't be seeing him for a while. Emily has the chance of a
lifetime to study at the Cousteau Institute in France.
Next morning, Rosie drops by to see if Brandon and Emily have discussed
her going to France. Rosie reminds him that if he truly loves Emily he'll encourage
her to leave and not miss this opportunity.
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Steve endures his assignment of standing in full drag in the student union
and being the object of much kidding by Kelly, Donna, David and Dylan.
As the night of her stage performance approaches, Brenda is growing more
nervous about disrobing on stage. She tries to discourage the group from
attending, but without success.
Brandon decides to insist that Emily go to France to study, but she says she's
too much in love with him to leave. Brandon knows that he could never live with
himself if he let her give up this chance of a lifetime.
At the Peach Pit, Jim and Cindy bump into Dylan. He asks if they're going to
Brenda's play tonight. This comes as news to them. At the theater, Brenda peeks
through the curtain and her worst fears are realized. Out front is not only the whole
gang, but her parents as well. In panic, she makes a quick decision to not bare her
body. She puts on layers of sweaters underneath the cape and takes them off one at
a time, much to the amusement of the audience, but not to Pablo the director/
playwright. Later, he congratulates Brenda on her imaginative acting when he sees
how well received his play has been.
With mixed emotions, Brandon helps Emily pack her bags for the trip to
France. Like a scene out of his past, Steve is apprehended by the campus security
as he is about to take Professor Randall's prized souvenir baseball.
Emily says she prefers to say goodbye to Brandon here at her apartment
rather than at the airport. They stand holding each other, promising to telephone
and write. Then Brandon goes to his car and drives away.
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EPISODE #092
"WINDSTRUCK"
Donna wakes with a start from a terrifying nightmare in which Howard Stern
had taken over her radio show. David's voice and face brings her back to reality. He
has brought her a bouquet of tulips in honor of their first year together, since they
started dating. He gives her a warm kiss but before things get out of hand she's out
of bed and heading for the bathroom, leaving a disappointed David behind.
Brandon is greeted warmly by Nat at the Peach Pit. Steve stops by to tell
Brandon how he got apprehended by security during his pledge assignment of
stealing Professor Randall's souvenir baseball. Steve asks Brandon if he'll talk to
Professor Randall and get the break-in charges dropped. Brandon's mind is
boggled by this request. Kelly and Donna discuss plans for a Chinatown celebration
with David and the others.
Donna is still plagued by the nightmare she had and its reference to her
being the "last American virgin." Kelly helps her analyze the meaning of the dream.
Brandon is surprised to see the high grade he has received on Professor
Randall's test. The greatest surprise is that Steve got a B plus and the black
basketball player also got a B plus. Dylan joins Brandon and they discuss the
abnormal grades. They agree something is quite wrong.
Later at the student union, Brandon and Dylan discuss their plans for the
Chinatown dinner. Dylan brings Brandon up to date on what happened over
Thanksgiving with Kelly.
As they dress for the dinner. Brenda and Brandon discuss his visit with Emily.
He says how good it was to see her, but now she's gone to France to study. After the
Chinatown dinner the gang gives David and Donna "anniversary gifts." One is a
poster of the painting "American Gothic," with David's and Donna's faces
superimposed. They all have a good laugh.
Steve stands before Sears, Keith and Ryan, his fraternity brothers at KEG.
Steve asks their help in vindicating him, but they say they can't offer any "open"
help, mainly because hazing on campus is illegal and any scandal might jeopardize
the charter of the fraternity. They don't hesitate to tell Steve that he is obligated not
to involve the fraternity at his hearing.
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Outside the restaurant the gang toss coins in a wishing fountain and then
drift apart. Kelly and Dylan stand alone. A warm burst of Santa Ana wind swirls
around them as they slip into a deep embrace.
Back at their beach apartment Donna has been affected in a different way by
the gusting Santa Ana winds. She's having an attack of sneezing and the romantic
mood between her and David is demolished.
Andrea and Jesse are returning home to the dorm after having dinner with
her Grandma Rose. Jesse has given Andrea a softball glove as a Hanukkah gift,
saying she's got to "practice, practice, practice." As Jesse turns to leave, Andrea
sees Dan . Rubin watching from down the hall. She speaks, then goes inside her
room feeling a bit unnerved.
Donna awakes with a jolt from another "Howard Stern" nightmare in which
her virginity is being openly discussed in front of her parents and David, on live
radio.
Dylan and Kelly have spent the night together and are just getting up. Dylan
suggests they drive out to the desert and maybe camp out "under the stars" tonight,
but Kelly says she has a sorority pledge assignment. This comment cools Dylan's
ardor and their relationship takes a step backward.
Brandon bumps into D'Shawn on campus. Brandon is still steamed by the
obviously phony grades given to D'Shawn by Professor Randall and rejects the
black basketball player's offer of friendship. D'Shawn says it's not a matter of black
or white but actually of "green," as in money. He says he's going to play professional
basketball, using any trick he can. Brandon walks away in disgust.
Andrea and Jesse drop by a little league baseball field, so Andrea can try out
the new glove. Jesse tells her how important playing little league was to him. He
says it inspired him to reach for bigger goals in life. They have some playful
moments and end up in a deep passionate kiss.
At the Alpha/KEG car wash, the pledges are busy hosing and soaping
student's cars. Dylan drives up and sees Kelly. As he gives her an affectionate kiss,
John Sears tries to hose them down. This sets off a water fight between the Alphas
and the KEGs with shouts of monetary contributions to the team that can wet down
the most opponents.
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Seeing all the fun, Steve rushes in but is stopped by Ryan, the frat president,
reminding him that he's on probation. A humiliated Steve turns and walks away.
While making some public service radio spots, Donna and David discuss last
night's big disappointment for him. After a year he thought Donna would finally give
in to him. Donna is beginning to weaken and David has renewed hopes that she will
sleep with him. In a barrio shopping area, where Jesse grew up, he introduces
Andrea to his mother, uncle and cousin, who run a burrito food truck.
When Brandon visits Professor Randall's office he is displeased to find
Lucinda there. She says she and her husband had a big argument, but she did not
involve Brandon in any way. Brandon has mixed feelings about that and wonders
what she wants now. She mentions that the break in into Randall's office was
tipped-off to campus police by an anonymous phone caller.
Brandon seeks out Steve to tell him about this new information. He finds a
very depressed Steve at the Peach Pit. Brandon tells Steve to find out who set him
up at the fraternity. Brandon says he'll talk to Randall about this whole pledge prank.
Andrea sits at a table in the Cafe Condor having an Alka-Seltzer when Brenda
joins her. Andrea explains that a burrito she ate didn't set too well. Andrea tells her
that she was with Jesse all day and that she feels he's the man she wants to marry.
David and Donna are settled into bed, surrounded by candle light.
David wants this to be a wonderful memory for them. Just as they move into
each other's arms, the doorbell rings. David rushes across the living room wearing
only his underwear, With an almost audible, "Oh my God!", he sees Donna's parents
walk in, with the announcement they're here to surprise Donna with a visit. David
makes excuses about falling asleep while studying. Donna walks in wearing only a
teddy, just after David has said that no one is home. Their explanations do not
convince Felice that her suspicions were not well founded.
It's Sunday and Brandon tells his parents he's on the way to see Professor
Randall. On the phone, Donna tells David that her parents are still very upset.
Trying to be calm, Felice is hurt that Donna lied to her about the sleeping
arrangements, but realizes her daughter is no longer a child.
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Steve confronts John Sears and Keith about the campus security being
tipped off regarding the pledge break in to Randall's office. John is furious and
storms off to find the fraternity president, Ryan.
Kelly and Dylan are having breakfast, after having spent the night together.
They discuss children of divorce and the importance of freedom in relationships.
As Andrea comes down the hall of the dorm Dan makes a jealous remark
about her spending Hanukkah with Jesse. Andrea blasts back at Dan, in defense of
Jesse. She tells him how kind and caring Jesse's family is and with a strong work
ethic. She adds that Jesse is a second year law student and tends bar to pay his
tuition. Dan answers that is sounds like she is really in love with the guy.
Brandon visits Randall in his office. He first asks that Randall drop the
charges against Steve saying it was only a pledge prank. Randall counters by
accusing Brandon of sleeping with his wife. Brandon denies it, of course, but
Randall is not convinced. Brandon decides to use his trump card. He tells Randall
he is prepared to go to the Dean, the newspapers and the NCAA and blow the whole
"grade scam" out of the water. Randall realizes he's met his match. He picks up the
phone and calls security, ready to clear up the mess and drop the charges against
Steve.
Donna tells David that her parents have agreed for them to continue their
present living arrangements. David thinks this also means Donna will give in to his
amorous advances at last. However, now that her parents trust her, Donna is not
quite ready. As David hands the check over, he pretends to notice the amount is too
much. Pitts offers to refund in cash, the overage.
David heads directly to the drug pusher at the dorm with cash in hand. At
home, Brandon finds Brenda busy writing a letter to Stuart Carson who is working
out of town on a construction project for his father. Brenda is upset because Stuart
hasn't written regularly since they postponed their marriage. She wonders if his
promises to be true to her, are being kept. Brandon tells her that since Dylan
bought the Pit, he doesn't feet like it's his "second home" anymore.
Brandon drops in on Lucinda unexpectedly. She is not pleased that he did
not telephone first. Lucinda reminds Brandon that he always pushed her away
before she was divorced, and now he seems to have changed his attitude. When
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Brandon asks if she wants him to leave, Lucinda moves into his arms for
warm passionate kisses. At the Walsh house, Brenda has told Jim and Cindy about
the "kiss-of" letter she's written to Stuart.
Over Andrea's home cooked dinner, she asks Brandon if he will "give the
bride away" since her own father doesn't want to be a part of the ceremony.
Brandon accepts. Andrea adds that they'd like to have a small party at the Peach Pit.
Reluctantly, Brandon says he'll ask the new owner, Dylan.
When Donna comes by the apartment to pick up David for the Valentine
dance, she finds David's new friend and junkie, Happy Jack, there. David announces
that he's invited Happy Jack to join them. Donna is not pleased about this.
At the KEG fraternity house, the party/dance is going full blast. Steve and
Kelly react to the low-life type that comes in with Donna and David. They wonder
what influence Happy Jack has on David.
Brandon slips out of the dance and goes to Lucinda's apartment. She is
nervous about his frequent visits and asks Brandon if he told anyone he was seeing
her. She adds that it is very important they avoid any scandal, because of an NEA
grant for which she has applied.
The party mood is suddenly interrupted as several fraternity brothers push
and drag Happy Jack toward the front door. They announce that they caught him
snorting coke upstairs and the fraternity could lose its charter if the word got out.
David stands by his junkie buddy accusing the fraternity of being filled with
hypocrites. David storms outside. Dylan stops him for a moment, telling him he has
to turn his life around before he loses everything. David wants to know why Dylan
cares. Dylan reminds David of his sympathy when Dylan's father was killed. He has
never forgotten David's kind thoughts.
Brenda, Donna and Kelly have joined Andrea and Jesse's mother at
grandmother Rose's wedding shower. They laugh about the sexy lingerie gifts.
Donna is trying to keep up a brave front, but inside she is deeply worried about
David.
Brandon comes by the fraternity house to pick up Steve but finds him badly
hungover. Steve says he can't go on living at the frat house. There is too much beer
consumed. He can't keep up.
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David visits Andy in the drug pusher's room, at the dorm. He finds Andy is
nearly hysterical with fear. He says there is a rumor that the dorm is going to be
raided and he's got to move his stash immediately. He asks David to store his
knapsack of drugs at his apartment. Reluctantly, David agrees.
Brandon brings Steve by Andrea's dorm room. Since Andrea is moving in with
Jesse, maybe he could stay there. As they walk down the hallway, several DEA police
rush past. Later they see two handcuffed students being led away, including Andy.
David has escaped in the nick of time, with the cache of drugs.
Kelly and Dylan are awakened by a frantic telephone call from David. Dylan
rushes out to the beach apartment to see David. He's told about the drugs in the
knapsack. David fears he may have been trailed or maybe the police are watching
the apartment. Dylan tells David to flush the drugs down the toilet, but David says it
belongs to Andy and isn't paid for yet. David is still paralyzed with fear. He asks
Dylan to flush it down, but Dylan says he has to do it and face up to his addiction.
As the last bit of drugs flush down, the police arrive at the front and back
doors of the apartment. Dylan and David are cuffed and interrogated. The police say
David's friend told them the drugs were taken with him. A systematic search is
begun of the premises.
Kelly and Donna arrive at the apartment and are stunned at the trashing of
the place. David and Dylan are alone. The police found no drugs and have gone.
Donna sits close to David who is fighting back tears as he shakes all over. He tells
Donna how ashamed he is of his past behavior. She tells him he has taken the first
step toward recovery by admitting he has a problem.
When Jesse realizes how deeply disappointed Andrea is, that her parents
have declined to come to their wedding, he decides to go and have a talk with Mr.
Zuckerman. It's Valentine morning and Brandon has slept over with Lucinda He has
to rush since he is giving the bride away today, he adds. Just as the wedding vows
are about to be said at City Hall, a man rushes in, followed by his wife. They are Mr.
and Mrs. Zuckerman. Andrea is overwhelmed with joy.
At the wedding reception at the Peach Pit, Brandon and Brenda are
despairing that neither of them has a date. Brenda can't believe that Stuart didn't
even bother to send her a valentine.
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Suddenly, behind her Stuart rushes in, carrying a gift and flowers. He
explains he was on a job in South America. Brenda doesn't care, so long as he is
here now.
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EPISODE #093
"SOMEWHERE IN THE WORLD IT'S CHRISTMAS"
At the Walsh home, the usual Christmas tree and presents give a holiday
feeling. The only jarring note is four large suitcases being packed with beach wear,
snorkle gear and suntan lotion. Cindy and Jim, with Brenda and Brandon, plan to
spend the holidays in Hawaii. The family poses for pictures wearing swimsuits and
sun glasses in front of the wintry, decorated tree. They plan to have Christmas Eve
at home and fly to Hawaii the next day.
As the family sits down to eat dinner, they reminisce, through flashbacks,
back to their first California Christmas. They laugh over the eighty degree heat
wave and the bedraggled tree they found. Brenda remembers her boutique job and
how she invited a strange Santa Claus to their house for dinner.
Dylan drops by with presents for everyone. He says he's off to Baja to go
surfing. He asks them to give his mother, Iris, a call when they get to Hawaii.
At the beach apartment Donna is carefully placing her favorite ornaments on
the tree and telling Kelly their history. Dylan arrives with gifts for all. He
remembered that Donna's birthday falls on Christmas and has a gift for her. David
comes in from his bedroom dressed up and announces he's going to a party at his
father's apartment for a few hours. Donna thinks Kelly should go to Mel's party too,
but she's not sure it would be right. They remember how persuasive Donna can be,
as we flashback to the bus ride to entertain the underprivileged kids on Alvarado.
As Dylan is packing his surfing gear, getting ready for the trip to Baja, he
remembers some of the "Christmases Past" and how he went to see his father who
was still in prison.
The doorbell jerks him back to reality and he opens the door to find a woman,
Suzanne, in her late 30's accompanied by a 12 year old girl, Erica. She identifies
herself as a friend of Dylan's father. Suzanne apologizes for detaining Dylan who is
obviously packing for a trip. She asks if he knows of a motel near the bus station.
Dylan offers the use of his telephone and goes to get some hot beverages for them.
Erica tells her mother she wishes they hadn't come here.
At the Peach Pit, Steve is in a very down mood, telling Nat how this time of
year is a jinx for him. He says he is worried that he'll be dropped by KEG fraternity.
That was his father's fraternity and he is going to be bitterly disappointed. Nat
advises Steve to visit his father and tell him what has happened.
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At the Walsh house when the doorbell rings, they all expect that it's the
airport shuttle but it turns out to be Andrea. She has a quick question to ask of
Brandon. She says Jesse has invited her to Catholic midnight mass and she's
wondering how to conduct herself. Brandon reminds her that he's a Presbyterian
and has never been to a Catholic mass.
At Dylan's house Erica is watching cartoons on television while her mother
telephones. Suzanne says they had better be going but Dylan suggests they wait til
Erica finishes watching television. Suzanne begins to relate the story of her
relationship with Jack McKay. She went on trips all over the world with him. Dylan is
somewhat cynical about her story and wonders why she has waited so long to
contact him. Suzanne tells him they lost their home and everything in the Midwest
floods. Dylan realizes maybe he has jumped to conclusions and this woman and her
daughter may be telling the truth.
At a country club golf course, Steve finds his father, Rushnell Sanders. Steve
wonders if he'll be able to get a quiet moment with his father, among all of his fast
talking cronies.
At the airport, the Walshes settle into their first class seats. Cindy is not yet
comfortable with such luxury and remembers how she pretended to be a Beverly
Hills society matron in the boutique where Brenda worked.
At the beach apartment, David and Donna are leaving for Mel's party. They
ask Kelly, once again, to join them but she declines.
Dylan has insisted that Suzanne and Erica stay for dinner. He'll pick up some
"carry out food" at the bottom of the hill. Dylan compliments Suzanne on how well
she has brought up Erica. It must have been difficult without a husband around, he
adds. Suzanne tells Dylan that Erica's father died last year. Her father was Jack
McKay. Dylan is stunned at this news.
Brandon and Brenda kid each other as they enjoy the flight to Hawaii.
After a long wait for his father and his cronies to have drinks and exchange
stories, Steve at last gets his father's attention. Steve tells him about the trouble at
the frat house. His father suggests that Steve wait out the storm and keep the
information to himself. One day he'll be able to turn the tables on the member who
set him up.
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At Mel's party, Nina comes over with the cordless phone. The call is from
Kelly. She apologizes for calling but she is desperate. She's broken a tooth eating
hard candies and is in pain. Mel is sympathetic and tells her the name of a pharmacy
to call. They both obviously miss each other and Mel adds, he wishes the whole
divorce had never happened.
The Peach Pit is closed but in the kitchen Nat and his cooks are preparing
turkey dinners for the homeless that Nat will feed on Christmas day. Dylan comes by,
desperate to talk to someone. He tells Nat he is not sure if Suzanne and Erica are
some sort of scam artists. Nat packs up some food for Dylan to take home and
advises that he give them the benefit of the doubt, at least on Christmas Eve.
Mel has fitted Kelly's tooth with a temporary crown and the pain has
subsided. Kelly is very grateful and gives him a big hug.
Jesse comes by Andrea's dorm room to pick her up. Andrea is still nervous
about attending the church service and wonders if she's overdressed for the
occasion. Jesse reassures her by saying not to worry about the ritual and to
concentrate on the feeling of good will.
After several hours into the flight to Hawaii the voice of the Captain comes
up on the speaker. He announces that due to a computer malfunction they will be
forced to turn back to Los Angeles.
At the beach apartment Kelly greets Donna with a combination "happy
birthday" and "merry Christmas" as she returns from Mel's party alone. She says
David needed some time with his father. A quick cut to Andrea as she is caught up in
the solemn pageantry of the Christmas service.
The Captain's voice comes up again on the speakers to keep the passengers
informed. He says they will jettison the excess fuel in case their landing gear does
not release. The Walshes like the other passengers are very tense. They try to
remember some positive, happy thoughts from the past in order to block out
speculations of the dangers they face. The family is all holding hands as they feel
the plane safely touch the runway and the Captain assures them everything is fine.
Erica surprises Dylan by giving him a picture she's drawn of a woman, a
young man and younger girl. The inscription reads, Merry Christmas from your little
sister, Erica.
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It's Christmas day at the Peach Pit. Steve, dressed as Santa Claus is
distributing presents to homeless children. All the gang is there to help serve up
the food to the families. The Walshes arrive to help out too and announce they had a
little plane trouble so they're staying in town for the holidays. The group and
homeless guests join in singing carols.
Suzanne and Erica are about to leave, thinking Dylan has left for his surfing
trip to Baja. Suddenly, Dylan rushes in carrying a Christmas tree and decorations.
He holds up three tickets for Disneyland and says this is to celebrate having a new
little sister.
At Nat's party at the Peach Pit, Donna goes looking in the kitchen for David.
She finds him still depressed and aloof. She can't understand what's wrong. David
says he can't continue their friendship this way, without a sexual relationship. Donna
is stunned that he would bring this up on Christmas and on her birthday. She bursts
into tears and rushes away from David.
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EPISODE #094
"CRUNCH TIME"
Around the campus most students are huddled into small study groups
preparing for the upcoming midterms exams. At the student union, Brandon runs
into Steve who seems more concerned about an intramural volleyball game, than
studying. He tells Brandon, the attitude toward him at the KEG house is quite cool
since Professor Randall dropped the break in charges against him. Apparently, John
Sears has told the others that Steve squealed on the others regarding the pledge
prank. Steve says he hopes that if he "shines" on the volleyball court, he'll win back
the fraternity's acceptance of him. Brandon tells Steve, as part of his deal with
Randall to drop the charges against Steve, he must continue to tutor the black
basketball player, D'Shawn.
At their beach apartment, Donna tells Kelly she's so upset about her run-in
with David, that she can't concentrate on studying. When David comes in, Donna
tries to ease the tension but David says he has no time to talk now. He has too much
studying to do.
At Dylan's house, Erica is enjoying a new toy keyboard she got as a present.
Dylan calls Kelly to say "hello." Kelly is not sure about her feelings about Suzanne
and Erica living at her boyfriend's house.
Suzanne tells Dylan she's looking over the newspaper classifieds for a job
and hopes to move to her own apartment soon. Dylan insists it's no inconvenience
to have her and Erica living with him.
Brenda and Andrea compare their rugged exam schedules. Andrea admits to
being tense, not because of her exams, but because she and Jesse had agreed not
to call each other until after "crunch time." She says living on the same dorm floor
as Dan Rubin doesn't exactly help either. At the dorm, Andrea is surprised to learn
that Dan has requested a transfer and there is a new resident advisor named Cathy
Fisher.
At the volleyball game, Steve finds that John Sears, the team captain, refuses
to call him in to play and makes him sit out the whole game until the very last play.
Brandon is surprised to find D'Shawn has a new attitude toward studying. He
says over the holidays his twin sister "laid the law down" to him about not
concentrating on his college studies.
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Dylan stops by to see Jim Walsh at home. He says he wants to give $10,000 to
Suzanne and Erica, to get them set up in an apartment with furniture, until Suzanne
can get a job. Jim is not sure this is a good idea. He feels they could be scam artists.
He insists Dylan get her social security number so a background check can be
conducted. Dylan is not comfortable with this idea but agrees to consider it.
David goes to talk to Howard, his supervisor at the campus radio station.
David wants to re-run an old music/talk show for one night, so he can devote time to
studying. Howard doesn't like the idea and suggests David just try harder. To help
him through this tough time Howard offers him a glass of fruit juice laced with
"speed." David drinks it down in desperation.
David arrives back at the apartment after his late night radio show. He is still
high with "speed." Donna is puzzled by his carefree attitude about everything
including her.
It's exam time in Randall's class. Steve tells Brandon that he's decided to go
to the fraternity president and tell him the whole story about the hazing prank.
Brandon glances around the room and notices D'Shawn has not shown up.
Dylan gives Suzanne the check and asks if she would mind giving him her
social security number. At first grateful for the money, now Suzanne flies into a rage
about Dylan not believing her story. She hands the check back shouting that she is
not "for sale." Dylan stares in frustration.
After the exams, Randall tells Brandon that D'Shawn is in San Francisco
doing some promotion and interviews for the upcoming game. He let the basketball
player take a special test for the academic course. Brandon is very upset about this
revelation and poses the question, "What happens if D'Shawn doesn't make it as a
pro?" He storms off in disgust at the thought that the college is robbing D'Shawn of
his future.
Andrea and Donna have a discussion about pre-marital sex. Andrea says she
is not sorry she slept with Dan Rubin. She feels she overcame her fears of making a
mistake. She says she would never have had the courage to date Jesse otherwise.
When Donna asks her opinion on sleeping with David,
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Andrea says that's something only she can decide. It's not what David wants,
but rather what she wants. At the Peach Pit, a patient Kelly listens quietly as her
mother, Jackie, raves on about how unfair the judge is in the Erin custody case.
Before he starts his radio show, David drops by to see Howard. The"speed" really
helped him get through the night. Howard offers him another hit of "speed," but
says next time David will have to pay for it.
At the KEG house, Ryan, the fraternity president, has John Sears
interrogated about who tipped off the campus police about the break in at Randall's
office. Sears vehemently der-Lies any knowledge, but Steve says he's lying. Sears
challenges Steve to "the test" to prove he is innocent. Steve's not sure what that is,
but agrees.
Donna goes to David's bedroom to see if he's all right, but finds him very
irritable. As she enters, he accidently spills the remaining "speed" powder, but
conceals this from Donna. Donna can't understand his attitude and leaves the room
in tears.
Brenda and Kelly stop by the Peach Pit for some food. They discuss the
exhausting last few days of exams. Kelly says she thinks Suzanne is taking
advantage of Dylan. Brenda has some suspicions too, but says she does like Erica.
Andrea breezes in, still tense because Jesse has not answered her messages.
David is searching the student union for Howard. He is strung out and is
desperate for a hit of "speed." When he, finds Howard he's told that he'll have to
wait until tomorrow. Howard says to come along with him to see some friends. They
should have some "downers" that will help him.
Suzanne apologizes to Dylan for her flare up of temper. Dylan says it was
really his fault and insists she takes the check. Suzanne says she has to fly to Iowa
to settle some business. Erica begs to stay with Dylan and finally she agrees. Steve
comes to the beach apartment looking for David. He tells Kelly and Donna that David was
acting very strangely earlier today.
Brandon is studying when Jim and Cindy return home from an earlier dinner
engagement. Brandon tells Jim that D'Shawn is scoring big against San Francisco.
As they listen to the radio broadcast, the announcer reports that D'Shawn has
collapsed with a twisted knee injury. Brandon grimaces, knowing what that could
mean for D'Shawn's future in sports.
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After dinner, Steve tells Kelly and Donna he is facing "the test" against
Sears. He's worried he'll be kicked out of the fraternity. When they talk about David,
Donna breaks down in tears again, as Steve tries to console her.
Andrea is letting Donna use her room at the dorm for studying. Donna doesn't
want to run into David. As they enter the room, Andrea is surprised to find Jesse
waiting for her. Donna stands by awkwardly, as she watches the two of them move
into each other's arms.
Returning from dropping Suzanne off at the airport, Erica confesses to Dylan
that she has sneaked her mother's social security card out of her purse. She hands
it to Dylan saying she wants him to like her.
Brandon drops by to see a very depressed basketball star named D'Shawn.
The player will require surgery and be on crutches. Brandon hands him his exam
paper. He only got a "C," but he did it on his own. Maybe he'll decide to become a
scholar instead of a sports star, he adds.
The "test" is getting under way at KEG house. The members will vote in
favor of either John Sears or Steve, by dropping a black ball in the appropriate fish
bowl. One by one the members vote. Slowly the black balls fill up John's bowl and
Steve is vindicated. John Sears will be thrown out of the fraternity.
At home, Donna and Kelly are listening to David's radio show. Kelly tells
Donna she's being too hard on herself. Kelly suspects David may be using drugs.
She recognizes the symptoms from when her mother was hooked.
David is desperate again for a fix. He finds Howard, who sets him up with
another "hit," but this time it's crack cocaine.
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EPISODE #095
"THICKER THAN WATER"
David is in the campus radio booth finishing up his late night shift. Howard,
the station manager, drops by to suggest that he drop all the references to his love
life with Donna. David asks him for some pills that will take him down off the high
he's been on for several weeks. Howard tells him he's not providing him with any
more pills.
At the beach apartment Donna is busy packing for the ski weekend that she
plans for the spring break. Kelly is not going, but feels getting away from David may
be good therapy for Donna. When David arrives, Donna tries to make peace with him
but he seems not to really care. They end up in the usual argument about a sexual
relationship and Donna storms out of the room.
At the Walsh house, Cindy has packed some sandwiches for the group to take
along in the car. Andrea calls to say she's not going because she may be coming
down with the flu. Brenda, Brandon and Steve are ready to leave when Donna calls
saying she's not sure she should go and leave David behind. He's acting very
strangely, she adds. Brenda talks her into coming. They'll all be staying at Donna's
parents house at Big Bear.
Jim calls to leave a message on Dylan's phone regarding Erica and her
mother. He says he needs to see Dylan.
At the beach, Dylan is trying to get Erica to try out the new wet suit he has
bought her. Erica is pretty terrified of the whole idea.
Kelly is on the phone with her, very upset, mother. Jackie is concerned that
Met has Erin for the weekend. Mel has gotten David to take care of Erin. Kelly
decides to join David and help out. Kelly confronts David about his bizarre
behavior, lately. She asks him if he is using drugs. She recognizes the mood
patterns from when Jackie was on pills. David denies he has a drug problem, saying
he just needs some sleep.
Dylan is lying on the beach with Erica, demonstrating how to ride a surfboard.
As they start toward the water Erica holds back saying she can't swim. Dylan is
baffled as to why she keeps making excuses about going in the water.
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Jackie drops by to see Cindy Walsh, saying she just had to talk to somebody
about Mel and his lack of responsibility regarding Erin. She says she feels she
should get full custody of Erin.
Kelly and David go by Mel's dental office to pick up Erin. Mel and his
daughter are having a fun time together. Kelly carries Erin out to the car while David
visits the bathroom. David slips into his father's medicine cabinet and takes some
codeine tablets. He hopes these will calm down his nerves.
At Big Bear, Donna visits the ski shop and starts adjusting her new ski boots.
They are really pinching her feet. A handsome young man comes over to offer
assistance and introduces himself as Chad, the manager. Chad helps Donna get the
very tight boots off her swollen feet. Chad invites her to join him for lunch.
Andrea, still feeling a bit under the weather, stops by the campus health
office to see the doctor. The doctor feels she may be coming down with the flu but
he suggests a blood test also. Andrea asks that he run an AIDS test while he's taking
blood. She adds she's not promiscuous but she is not a virgin either. The test will
take twentyfour hours the doctor says.
Dylan has brought Erica to the municipal swimming pool to try to teach her to
swim but Erica is not an enthusiastic student. She complains that her stomach hurts
but gives it a try just to please him.
At Roxbury Park, Kelly and David are enjoying the day with Erin. When an
elderly woman becomes attentive to Erin, they dutifully move away politely, having
heard stories of child abductions. Erin hears the ice cream truck bell and runs
toward it, with Kelly and David in hot pursuit. They scold Erin for darting away like
that. Kelly leaves for a haircut appointment, advising David to keep a close watch on
Erin.
At the ski lodge Donna and Chad are enjoying lunch and each other's
company. Donna tells him she's staying at her parents house. He knows the big "A"
frame house on the lake front he says. Brenda comes in saying she's chilled to the
bone. Chad suggests he call his buddy who is a ski instructor. Maybe the four of
them could get together for a date later.
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Kelly returns from her haircut appointment to find David fast asleep on a
bench. Erin is nowhere in sight. Frantically they begin to search for the little girl but
she seems to have vanished.
The police are called and they arrive to aid in the search. Mel arrives and
starts to confront David for his lack of responsibility. The police advise that a large
percentage of missing children are found to have been taken by relatives. Mel
wonders if Jackie is responsible for Erin's disappearance.
Dylan waits patiently outside the women's locker room at the pool, for Erica to
come out. One girl who comes out tells him the young twelve year old seemed very
upset. Dylan goes into the women's locker room to find Erica. Erica won't tell him
what's wrong. A woman comes in the locker room and thinks Dylan is some sort of
pervert and threatens to call the police. Erica speaks up saying Dylan is her brother
and it's all right. Finally an embarrassed Erica confesses to Dylan that she thinks she
is having her first period and she's frightened. Dylan stands mind-boggled, then
suggests they go to Cindy Walsh. She'll be able to talk to Erica and console her.
Erica finds new confidence after her talk with Cindy and she and Dylan are invited to
stay for dinner.
When Steve, Brandon and Brenda join Donna at the ski lodge, they suggest
that they all go back to the house and get cleaned up before going out to dinner.
Donna declines to join, saying she's going to hang out at the lodge. Brenda cautions
her not to do anything foolish with her new friend Chad.
While waiting for dinner at the Walshes', Jim tells Dylan that he's received a
financial report on Suzanne. The bank report shows she has $25,000 in an account
in Iowa.
Jackie arrives at the park to join in the hunt for Erin. She immediately
accuses Mel for his negligence. At the height of her tirade against Mel, Jackie
breaks into tears and Mel moves in to console her.
Donna and Chad are nestled close together. After a long kiss, Donna pulls
back, saying that she doesn't feel she's being honest with him. She tells him she's in
love with someone else, but at the moment they've split up. She doesn't feel
comfortable with anyone else. Chad says he'll drive her home to the lake front
house.
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In the park director's office, Mel, Jackie, Kelly and David wait anxiously for
word about Erin. At last a phone call indicates the police may have found their
daughter. She is being brought over right away.
The Spanish housekeeper who found Erin feared getting involved with the
police because of her questionable immigration status. She'd taken Erin home with
her when she found the little girl alone and crying.
Suzanne arrives back at Dylan's house from her trip to Iowa. Dylan confronts
her about the $25,000 bank deposit. She explains that it was a recent insurance
claim payment. She adds that she and Erica will move out tomorrow. Dylan turns as
Erica comes into the room. He says he doesn't care if his father is Erica's father or
not. He's just happy to have a little sister.
David confesses to Kelly that he has been on drugs and that's why he fell
asleep in the park and it's his fault Erin got lost. David breaks into tears and asks
Kelly to help him. She puts her arms around him and assures him she will.
At the doctor's office, Andrea is shocked to find out she doesn't have the flu
but instead is very pregnant.
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EPISODE #096
"HEARTBREAKER"
The college campus is very quiet during this week between semesters.
Brandon walks toward the Dean of Student's office. Dean Trimble congratulates
Brandon on being chosen for the task force on higher education. At the end of the
term, Brandon, along with other students, will go to Washington to advise a
Presidential panel on education problems.
All the gang is at the Peach Pit, including Jim and Cindy Walsh, to
congratulate Brandon. Cindy announces that she too is a student now. She's
working on her master's degree in "family and child counseling." Nat wonders if
anyone wants a waiter/waitress job for six weeks. Brandon declines saying he is too
busy now. Dylan suggests maybe Suzanne would be interested. Donna glances
toward David who is sitting alone. She tells Kelly how much she loves I-Lim. Kelly
doesn't say that David has a drug problem, only that he does need a lot of care and
understanding now.
David has his first session with a psychologist and reveals that he has been
on drugs. He adds that he is "clean" now.
When David arrives back at the apartment, he finds Kelly and Donna trying to
follow the instructions of a yoga video that Donna's mother has sent. David calls
Donna into his room and confesses to her that he has been taking drugs. Donna
gives him a supportive kiss and hug. David welcomes her sympathy.
Brandon meets Andrea leaving the hospital clinic. He fills her in on his
appointment to the advisory panel. Cindy joins Andrea as Brandon moves over to a
group of students who are posing for the official photograph of the advising panel.
Cindy mentions how she had to postpone her educational plans, back when she
became pregnant with Brenda and Brandon. Andrea realizes her whole life is going
to be affected by her pregnancy.
Andrea finds Kelly in the student union and It-hey have a discussion about
abortion. Andrea tells her Jesse is the father, but she fears losing him if she tells
him about the baby. He has years of college work ahead of him. He may not be ready
to have a family responsibility. Kelly tells her she should talk to Jesse and if he
really loves her, he'll accept the responsibility.
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Dylan and Brandon bring Suzanne by for an interview with Nat, regarding the
waitress job. Suddenly, Nat grabs his chest and slumps to the floor, suffering a heart
attack. Dylan starts administering CPR as Brandon calls 911.
At the VA hospital, Nat's brother, Joey, tells Dylan and Brandon the attack was
quite serious. When he's stronger, Nat will need bypass surgery. At the Peach Pit,
Joey is in the process of calling and cancelling orders for goods and supplies. He
tells Brandon he has no alternative but to close the restaurant. Brandon volunteers
to come in and run the Peach Pit until Nat is able to return. Joey is not sure that will
work out. The group signs a get-well card that features a mega-burger. They are all
concerned for their friend, Nat.
David tells Donna he is going to do his radio show for the next couple of
nights, until Howard gets back from vacation. Donna reminds him that the
psychologist advised him to avoid places and situations where he had used drugs.
Steve joins them and volunteers to cover for David for a night or two. He doesn't
know about the drug problem David has. Steve just thinks he's overly tired.
Andrea has an appointment to meet Jesse for a talk. Jesse fears Andrea
wants to break up their romance. He is overjoyed to hear her say how much she
loves him. He tells her about an appointment he's gotten to a clerkship in the
Federal Court of Appeals in San Francisco for next summer. Jesse says he wants
her to come with him. Andrea tries to be excited for him, but she can't bring herself
to ruin his moment of joy by telling him that she's pregnant.
Kelly talks to Dylan about what he would do if she found herself pregnant. He
says he's grown up a lot since Brenda had her pregnancy scare. Kelly doesn't say
that Andrea is the one in trouble.
Brenda stops in to see her father in his office before starting to work. She
jokes about how weird it is to be in some of the same classes with her mother. Joey,
Nat's brother, comes in for a meeting with Jim Walsh, regarding the financial
condition of the Peach Pit.
Brandon and Dylan take the get-well card to Nat. He thanks Dylan for saving
his life with CPR. Nat asks about how business is going at the Peach Pit. Brandon
avoids answering the question, not wanting to tell him the place is closed.
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Brandon and Brenda discuss Nat's condition and Brenda says Joey met with
Jim regarding the Peach Pit. She says Joey is a 50% owner and feels it may be
necessary to sell off the restaurant.
At the campus radio booth, Steve is covering for David, but has changed the
program format. He calls up 900 numbers and puts the sleazy sex conversations on
air. David is listening at home and moans in disbelief. Steve puts on a CD record
and dashes to the coffee machine in the hallway. Suddenly the radio booth door
slams shut and he is locked outside. Steve telephones David to tell him what's
happened. Donna and David rush down to the radio station.
At breakfast, Cindy announces that from now on everybody will have to
prepare their own food because she has early classes. Brandon says Nat will have
the Peach Pit open soon and not to worry. Jim Walsh tells Brandon that Joey wants
to sell the Peach Pit.
Andrea runs into Kelly at the student union. She says she still did not tell
Jesse about her pregnancy. Kelly reminds Andrea that it is best to be honest with
Jesse, but Andrea is still not sure. Brandon visits Nat and is pleased to see him
looking better, but surprised that Joey has talked to him about selling the Peach Pit.
Nat says he knows it is probably the best action.
David talks to Kelly and tells her he is trying to find a permanent replacement
for his radio talk show. His psychologist thinks it is best to relieve the stress, David
adds. David persuades another disc jockey to cover for him. As he leaves he stops
into Howard's office to pick up some paperwork. He spots several folded packets of
drugs in the desk. The temptation is too great. He pockets them.
Brandon asks Andrea's advice about him trying to run the Peach Pit for Nat
while he is sick. Andrea is not sure Brandon should spread himself so thin, but adds
who is she to give advice. She confesses to Brandon that she is pregnant and afraid
to tell Jesse. Brandon says, if he were Jesse, he'd never take a chance on losing
her.
David tells Donna he feels great now and is going to do Ns late night shift at
the radio station. He is back on "uppers" again. Brandon has just told his father his
plan to run the restaurant for Nat. Jim is strongly opposed, but Brandon says he
can't let Nat down.
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Andrea braces herself and goes to see Jesse. She tells him she's pregnant.
Jesse takes her in his arms and kisses her tenderly.
Brandon goes to the Peach Pit to start opening up. The front door opens and
in walks Dylan, Steve, Donna and Brenda ready to go to work.
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EPISODE #097
"LABORS OF LOVE”
Kelly drives Andrea to the Planned Parenthood Clinic. Andrea has decided to
have an abortion, but the counselor tells her there will be a slight delay due to a
waiting list. Kelly feels Andrea should discuss her pregnancy with Jesse before
having an abortion.
At the Peach Pit, Brandon, assisted by Suzanne, Steve and Dylan are keeping
the restaurant open. Today is the day for Nat's bypass heart surgery. They comment
that David is late for his shift, washing dishes.
At the beach apartment, Donna and Kelly wake David and try to get him
dressed. A a paper of crystal meth drops out of David's shirt. Kelly and Donna
realize he is hooked on drugs and lying about his addiction. David gets angry and
Kelly tells him she's moving out. Donna decides to move out too, until David turns
his life around.
At the hospital, Joey, Dylan and Brandon have a quick exchange of words as
Nat is wheeled by on the way to six hours of surgery. Kelly telephones Dylan and
asks if she can stay with him for a while until David decides to take the cure for his
addiction. Donna feels badly about leaving David stuck with the rent.
Brenda enters a seminar taught by Lucinda Nicholson. Brenda tells Lucinda
she is Brandon's sister. She adds that her brother was in Lucinda's husband's class.
Lucinda says they're divorcing. Kelly joins Brenda in class.
Andrea gets up the nerve to tell Jesse that she's decided to have an
abortion. Jesse is not pleased with her decision. He wants them to get married and
have the baby, but Andrea argues that her whole life will change. She won't be able
to continue college. Jesse is firm and tells her if she gets an abortion, he does not
want to see her anymore.
Jim and Cindy join Brandon at the hospital waiting room. Brenda brings some
sandwiches from the cafeteria. She mentions that her seminar teacher is Lucinda
and that she's divorcing her husband. Brandon is very surprised to hear this news.
Kelly tells Dylan how concerned she is about David's addiction as she
unpacks some of her personal things. A knock at the door interrupts a warm kiss
between them. It's a frantic Donna at the door. There's no room in the sorority
house. She asks if she can stay at Dylan's house too.
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David shows up early for his radio disc jockey show and tells Howard he
thought he'd just hang out here. Maybe Howard has a "little taste of something" to
share. Howard gets angry and tells David he's become a junkie. There's no place at
the campus radio station for him anymore. Howard fires David.
Still at the hospital waiting room, Brandon dozes off and dreams that he's a
hospital patient with bizarre things happening around him. Joey rouses Brandon to
tell him Nat's in the recovery room now and everything is o.k
At the Peach Pit, Suzanne discusses the difficulty of running the restaurant
with volunteer help. She feels an infusion of money could turn the business around.
We see Dylan overhear the conversation and he drifts into deep thought.
Over breakfast, Brandon tells his parents Nat is already sitting up and is
doing fine. He adds that he's asked Suzanne to open up today so he can attend
classes. Brandon runs into Dean Trimble on campus and promises the concerned
counselor of the Task Force, that he'll be attending all the meetings again, now that
Nat's feeling better. Lucinda passes by them and Dean Trimble introduces Brandon.
Lucinda pretends it's their first meeting.
During Lucinda's seminar, Andrea feels nauseous and rushes to the
restroom. Kelly follows her to make sure she's all right. Dylan makes an appointment
to see Jim Walsh. He tells Jim he wants to buy the Peach Pit, at least Joey's fifty
percent. Jim feels the restaurant is a very risky investment but Dylan is determined
and says that he and Suzanne can make it profitable.
In Nat's room, Joey, Brandon and Dylan announce the news about Dylan's
investment. David visits a drug dealer in the campus dorm but finds Andy won't
accept a personal check, only cash, he says.
At the Peach Pit, Kelly, Donna and Steve congratulate Dylan on his "new"
restaurant. David joins the group and asks the girls how he is expected to pay the
apartment rent. Kelly tells him it's his problem. Donna is not too sure, she can do
this to David, even if it may help him take control of his life again. Donna follows
David as he leaves and hands him the rent money for her share, and also Kelly's
share. She makes out a check to David.
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At Andrea's dorm room, she tells Kelly about Jesse's threat to break off their
romance if she goes through with the abortion. Andrea adds that she still feels she
is not ready for motherhood.
David passes Kelly in the dorm hallway as he goes to Andy's room. He and
Kelly hardly speak. He knocks on Andy's door saying that he has cash, this time.
Brandon and Brenda discuss Dylan's buying of the Peach Pit. Brandon admits
that he feels a bit left out now. The man with the money always has the power he
adds.
Jesse comes by Andrea's room. Jesse is concerned for her and thinks she
has already hat the abortion. Andrea moves into his arms saying she has changed
her mind. She wants to keep the baby now.
Brandon talks to his father about his feelings regarding Dylan's purchase of
the Peach Pit. He can't help but hold some resentment. At the ICU of the hospital,
Brandon is late arriving and visiting hours are over. Dylan is just leaving and
Brandon tries to bury his resentment toward Dylan.
The gang is really getting good at their jobs at the Peach Pit. Dylan
announces that he's hired three new waiters so they'll all be able to relax again
soon. Andrea arrives at the Peach Pit with Jesse. She wants to announce that she
and Jesse are getting married and they're keeping their unborn baby. They all
gather around to congratulate the couple.
Donna telephones David to invite him to join them at the Pit, but he doesn't
answer. At Andy's room, David is encouraged to try "meth," intravenously. Andy tells
him to inject into a vein in his foot and there won't be any telltale needle marks.
Brandon pays a surprise visit to Lucinda at home. Brandon says he hopes
that he wasn't the cause of her divorce from Professor Randall. Lucinda warms him
and they move into each other's arms.
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EPISODE #098
"SCARED VERY STRAIGHT”
At Dylan's house, Kelly and Donna are washing out panty hose as Dylan
comes into the bathroom to shower. Donna sugge st that she should move back to
the beach apartment. Three is really a crowd here, she says, but Kelly says, "no." It
is important for David to realize he has a drug problem and then turn his life around,
she adds. Nobody can do that for him, Kelly reminds Donna.
At the apartment, Mel is talking to his son about his drug problem. David is
still denying that he is an addict. Mel agrees to pay the apartment rent if David
promises to stay away from drugs.
Steve tells Brandon at the Peach Pit, that his home life is changing. His
mother is going to New York to do daytime soap and has subleased the house for
two years. Steve is moving into John Sears' old room at the fraternity house on
campus.
Across the restaurant, Andrea is telling Donna and Kelly that she and Jesse
have set a date for their wedding. They've chosen Valentine's Day for the ceremony.
Andrea adds that her parents are not happy about the marriage and feel their
daughter is throwing away her life. Andrea is not sure her grandmother, Rose, will
be very receptive, either.
Nat shows up unexpectedly at the Peach Pit and is warmly greeted by
everyone. His recovery from bypass surgery is progressing very well.
Jesse and Andrea visit her grandmother Rose and announce that they are
getting married. Rose surprises them with her warm acceptance of their marriage
plans. After all, what can her grand-daughter do since she is pregnant. Rose adds
that she's giving Andrea a wedding shower.
Donna stops by the beach apartment to pick up a dress for the Valentine
dance. She asks David if he will be her date.
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EPISODE #099
"ADDICTED TO LOVE"
Brandon is showering and dressing for the first of the formal dinners of the
Task Force on Education, being held at Dean Trimble's house. Brandon and Lucinda
have decided it is best that she not attend as his date for the evening. The stakes
are too high for both of their futures to risk any scandal. After a long passionate
kiss, Brandon pulls away to finish dressing.
Donna is gathering up her personal things at Dylan's house preparing to
move back to the beach apartment with David. She expresses concern that Kelly
isn't moving back too and Donna is afraid David will think she's there just to keep an
eye on him. Kelly says she just wants to spend some time with Dylan alone.
At the dinner, the guests mingle, exchanging pleasantries. Dean Trimble
rescues Brandon from two elderly librarians and comments that he's surprised
Brandon didn't bring a date. Brandon shrugs it off saying that she had to cancel out
at the last minute. josh Richland moves in to speak to Brandon, telling him he plans
to do a feature story on him, for the school newspaper. He plans to interview friends
and teachers and find out what really makes Brandon "tick." Brandon is not sure he
wants such close scrutiny and wonders how it might affect his relationship with
Lucinda.
Brandon arrives home to find Jim and Cindy still up. He tells them about the
dinner and says he may go over to Steve's house later.
Brenda hears Brandon come upstairs and joins him to show off her new
cocktail dress. Stuart has invited her to Palm Springs, she adds. Brandon says he
would have asked her to go with him to the Chancellor's dinner on Saturday. He
says it seems very important to be seen with the right sort of people at these
functions. Brenda says she can't believe he can't get a suitable date and adds that
she knows he's been dating someone. Brandon ignores her curiosity and heads for
his room. Donna finds David is a bit nervous, just as she is, but he tells her his
psychiatrist says that's quite normal at first, after drug addiction.
Brandon telephones Lucinda telling her the dinner was a bit stressful. She
invites him to come over for one of her tens ion- relieving massages.
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At breakfast Brandon is missed, but Cindy assumes he had an early class.
Stuart drops by to pick up Brenda to take her to class and then afterwards drive
down to Palm Springs for the weekend.
Lucinda's class has a lively discussion going, about the power of sex used by
women. Throughout history, sex has been a powerful weapon for women, they all
agree.
After class, Andrea discovers she's left one of her text books in the
classroom upstairs. Kelly volunteers to get it for her very pregnant friend. While
waiting, Steve asks Andrea if she has reached a decision to let him take over her
dorm room. Andrea is hesitant saying she'll need it on weekends and also require
use of the computer, but finally gives in to Steve's request.
When Kelly arrives back at the classroom, she finds a rather depressed
Lucinda reading a letter from NEA regarding her request for a financial grant. They
have rejected her application. Kelly invites her to join her at the Peach Pit and
discuss alternatives. Dylan joins them in the booth and Kelly tells him about
Lucinda's documentary film on a Central American Indian tribe. The film is an
important work but can't be finished without funds. Dylan expresses interest and
asks to read Lucinda's proposal. Kelly adds that Dylan has been known to invest in
worthwhile causes. Brandon and Steve come in and sit at the counter. Nat tells them
the "lady film producer"is trying to get Dylan interested in investing in her
production. Brandon is stung by this latest development.
Brenda and Stuart are enjoying a fun drive in his four-wheel Range Rover,
heading for Palm Springs. Stuart mentions the friction that goes on between him
and his father and that he never seems to be able to meet his father's expectations.
He suggests they camp out under the stars tonight before going to the hotel and
facing the business meetings with his father. Brenda complains that she didn't come
prepared for a camping trip, but she gives in to his charm.
As Andrea is packing her personal things in her dorm room, josh Richland is
quizzing her about Brandon, for his in-depth article. Andrea gives a glowing account
of Brandon. Richland implies that Andrea sounds like she has a crush on Brandon.
Then he adds, that perhaps her unborn child was fathered by Brandon. Andrea is
about to let him have a taste of her anger when Steve comes in carrying a TV set.
Richland leaves saying he has enough to work on, for now.
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Steve tells Richland if he wants to know what a real friend Brandon can be,
he should interview him. Last semester, Brandon talked to Professor Randall and
got him out of a sticky situation, Steve reveals.
Kelly meets with David at a piano store where he is considering renting one
and concentrating on his music again. David asks her to move back to the apartment
along with Donna. It would mean a lot to him for them to be together again. Kelly
agrees to think about it.
Richland tries to get some information out of D'Shawn about Brandon, but he
former basketball player, that Brandon tutored, has little to say. Richland crosses to
Brandon as he enters the gym, but Brandon gives him a gentle brush off as he
moves over to D'Shawn with his knee exercise therapy. After Richland leaves,
D'Shawn mentions that the reporter brought up Lucinda's name in the conversation,
asking if Brandon was meeting her here at the gym.
Later, Brandon stops in to see Lucinda at her office. Once out of sight inside,
they melt into each others arms for a passionate kiss. Brandon tells her about the
interviews that Richland is conducting around campus. Lucinda suggests Brandon
find a "public date" that he can be openly seen with. She suggests that Dylan's
friend Kelly would be perfect. Dylan,might go along with the idea, Brandon answers.
Lucinda mentions how excited she is about Dylan's offer to fund her documentary
film. Brandon begins to wonder how involved Lucinda intends to become with
Dylan.
In a remote desert location, Stuart pulls his Rover to a stop. This is where
they can set up camp, under the stars. They kiss passionately but Brenda says she's
getting chilled. She goes back to their car to get her sweater and accidentally locks
the keys inside. Stuart is furious and begins to act very ernotionally. They try to
reach through a window that's slightly ajar, but can't open the door. Brenda is
stunned at how angry Stuart has become.
Stuart continues to sulk over being late to the meeting with his father in the
morning. Brenda thinks she hears a car sound and rushes to the small desert
roadway. The driver, a low-life type, stops and agrees to give them a lift to the
nearest telephone, about thirty miles away.
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Steve is on the telephone with a fraternity brother thanking him for the copy
of Playboy Magazine he slipped under the door. Steve's conversation is interrupted
by Kathy Fisher, the dorm counselor for the floor. She advises Steve that he should
keep down the noise and behave himself while occupying Andrea's room.
Brandon stops in at Dylan's house to talk to Kelly about going as his date to
the social function at the Chancellor's house tomorrow afternoon. Dylan doesn't
seem to mind, so Kelly accepts.
In the desert, Brenda and Stuart have arrived at a rundown motel, called
Cozy Court. The woman owner has cats all over the place and she's rather strange,
but they have no choice but to book a room for the night. They find the bed too
small so Stuart sleeps on the floor. Neither of them are in a good mood at this point.
Next morning, they drive back to their Rover with a mechanic and find the vehicle
stripped of everything, by vandals.
Lucinda is a bit upset that Brandon shows up at the house without
telephoning. Someone may have been visiting her and then it would require a lot of
explanation, she says.
At the elegant lawn party, Dean Trimble takes Brandon and Kelly over to meet
the Chancellor. Kelly is excited about meeting the Nobel Prize winner.
Stuart and Brenda arrive at his father's hotel in Palm Springs. Both he and
Brenda are still feeling irritable, but try to cover it up when they greet Mr. Carson.
Within minutes, however, Stuart's conversation evolves into one of accusations. His
father brings up Stuart's lateness and his lack of maturity and responsibility. Brenda
finally explodes at both of them and tosses the engagement ring at Stuart. She
storms off in disgust.
Brenda calls Dylan's house, trying to reach Kelly, hoping she will drive down
to the Springs and pick her up. Dylan explains that she's out with Brandon. He
offers to come and get her.
Dean Trimble comments to Brandon what an asset a girl like Kelly can be.
He's noticed that Kelly has had two lengthy conversations with the Chancellor.
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Brandon congratulates Kelly on her "social success" and then arm in arm,
they are off to Donna and David's party.
On the long drive back, Brenda tells Dylan how much she appreciates his
friendship. They laugh about their big "snafu" at the Mexican boarder last year.
Brenda says they joked about it, but Stuart is not able to laugh off simple mistakes.
She adds that since she and Dylan broke up, she's never been able to start a lasting
relationship. Dylan senses Brenda wants them to get back together, but he's not
ready to start up their relationship.
David's party is swinging at the beach apartment. Brandon and Kelly arrive to
join Jesse, Andrea, Steve, David and Donna. As they gather around David's new
piano to join in song, Dylan and Brenda walk in. They ask where Brenda left Stuart
and soon everyone is filled in on what has transpired over the last few hours.
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EPISODE #100
"CHANGE PARTNERS"
Students are scurrying across campus to class, as Brandon catches up to
Kelly. He hopes she is as enthusiastic about the outdoor retreat this weekend as he
is. Kelly says it's fine with Dylan, not that he really has any say about it. Brandon
chatters on about the dignitaries who will be attending the conference. Brandon
hurries off to Steve's dorm room to drop off a poster to decorate the walls. Two of
Steve's frat buddies are visiting and complain about the crowded conditions at the
fraternity house. They wish they had a private room like Steve has. The loud talking
and CD music brings Kathy Fisher on the run. She warns Steve that he'll have to
keep the noise down or he may have to move out.
The girls are just finishing up with Lucinda's class on the subject of
monogomy. Kelly expresses the idea of a different partner for different periods of a
person's life. Dylan has been sitting in the back of the classroom and asks her which
one she thinks he is. Lucinda joins them and Dylan says he's anxious to see her
incompleted film. Lucinda says she'll book a projection room. Kelly adds that she is
going with Brandon to the weekend retreat..,,
Donna and Brenda exit Lucinda's class still discussing the role of women in
society. Brenda confesses that walking away from the relationship with Stuart is
definitely the right move. Then she stuns Donna with the revelation that she told
Dylan she still has a warm spot in her heart for him. As they approach Donna's car,
they notice that they are being followed by a lean and hungry looking dog. When
they offer the dog some "trail mix" snack; he jumps into the front seat but then
obediently gets out when ordered. As they drive away, the dog waits for a few
moments then chases after them.
Andrea confronts Steve about Kathy Fisher's phone call. She tells Steve he
has one more chance, but he'll have to keep the KEG boys out of the room. Andrea
shows Brenda and Donna the ultrasound picture of her unborn baby. They debate
as to whether the fetus is a boy or girl. In the midst of the discussion, the "dog"
bounds in through the Peach Pit kitchen. The dog seems to have taken a liking for
Donna and curls up at her feet.
At Lucinda's, Brandon says he'll be away all weekend at the seminar. Lucinda
tells him not to worry, she'll be with Dylan showing him her film. Brandon has mixed
feeling about this.
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At the apartment, Donna finds her new dog has added a new friend. He
seems to like David's piano music. Since the music is by Rachmaninoff, they name
the dog Rocky. Kelly feels very strongly that they should try to locate the real owner.
David notices a strange bald spot on Rocky's chest and they ponder what has
caused it.
As Brandon is packing for the weekend retreat, Cindy and Jim express
surprise that his date for the conference is Kelly. Donna and Rocky arrive with Kelly
to join Brandon. Brenda is excited to see the dog, but they all express concern over
the shaved areas on Rocky's lower chest.
Steve's KEG pal, Muntz, drops by the dorm room. Steve warns him they'll
have to be very quiet because he's already on probation. Muntz begs Steve to let
him use the room for a few hours with his girlfriend. He says there's no privacy at
the KEG house. Steve reluctantly gives in to Muntz's request.
Brandon and Kelly arrive at the retreat and are soon joined by Dean Trimble.
With the dean, is the Chancellor's daughter from New York. He tells Kelly that she
and Clare will be roommates for the weekend. They laugh about who will be the
chaperone.
Dylan and Lucinda screen the very rough cut version of her film about and
Indian tribal marriage ceremony. Dylan is intrigued by the film and also by Lucinda.
She invites him to have a special Guatemalan dinner at her home.
Brandon is surprised to find Richland from the school newspaper sharing the
cabin. Richland wants to quiz Brandon on several issues mentioned during talks
with Steve and others. The reporter wants specifically to know about why Professor
Randall let Steve off the hook after the break in to his office. Brandon explains that
he'd been tutoring a student for Randall and he returned the favor. Richland then
raises Brandon's ire by asking pointly if he knows why Lucinda divorced her
husband. Brandon walks out liking this reporter less than ever.
Lucinda joins Dylan, carrying a tray of specially prepared corn meal
delicacies. She arranges candles on the tray and recites a loose translation of the
Indian prayer. They move closer to each other and then Lucinda brushes her lips
against his. Dylan is not sure of his feelings at this moment.
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Brandon tells Kelly about Richland's interview. Kelly shrugs it off saying
Brandon has nothing to hide. Brandon turns away and then confesses to Kelly that
his "real steady" is Lucinda Nicholson. Kelly is very surprised.
Donna takes the dog, Rocky to a veterinarian for a checkup and is told that
the dog appears to belong to the University medical tab. He speculates that the dog
may have been released by some animal rights activist. The vet says he has to call
the medical lab since the dog may have been involved with a contagious disease
experiment.
A square dance is in progress with Brandon and Kelly and Clare with
Richland involved. After switching partners, Kelly reports to Brandon that Richland
is still out to get some "dirt" on Brandon. Kelly reminds Brandon how he used to
hate dancing and at the high school Spring Prom had told her they could never be
lovers because he thought of her as a sister.
Andrea stops off at her dorm room to find Steve has lent the room to his KEG
buddy, Muntz and girlfriend, Sherry. Andrea is furious and calls out to Steve to
demand that he clear his things out of the room immediately.
During a walk by the lake in the moonlight, Brandon tells Kelly he is not sure
all the sneaking around with Lucinda is what he wants. He says that an above-board,
out in the open romance with someone like Kelly is what he would prefer. They
move close into each other's arms and share a warm kiss.
Lucinda drops by the Peach Pit to see Dylan. She questions why he walked
out so abruptly last night. Dylan says he wonders if her passion for him has mainly to
do with getting funding for her documentary film production. Lucinda denies the
accusation and walks out. Andrea, thinking Steve has cleared out of her dorm room,
is startled to find him still there and with a half undressed new girlfriend, Kathy
Fisher.
As they pack to leave the retreat, Kelly tells Brandon she is having second
thoughts about their new relationship. She is not sure she is ready to start up a
romance with him.
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Donna and Brenda, while on the way to the medical lab to return Rocky, are
confronted by animal rights activists who are determined to block all medical testing
with animals. Using scare tactics, they almost have Donna changing her mind until
Andrea arrives. Andrea convinces Donna there is a lot of good, worthwhile
research being done, and these zealot activists only tell their side of the argument.
Donna decides to return Rocky to the lab when she's convinced they treat the
animals humanely.
At the beach apartment, Donna still misses her dog, Rocky. In the meantime,
Jesse has used his influence to talk to the medical lab authorities. Since Rocky has
been outside their medical control study for over a week, the test results are no
longer valid. They agree to release Rocky to Donna.
Kelly and Dylan are back together. Dylan says that nothing happened
romantically with Lucinda. Brandon overhearing the conversation sneaks out and
heads for Lucinda's house.
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EPISODE #101
"A PIG IS A BOY IS A DOG"
In the early morning, David and Donna are taking Rocky, the dog, out for a
run, but they find the dog would rather have his belly rubbed and tires quickly.
Brenda is still curious about who Brandon is dating. She realizes Kelly is just a
cover up. Finally, Brandon tells her that he is seeing Lucinda Nicholson, but it is
very important that she not tell anyone.
Dylan and Kelly are having coffee at the campus Condor's Nest. While
glancing at the college newspaper, they comment that Donna and Brenda are really
caught up in the Animal Rights Movement. Dylan says he gets a little fed up with
these zealots who equate "eating fried chicken with humans on Schindler's List."
Dylan comments on a photograph showing Kelly and Brandon dancing at the
"weekend retreat." Kelly quizzes Dylan about his financing of Lucinda's film
documentary. She irritates Dylan by suggesting that he is backing down on lending
her the money because she's a strong and opinionated woman. Kelly begs him to
reconsider her project.
From across the room, josh Richland notices Kelly giving Dylan a very warm,
passionate kiss. As Kelly leaves, Richland quizzes her as to whether she is Dylan's
girlfriend or Brandon's. She brushes him aside by saying that she and Brandon are
just good friends.
On the golf course, Steve and Brandon whack around a few balls. Steve asks
Brandon what's going on between him and Kelly. Brandon answers that she is just
helping him out with campus politics.
At the animal rights meeting, the leaders - Jonathan, Janet and Allan are
whipping the group into a fervor by telling more horror tales of mistreated
experimental animals. Brenda and Donna volunteer to hand out leaflets to the rally.
The activists hope to have the on-cam us test laboratories closed.
At home Brandon tells his father that Steve and his father want them in the
father/son golf tournament. Brenda arrives home all fired up and announces she's
giving up the eating of meat.
Kelly drops by to talk to Brandon about Dylan's backing of Lucinda's film.
He's agreed to have dinner with Lucinda, but Kelly feels he resents the growing
friendship between her and him. If Brandon were there as Lucinda's date, maybe
Dylan would forget about the weekend retreat.
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At the beach apartment, Donna and David can't get Rocky to eat or drink and
he's breathing heavily.
Lucinda is upset that Brandon has confided in Brenda and Kelly about their
secret relationship. Brandon feels that Dylan will reconsider financing her film if he
knows that the two of them have a relationship. A rap comes at the door,
interrupting their discussion. It's Richland who asks to speak to Lucinda. Brandon
quickly hides behind some of the editing equipment. Lucinda agrees to have an
interview with Richland the next day.
Lucinda tells Kelly that she and Brandon will join her and Dylan for dinner.
While Donna and Brenda are passing out Animal Rights rally flyers, David comes by
to report on Rocky's health. He lies to Donna, but tells Brenda the truth. The vet
reports that Rocky has cancer.
Andrea convinces Donna and Brenda to tour the lab facility and see how they
conduct their tests. Andrea points out that one test being conducted on sleep
patterns in cats could save the lives of thousands of human infants from death by
SIDS.
Rush Sanders stops by the KEG house to pick up his son, Steve. He wants to
go to a golf driving range and practice. Steve is a bit put off by how important
winning the golf game is to his father. He says he thought the golf tournament was
supposed to be a fun time.
The dinner at Dylan's house is all ready, with candles and fine china. Kelly
has gone all out to impress Lucinda. When Dylan notices a fourth place setting he
wonders who else is invited. Kelly tells him it's Lucinda's boyfriend, Brandon. Dylan
is completely surprised.
As Donna tries to give Rocky some medication, Brenda feels David must tell
her the truth. David gently tells her that the dog has cancer and the vet feels he
should be put to sleep. Donna is stunned.
Over dinner the subject of financing Lucinda's film is discussed, but Dylan
remains cool to the idea. When Lucinda and Brandon leave, Dylan tells Kelly how
last weekend Lucinda tried to lure him into her bed. Kelly is shocked and angered.
She grabs her things and rushes out the front door.
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Brandon tells Brenda that the dinner at Dylan's did not go well. Brenda
dashes off to her Animal Rights rally. Dylan calls Kelly but she tells David to tell him
she's gone to class.
In Lucinda's class, Andrea explains that Donna and Brenda are probably still
at the rally. When Lucinda tries to move the class discussion away from the subject
of fidelity, Kelly asks pointed questions about deceit and betrayal in relationships.
Lucinda reminds Kelly that most primitive tribes share their mates with other
members of the group.
In spite of the radically vocal rally, the college trustees have voted to shelve
the issue of banning the college lab testing facilities. The leaders become more
vocal and angry. The rally begins to degenerate into a mob and one trustee is
attacked. Donna and Brenda decide it is time to separate themselves from this
group.
At the Peach Pit, Andrea, Jesse, Brandon, Kelly and Steve are discussing a
suitable name for Andrea's baby. Kelly and Brandon move over to a booth for a
private conversation. Kelly tells Brandon about Lucinda making moves on Dylan at
her house. Kelly tells Brandon that she feels she must tell Dylan that she and
Brandon became very close last weekend at the retreat.
As Donna holds an obviously dying dog in her arms, she begins to cry.
Brenda on the other hand begins to blame the college laboratory for Rocky's death,
saying they're not going to get away with it anymore.
Brandon confronts Lucinda about her making moves on Dylan. She shrugs sit
all off saying that what happened with Dylan does not change her feelings for
Brandon. Brandon answers, that he is not sure what Lucinda means to him anymore.
Brenda goes to Allan's house, eager to join in more forceful efforts against
the college lab facility. They assign her the task as a lookout in the college building.
Donna and Kelly discuss what the loss of a pet means to its owner. Donna
says Brenda seemed to suffer the loss of Rocky too, but her emotions bordered on
anger.
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Brandon and Steve are telling Cindy about the golf tournament on the
weekend, when Dylan drives up. He appears to be in an angry mood and asks to see
Brandon alone. Dylan begins to vent his anger at Brandon about the Kelly retreat
trip, setting him up with Lucinda to get her film financed and a host of other
grievances. They are about to exchange blows when Steve steps in as peacemaker.
For his trouble, Steve gets on the receiving end of Dylan's fist. Suddenly, all three
are scuffling on the floor. It's all over in a few minutes and the close friends begin to
laugh about their outburst of temper.
In a darkened hallway, Brenda stands watch as several of the other radical
activists go off down the corridor toward Lab #33. In the laboratory the group opens
the cages and releases the test animals. Suddenly, the hall lights switch on and a
half dozen F.B.I. agents rush in grabbing Brenda and the others.
Dylan tells Kelly about his scuffle with Brandon. Kelly is rather flattered that
the boys fought over her. A phone call comes from Brenda to Dylan. She has been
arrested and jailed. He says he has to go post bail for her release. Kelly goes with
him, but secretly wonders why Brenda didn't call her parents or Brandon for help.
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EPISODE #102
"CUFFS AND LINKS"
Brenda, having been arrested for participating in the breaking and entering
of the medical labs at the college, is now at the police station undergoing
fingerprinting and photographing and finally confinement in a crowded prison cell
with others.
Dylan arrives with Kelly in answer to Brenda's telephone call. The desk
sargeant advises them of the charges against Brenda and the fact that her bail is set
at $ 50,000. Dylan realizes he has to call Brenda's parents even though she asks that
he not tell them. Kelly is still upset that Brenda called Dylan for help and he rushed
to her aid. Dylan gets a bit angry at Kelly for questioning his actions.
At the Walsh house, Jim and Brandon are up having coffee and ready for
Steve and his father to pick them up for the golf tournament. just as the foursome
are about to drive off in Rush Saunder's new Bently, Dylan and Kelly arrive. Dylan
tells Jim Walsh he must speak to him privately.
Inside, Jim is joined by Cindy as Dylan tells them Brenda is in jail. At the
devastated college medical labs, Andrea is helping the staff clean up the damage
and round up the stray animals. Andrea expresses her anger toward the extremist
animal right activists.
Brenda talks with Ingrid who is locked in the same cell. She finds out the
extremist has been arrested in three statesand only escaped prison by having a
good lawyer.
At the golf course, Steve's father, Rush, is complaining bitterly that they may
be scratched from competition because Brandon and Jim Walsh went to help
Brenda. An official approaches Rush Sanders and tells him he is in luck because
some other pairs didn't show up. They've teamed Rush and Steve against an
excellent golfer and baseball player, Barry Larsen. Rush is not pleased about this,
fearing he could lose the match.
Brandon, Kelly, Dylan and Cindy are waiting in the courtroom gallery for
Brenda to appear before the judge. Jim joins them, having completed the
bailposting procedure. He advises them that the lab was doing government
research and this could mean a federal offense.
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In a court holding area, one of the activists, Jonathan Farrino, accuses
Brenda of tipping off the FBI. He'd been against them using Brenda at the
beginning. Before the judge, Brenda testifies "not guilty" to the charges, but the
bail is held at $50,000. She is released and told to appear in three weeks.
David and Donna discuss the startling result of the simple act of picking up a
stray dog on the street. At home, Brenda and Jim have a serious father/daughter
discussion about her behavior. Cindy joins in by saying that it is fine to have an
opinion about things and express her feelings vocally and quite another to be a part
of a criminal action.
Later upstairs, Brenda confesses to Brandon that she is frightened. He tries
to console her by saying their father has hired a top lawyer.
Josh Richland drops by to see Brandon. He says he has a deadline to meet
on the story and he has a few quick questions. He angers Brandon by asking about
the relationship with Lucinda Nicholson and using Kelly as a cover up for his illicit
affair. Richland then backs off and suggests that if Brandon would back him for
student body president next term, he'll drop the whole article on his romantic
entanglements. Brandon explodes, saying he would never back him for president
and what's more, if he prints these libelous accusations, he could be in for a lot of
trouble.
The golf match is not going well for Rush and he is venting his frustration on
Steve. Rush takes a new golf ball from his pocket and hits an incredible drive down
the course. Everyone is amazed.
Brandon goes to see Lucinda and accuses her of telling Richland about their
relationship, out of spite. Brandon says that now that she has her grant for funding
her documentary, she apparently doesn't care if she hurts other people.
Donna drives Brenda to Jesse's apartment so she can explain and apologize
to Andrea about the lab destruction. Brenda explains to a stunned Andrea, that she
was one of the extremists. Jesse steps into the discussion and advises Andrea not
to get involved or she could find herself subpoenaed to testify. He suggests Donna
stay away from Brenda too. Donna drives Brenda home and offers to be available if
she's needed, but not to discuss the animal rights issue. From across the street,
activist Jon Farrino watches as Brenda walks away.
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Jim Walsh is just getting off the phone with Brenda's lawyer. He is very
depressed about all the trouble and tells Brandon he wishes his twin sister were
like him. Jim says how proud he is of Brandon. Brandon then shocks his father by
confessing to the whole sordid relationship with Lucinda and how the entire expose
will be printed in a "The Condor" tomorrow, by Josh Richland. Brandon says his
bright future in college politics has come to an end.
On the golf course, as they approach the eighteenth hole, Rush says he has
to get another ball from his bag and when he rejects the one Steve offers, his son
gets suspicious. Rush confesses the balls he uses have been treated in a way that
makes them drive a greater distance. Steve is disgusted that his father is cheating.
Kelly and Dylan are relaxing in each other's arms on the couch when the
doorbell rings. Dylan crosses to the door and finds Brenda there. Before he opens
the door, Kelly cautions Dylan about Jesse's warning to stay away from Brenda or
risk being subpoenaed. Dylan scoffs at the idea. Soon Kelly begins to lose patience
with Brenda and says she's tired of stepping aside every time she gets in trouble
and calls Dylan for help. Dylan gets angry with Kelly for bringing this into the
conversation. Brenda is hurt and rushes for the door. Kelly is left in the room all
alone, frustrated and near tears.
At the final green, Rush has just sunk his ball. Some onlookers cheer Rush
and they all turn to watch Steve sink his ball and win the match, but Steve has
another idea. He purposely misses the hole so his father will lose the match. He
turns to his father saying "he won't allow a cheater to win" and either his father
plays fair, or they will lose. Rush realizes he has no choice but to go along with the
idea.
Brenda arrives home to a message that the FBI wants to see her. At the golf
tournament, Rush has come to the realization that his son is a much finer person
than he'd ever suspected. He tells Steve he was tempted to cheat because winning
is so important to him. Steve sinks his ball and they win the tournament.
At FBI offices, Brenda and Jim are joined by their attorney. Brenda is stunned
when Jon Farrino walks into the room and is revealed as an undercover agent. He
tells them that all they want from Brenda is an affidavit that will corroborate the
testimony from Ingrid Lake. Brenda will just sign some papers, but will not have to
appear in court.
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At the beach apartment, David and Andrea arrive carrying a small box. They
present a small, very lively puppy to Donna. She is overjoyed and Andrea assures
her that the dog is healthy. They decide to call it Rocky II.
On campus, The Condor newspaper is out. Brandon is puzzled as he looks
over Richland's article. It's not a hatchet job, but rather filled with praise for
Brandon. Richland later tells Brandon that he passed the test when he refused to
allow himself to be blackmailed.
At the Peach Pit, the group is wandering in. Donna is there to show off Rocky
II. Dylan and Kelly have patched up their differences. Brenda comes by to tell them
the charges against her were dropped but she doesn't linger, feeling uncomfortable
with Dylan and Kelly. Kelly feeling rather badly about what she said to Brenda
earlier, follows her outside. They both apologize and admit their petty jealousies
should not stop them from still being friends.
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EPISODE #103
'TIME HAS COME TODAY'
At the Peach Pit, Steve tries to talk David into having a talk with Nat about
updating the recordings on the juke box - to a selection a little more recent than the
sixties. Across the room, Donna is talking enthusiastically about the planned ski trip
to Mammoth for Spring Break. Dylan and Kelly are going, but Brenda says her
parents want her to stay close to home for a while.
Arriving home, Brenda finds that Donna has called to see if there's anything
she can do that will persuade the Walshes to let Brenda go to Mammoth. Jim and
Cindy are surprised that Brenda has told her friends she's "grounded" for the next
few weeks. In her room, Brandon confronts his sister about her avoiding her
friends. He says that he's getting tired of making excuses for her.
Next morning, Cindy invites Brenda to go to a swap meet, but Brenda begs
off saying she's going jogging and then catch up on some reading. Later Brenda
finds a long neglected personal diary and begins to read it. It reflects the emotions
and thoughts of 25 years ago and a girl named Wendy Edwards, who once lived in
the Walsh house Brenda flashes back to this different era.
Brandon telephones Brenda to see if she's all right and her daydreams
abruptly disappear. He tells her they are still on the road up to Mammoth, and if she
has changed her mind, his car keys are in the kitchen. She says she'll stick with her
reading.
I
Brenda drops by the Peach Pit. She tells Nat she read about his being an
actor a long time ago and playing a part in a Glenn Ford movie. She tells Andrea and
Nat, this girls Wendy used to hang out at the "Pit" when it was just a lunch counter.
She went to Cal University too, Brenda adds, as she studies the 1950's photos in
frames on the wall. She decides to check the yearbooks at the campus library to see
if Wendy Edwards is pictured in the publication. Even with the librarian's help, she's
unable to find the yearbooks. As she reads in the diary, Brenda flashes back to a
college campus hippie rally, with Dylan, Kelly, Steve and Brandon there as 1960's "
rebels."
The library is closing and Brenda is brought back to the present day. As she
crosses campus, Brenda begins to remember another chapter of Wendy's diary
describing how a girlfriend took LSD and flipped out. Wendy's friends were into
drugs of various kinds.
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Wendy tells about being in a guy's van and making out in back, or almost.
Brenda reads the lines that reflect Wendy's confused emotional state and realizes it
is a reflection of her own insecurities.
Wendy visits her friends at the old Peach Pit and describes in her diary how
she must stop trying to live up to everyone's expectations and stop being so hard
on herself - Brenda can identify with this and is deeply moved. After a rock concert,
Wendy tells about Donna's counterpart, "Maryanne," who returns to her boyfriend's
room on campus and finds it's after curfew. Maryanne stays the night, loses her
virginity and loses the respect of Seth (David), she adds. Brenda ponders these
statements and feels she can relate to everything Wendy has written in her diary.
Wendy describes a campus demonstration against the Vietnam War. She
expresses the feeling that what the student say and do at this rally may forever
change the politics of America and even the world. But, she also wonders if all the
students are sincere, or just want to be filmed for the evening news. Mixed in with
the peaceful demonstrators are the usual extremists who want to tear down and
destroy without offering any constructive, concrete corrective measure. Brenda
understands what Wendy is referring to and can see the parallel to her own
confusion over animal rights.
Over breakfast, Brenda tells her parents how Wendy had received a letter
from her brother in Vietnam and how demoralized he was over the fighting there.
Jim tells his daughter the diary brings back a lot of forgotten feelings from the past
for him, too.
The college librarian is still trying to locate the yearbook of 1969 for Brenda,
so she can see Wendy's photograph. At home, Wendy tells of how Peter (Dylan),
came by to say goodbye and to say he was driving to Woodstock for the music
festival with Michelle (Kelly). He invites Wendy to come along, but she declines
saying three would be a crowd. Peter adds that he's going onto Canada to dodge
the draft.
Brenda finds Wendy living in a suburban residential area. They discuss the
characters in the diary and Brenda meets her teenage children. Wendy shows
Brenda the yearbook with photographs of her friends. The people don't resemble
the way Brenda had pictured them. They are not at all like Brandon, Kelly, Dylan,
Donna and David.
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Wendy tells her Michelle (Kelly) died of an overdose of heroin and her
brother, Will (Brandon) never came back from Vietnam. The others she's lost track
of, she adds.
At the Walsh home, Brenda is joined by Brandon, Donna, Kelly, David and
Dylan, who just returned from Spring break vacation. They found no snow at
Mammoth for skiing so they went to Palm Springs instead. Brenda stares at her
friends, now seeing them in a whole new light.
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EPISODE #104
"BLIND SPOT'
David is playing piano as Donna listens and studies. He goofs up several
times in the complicated classical passages. He gets disgusted with himself. Donna
says he is great and reminds him he almost had a big time recording contract. David
scoffs and says to be a pop music star, you only have to learn three chords and add
a back beat. With a good publicist, you can become a music legend.
While driving to Dodger Stadium for the first game of the season, Brandon
has car trouble and Steve becomes frantic. They'll miss the opening game, he
complains. Down the block they spot a coffee shop and go there to call the Auto
Club.
Brandon goes to place a phone call as Steve settles into a booth. As he
glances around the room, he realizes all the patrons are young men and the wall
decorations are of half naked males. Steve begins to feel very uncomfortable as he
realizes he and Brandon are in a gay hangout. Suddenly, Steve is jolted by the sight
of his fraternity President, Mike Ryan, sitting with several men. Steve looks away
quickly, trying to avoid being seen.
Brandon returns to the booth and Steve tells him they better wait outside for
the tow truck. He grabs Brandon with an arm around the shoulder and whispers that
the coffee house is a "gay joint." At that moment, Mike Ryan glances over and
recognizes Steve with his arm around Brandon. Mike tells his friends he is
surprised. He thought he was the only gay man in their fraternity. He watches Steve
hurry out the door, a knowing smile on his face.
Kelly, Donna, Andrea and Dylan are having burgers at the Peach Pit and
discussing a charity fundraising project that the Alphas are sponsoring. They want
to publish a calendar/ clatebook which includes male pin-up photos of campus
hunks. So far, most of the guys have turned them down, including Dylan. When
Steve and Brandon return from the ballgame, Kelly tries to persuade Brandon to
pose. But, when he hears he has to be photographed in his underwear, he declines,
saying it wouldn't be proper for a member of the Task Force Team for Better
Education. Steve quickly volunteers, but Kelly says they already have two guys lined
up from KEG fraternity. She adds, however, she'll put him on the "B" list in case
anybody drops out. Brandon reconsiders and says he'll pose provided it's done in
good taste.
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David goes to his first piano lesson with a graduate student named Holly
Marlow. She has just finished rehearsing a classical selection she will be performing
on the weekend. David is tremendously impressed with her expertise and applauds
enthusiastically. Only when she crosses to greet him does he realize she's blind.
David sits at the piano and does a run through of the Mozart sonata he has been
working on. He goofs up again, but Holly places her hands on his and demonstrates
the correct crossover. David tries again and is amazed at how her instruction has
helped him.
At the KEG fraternity house, Steve drops in and has his first face-to-face
encounter with Ryan since he was spotted at the gay coffee house. Steve is very
cool toward Ryan, and when the fraternity president says that he is pleased to find
out he's not the only gay guy in the fraternity, Steve growls back in angry frustration
that neither he nor Brandon are gay and they only stopped at the gay coffee house
to telephone for an Auto Club tow truck.
At home, Brandon is still wondering if posing in his underwear for the charity
fundraising calendar is right for him.
Steve comes by, needing to talk over this whole "Ryan being gay" news that
is weighing heavily on him. He tells Brandon how Ryan thinks he and Brandon are
gay too, because of being seen in a gay hangout. Steve is torn between keeping
Ryan's secret to himself or telling the others in the fraternity. Brandon reminds
Steve that it was Ryan who defended his right for a fair hearing, when the others
wanted him kicked out of the fraternity.
Donna and Kelly drive around the block several times while waiting for David
to finish his lesson with Holly. Donna says she doesn't want to interrupt. At last, they
go into their apartment and find Holly guiding David's hands over another difficult
musical passage. Donna feels a little pang of jealousy as she watches them standing
so close. As David finishes, they introduce themselves to Holly and she invites them
to come to her concert tonight. Donna reminds Kelly that they both have to help set
up the photo session for tomorrow.
Brandon runs into Mike Ryan at the gym. Mike asks if Steve is still steamed
because he's on the "B" list for the calendar photos. Brandon says Steve has a lot
on his mind these days. Mike asks if Steve told Brandon that his fraternity president
was gay. Brandon admits he did, but says he's sure that no one else will be told.
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Donna spots the black basketball star, D'Shawn, crossing campus. She asks
him to pose for their "hunks" calendar. He says, , yes" provided she'll go out on a
date with him tonight. Donna hesitates, then after thinking for a few moments, says
she will date him tonight.
In the dressing room set up at Alpha sorority house, the selected male
models, now including Steve, try on the boxer shorts they will be wearing for the
photos. The usual kidding and horseplay goes on, but Steve reacts with extreme
sensitivity to remarks about his outfit. Suddenly, in a burst of anger, Steve blurts out
the "secret" that Mike Ryan is gay. Several members of the fraternity head for the
door saying this whole "posing thing" is not for real men. Outside, Artie and Glenn,
two members, bump into Mike and Brandon. They express their disgust with Mike at
discovering his lifestyle and dash off down the street. Mike stands dumbfounded
and angry that Steve has not kept his promise.
At the Peach Pit, Steve, Brandon, Kelly and Donna discuss the blowup and
walk out by some of the men who promised to pose for the calendar. Steve is feeling
depressed that he overreacted and perhaps caused the whole fund raiser plan to
fall through. Kelly can't understand why he's so homophobic. Steve counters that he
isn't and it was just a slip up. He didn't mean to hurt Mike Ryan by saying he is gay.
D'Shawn arrives at the apartmept to pick up Donna for their date and David
answers the door. David assumes they're on the way to the photo session, but
D'Shawn answers that he and Donna have a date. Donna breezes in, dressed
beautifully. Thanking D'Shawn for the bouquet of flowers, she asks David to put
them in some water and tells him to enjoy his concert. David stands with a
bewildered expression as he watches them leave. Outside we see Donna and
D'Shawn laugh over the success of their trick on David and realize Donna arranged
this date to make David jealous.
At the concert hall, David goes back stage to say hello to Holly. He finds her
rather nervous but reassures her by repeating some of the lessons she's taught
him. They both enjoy a warm chuckle together.
At the fraternity house, Steve finds the situation has worsened for Mike Ryan.
Not only is he being ridiculed by some of the members, but they are calling a
meeting to force him out of the fraternity. Steve finds Mike packing his bags, saying
that he is leaving and "going where he doesn't have to apologize for what he is."
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At the Peach Pit, David and Holly have peach pie and coffee. David is tending
to be overly considerate of Holly because she is blind. Holly tells him that she does
not expect to be treated like a princess who needs to be rescued. She asks that he
just treat her as he would anyone else. She reminds him, if he really loves Donna, he
should save his sweet talk for her.
On their date, D'Shawn lays some wise advise on Donna about her jealousy
of David's piano teacher. He tells her not to confuse David's love for her and his
admiration for the piano skills of Holly. If she's not careful, she could lose David.
Still feeling a tremendous guilt, Steve goes to find Mike Ryan. He finds him at
the gay coffee shop. Steve tells him he should come back and fight being kicked out
of the fraternity, but Mike is not so sure.
At the KEG house, Artie is warning the members of the dangers of not
purging themselves of Mike Ryan. They could become the laughing stock of the
campus he says and alumni who make big donations to the fraternity would be
turned off by such a scandal. Steve demands that Mike Ryan have a chance to speak
before a membership vote is taken regarding his ouster. Mike begins hesitantly, not
sure that most of the members have not already made up their minds. Mike talks
about how various racial groups have faced the same prejudice that he now faces.
He asks them to consider how they would feel if he were their real brother and if
they would still want to throw him out. The vote is taken and the majority are in favor
of not only allowing Mike to stay as a member, but also to retain him as president.
At the Alpha sorority house, the calendar shoot is finally under way. David has
shown up to help out and keep an eye on Donna. Dylan is kidding Brandon about his
outfit and Kelly is beginning to express concern that Artie and Glenn have not
shown up. She and Donna move in on Dylan and David and pressure them into
doing the male hunk calendar.
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EPISODE #105
"DIVAS"
Brenda has perused a number of magazine articles in the campus library and
made copies of some of them that discuss the career of Director, Roy Randolph.
Outside the library, she talks to Dylan and tells him she is going to audition
for the college play, "Cat On A Hot Tin Roof" that's being directed by Roy Randolph.
Dylan is on his way into the library to pick up a couple of books for his half-sister,
Erica, he says.
Brenda joins Donna, Andrea, and Kelly at the Peach Pit. Andrea complains
she's getting too fat during her pregnancy but precedes to order another
double-burger and fries. Kelly offers to lend Andrea some of her mother's
pregnancy clothes.
In a nearby booth, Erica sits with her mother's boyfriend, Kevin. Suzanne, her
mother, is concerned that Erica doesn't seem to like Kevin. Erica would rather her
mother have a relationship with Dylan.
At the counter, Brandon has been studying, when he is joined by Clare, the
daughter of Chancellor Arnold. She begins to make a play for Brandon. He feels
uncomfortable about this, fearing it might jeopardize his position on the
Chancellor's Task Force for Better Education and the upcoming trip to Washington,
D.C. Clare is not easily discouraged, however, and announces that she just turned
eighteen and is free to date whomever she likes. Brandon leaves, but she follows
him outside to the parking lot, making suggestions as to how they might pass the
afternoon together. Dylan drives up as Clare is leaving. Dylan's advise to Brandon
is to just tell Clare "no." Brandon says it's not that easy.
Inside the Peach Pit, Dylan meets Suzanne's boyfriend, Kevin. At the Walsh's
house, Jim and Cindy are planning to go to Palm Springs for the weekend. Brenda
announces she's going to audition for a play. Cindy reminds her she will be house
sitting for the Levins over the weekend.
At the college dorm, Steve tells Brandon he has decided to devote more of
his time to his college work from now on and stop playing around. They part and as
Steve moves off down the hallway, he hears a girl's scream and shouting. He knocks
at the door and a girls answers. Her name is Laura Kingman. Steve asks if she is all
right. Laura says she was rehearsing for a school play, the role of Maggie in "Cat On
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A Hot Tin Roof." Steve and Laura recognize each other from the "date rape
seminar" held on campus last Fall. Steve tells Laura that his mother played that role
in the play once and that he saw the production dozens of times. He offers to help
her with the role if she would like. Laura is delighted.
At the Condor's Nest Cafe on campus, Brenda bumps into the play Director,
Roy Randolph. Brenda recovers from her initial embarrassment at almost spilling
her coffee on him and introduces herself, adding that she's auditioning for his play.
Roy seems impressed with Brenda's charm.
At Dylan's house, Suzanne discusses Kevin and Erica with Dylan. She is
afraid that Erica's attitude might frighten away this new man in her life and wonders
if Dylan would have a talk with Erica about the situation. Dylan agrees to do it.
Steve cancels plans to study with Brandon, saying he is helping Laura
Kingman with her play rehearsals. Brandon is surprised to hear Steve is involved
with the girl who once accused him of date rape. Steve assures Brandon that this is
strictly platonic.
At Chancellor Arnold's office, Brandon is asked to do a critique on an article
that has been written about the Task Force project. Arnold requests that he hand in
the paperwork first thing on Monday. Clare pops in during their discussions perhaps
not by accident, and seizes the opportunity to flirt with Brandon.
While Kelly is helping Brenda run her lines for the role of Maggie in the play,
they discuss the other parts that are available. Brenda encourages Kelly to audition
for the role of Mae. They agree it would be fun to work in the play together. When
Dylan comes by to pick up Kelly, she asks his opinion. He says he's sure she can do
anything she sets her mind on.
Steve rehearses lines with Laura, but finds she seems to be becoming more
than casually interested in him.
As promised, Kelly and Donna drop by Andrea and Jesse's apartment to bring
some of Jackie's pregnancy outfits. Andrea is excited until she tries them on and
finds she's too fat to wear them.
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A large crowd of students have gathered at the campus theater for the play
auditions. Brenda and Kelly discuss the director and the fact that he always
develops a relationship with the leading actress.
With his parents gone to Palm Springs for the weekend, Brandon has settled
down to do the critique for Chancellor Arnold. The doorbell rings and Clare arrives
carrying her hi-fi boom box and overnight bag. She announces she is here to spend
the night with him. Brandon is highly annoyed. Pretty and sexy as she is, he resents
being coerced into a relationship he had not planned on. Clare is not discouraged
and says she'll just sit downstairs and listen to music until Brandon finishes work on
the critique. She says her father is out of town and she was staying with friends, but
they're out for the evening. Brandon answers that he's going to be busy all night,
probably. He's tempted, but his mind tells him this is the wrong time and place; and,
maybe the wrong girl.
Brenda finally gets her chance to audition and Roy seems to like her. Dylan
has a talk with Erica about her rudeness toward Kevin. She says it isn't that she
dislikes Kevin, but she's worried that he and her mother will get married and they'll
want to move away and she won't see Dylan regularly.
Dylan joins Jesse, Donna and Andrea in a booth at the Peach Pit. Andrea is
still depressed about her weight gain. Jesse presents her with a large denim
maternity dress. She's delighted. Brandon telephones Steve to ask his help in
getting Clare out of his way. Steve can't believe that Brandon feels he has a
problem.
Clare has now come upstairs and changed into a very sexy teddy outfit.
Brenda stops by the house for a few minutes to tell Brandon about her audition and
then she leaves to house-sit at the Levins.
Back upstairs, Brandon finds Clare has handcuffed herself to Brandon's bed
and hidden the key. Getting more angry by the minute, Brandon turns off the light
and slams the door, leaving Clare all alone in the dark.
Kelly finally gets called in for her audition. She is unsure and apologetic for
her lack of experience in the theater. Roy is intrigued and insists she audition.
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At the beach apartment, Donna and David argue about the proper way to
housebreak their dog. Kelly calls Brenda to tell her she finally got in to the audition.
She does not tell Brenda that Roy insisted that she read for the leading role of
"Maggie."
Jesse gives in to Andrea's worried state of mind and takes her to the doctor
for another ultrasound test. Dr. Haller assures her all the tests are just fine, but
Andrea still insists she feels something is wrong with the pregnincy.
Kevin and Suzanne thank Dylan for having the talk with Erica. Her attitude
has changed remarkably. Kevin and Dylan find they have a mutual interest in surfing
and Kevin insists on showing Dylan a board he had designed.
Heart pounding, Brenda rushes to the theater lobby to check the bulletin
board regarding the auditions. Laura calls to her to say they both have call backs for
the lead role of "Maggie." Also, she adds Kelly is a hot contender for the same
leading role. Brenda is stunned. She can't believe Kelly is up for the lead too. Laura
tells Brenda that Kelly also went out for a coffee with Roy, after the readings.
Brenda is hurt and angry.
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EPISODE #106
"ACTING OUT"
At the beach apartment, Donna and David have surprised Kelly with
congratulatory gifts for getting a "callback," for the play auditions. Brenda arrives at
the apartment to confront Kelly about deciding to compete with her for the leading
role audition. Brenda is hurt that Kelly made no mention of it to her on the phone.
Kelly explains that Roy Randolph, the director, talked her into trying out for the
leading role. They exchange accusations of deceit and Brenda storms off in anger.
Steve is trying ~o boost Laura's self-confidence by telling her to draw on her
own life experiences in portraying the role in the play. Laura gives him a kiss just as
Brandon opens the door. Later, Brandon questions Steve about the involvement
with Laura, reminding him that this is the girl who once accused him of "date rape."
As they talk, Chancellor Arnold stops to speak to Brandon. He says he is delighted
that Brandon is escorting his daughter, Clare, to her senior prom. This all comes as
a complete surprise to Brandon.
As Jesse is packing for a trip to San Francisco, he hands Andrea a little gift. It
is an exercise video for expectant mothers. She thanks him with a warm kiss, trying
to be cheerful about her pregnancy and that everything is going to be all right.
At the Peach Pit, Kelly tells Dylan of her falling out with Brenda over the
auditions. Dylan sides with Brenda, saying Kelly should have told her immediately
that she was going to compete for the lead role. Kelly pouts, saying that he always
sides with Brenda.
As Brandon and Steve enter the Pit, Clare bounces over to put her arms
around Brandon. Steve turns away and leaves the two alone. Brandon confronts
Clare about not telling him first about the school prom date.
In a corner booth across the room, Steve asks Kelly and Dylan about this girl,
Clare. Kelly says they were roommates at the weekend retreat that she and Brandon
attended. Steve jokes that Kelly and Brenda might as well forget the audition,
because his protege, Laura, is a cinch to win the role.
Laura tells Brenda, Steve is worried that she is angry with him for giving
coaching to a competing actress. Brenda shrugs that it doesn't bother her nearly as
much as Kelly's sneak attack.
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Brenda auditions first and receives a high compliment from Roy on her
performance. Roy turns to Kelly next and quizzes her on her background for the
character of Maggie. Kelly says she has lived with a mother on drugs and a
boyfriend in AA. She feels she is "Maggie." After her audition, Randolph announces
that Kelly is a real actress. Brenda murmurs that Kelly is also good at pretending to
be a friend.
Over breakfast, Brenda bemoans the fact that it looks like Kelly is going to
get the leading role. Brandon laughingly suggests that his sister sleep with the
director, in the classic theatrical tradition.
At the beach, Dylan is playing games with Erica when Kelly arrives. She
waves to Kevin and Suzanne on a nearby blanket. Kevin and Dylan walk up the
beach to get a first hand look at a sewage spill while Kelly elects to talk with Erica
and Suzanne.
At the Condor's Nest on campus, Brenda tells Donna she'll have to miss their
weekly get-together at the Peach Pit. She has to rehearse. Donna suspects it's more
a case of Brenda wanting to avoid seeing Kelly.
When Dylan and Kevin, at last, return from their walk, Kelly tries to talk to
Dylan about her fight with Brenda, but Dylan says he really doesn't want to hear
about it. Kelly is frustrated and, in anger, heads off up the beach.
Brandon arrives at Clare's houseto pick her up for the prom. He's brought
her a wrist corsage and looks very elegant in jacket and tie. Chancellor Arnold takes
some photographs of Brandon and Clare and beams with pleasure at his daughter's
new relationship, hoping it will have a beneficial effect on his somewhat wild
daughter.
Donna and Andrea meet at the Pit. Kelly and Brenda don't show up. Donna
comments about how they are all changing. A year ago, she and Andrea were the
only virgins in their group and now Andrea is pregnant. Andrea misinterprets the
remarks and feels Donna is implying that she became a trollop, sleeping around until
she got pregnant. Donna tries to apologize, realizing she's touched on a sensitive
issue with Andrea. Andrea excuses herself saying she's feeling a bit tired.
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A raucous party is in progress at a hotel suite. Clare and Brandon join the
other select group of students for the post-prom gathering. Some of the guests
have already had too much to drink and Brandon feels very out of place.
Clare gets involved in some wild antics on the balcony, calling and waving
down to some young, ruff types in the street below. The men decide to come up and
join the party and a fight breaks out as Brandon defends Clare from one overly
affectionate guy.
Donna stops by Andrea's apartment to apologize for her remarks at the Peach
Pit. Andrea is glad to see her saying she too wants to explain that, at this point in her
pregnancy, she says things that she doesn't really mean. During their conversation,
Andrea suddenly has labor pains. Donna drives her to the hospital. It proves to be
false labor, but she is cautioned to take things easy.
At the party, hotel security rush in to break up the fight. Brandon tells the
manager they'll take up a collection to pay for the damages.
Steve gives Laura a few last minute instructions about her performance. He
also lets her wear a rather sexy dressing gown that his mother wore, when she
performed in the play.
Clare applies some antiseptic to Brandon's bruised face. She still wants to
call her father about paying for the damages, but Brandon feels it's best not to
involve the Chancellor. Over Clare's protests, Brandon insist he take her home and
leave the hotel bedroom unused.
Kelly stops by the Walsh house to talk to Brenda. It is late and everyone has
gone to bed, but Kelly says she must talk'about their feuding. Kelly says she has
decided to drop out of the competition for the acting role. Brenda asks her why she
put herself through this to begin with. Kelly explains that from their first meeting,
they have always been competing over things, but maybe it is time to be real friends.
At Andrea's apartment, Donna and David have bought groceries and are
preparing breakfast for her. Andrea is reclined on the sofa, following the doctor's
orders about staying off her feet. Jesse arrives, having received a phone call from
Donna. Andrea is overjoyed to see him.
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Kelly is at the theater with Brenda to lend moral support for the final reading.
Roy Randolph stops to talk to Kelly as Brenda and Laura follow his assistant
backstage. He is dumbfounded when Kelly tells him she has dropped out of the
competition. He says she could have gone on to great things in the theater.
Steve and Brandon slip into the audience to watch Brenda's audition. Laura
presents her monologue first and it is received enthusiastically by Randolph and his
assistant. Brenda comes on stage next, but is nervous and flubs a line of dialogue.
She stops and asks if she can start over, then turns and walks off stage.
Brandon races to catch up with Brenda to try to console her, but she wants to
be alone in her misery for the present. Clare crosses to Brandon but he is in no
mood to play games with her. He tells her to stay away from him.
Kelly goes to see Dylan to tell him she has dropped out of the play. -She
nrenfions that Brenda goofed up her final audition and will probably drop out of the
play, too. Dylan reminds Kelly that Brenda is like a cat. Somehow, she always
manages to land on her feet.
Brenda approaches the house where Roy Randolph is staying. She says she
knows he doesn't believe in second chances, but she is sure she is right for the
role of "Maggie." He studies her for a moment, then motions her inside for a private
audition.
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EPISODE #107
"TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES"
At the Peach Pit, Suzanne is rushing back and forth serving food to anxious
customers. Young Erica is quizzing her about amounts and kinds of food served at
the restaurant, for a school paper she's writing.
In a booth, Kelly and Donna discuss the possibility of holding their "girl talk"
meeting at Andrea's, since she is supposed to stay off her feet as much as possible.
Suzanne suggests to Erica that she write her school report on Kevin's
environmental lab, but Erica is not very receptive to the idea until Dylan says he'd
like to visit Kevin's lab.
Brandon drops by dressed in jacket and tie for a meeting with the Chancellor.
Brenda bounces in with the news that she has won the role of "Maggie" in
the school play. Everybody is delighted for her.
On campus, Laura Kingman is expressing her disappointment to Steve.
Steve finds the news puzzling since he had coached Laura for the role. Laura hints
that Brenda got the leading role because she slept with the director, Roy Randolph.
Steve defends Brenda, saying she wouldn't do a thing like that, but later, Steve
begins to wonder if maybe Laura is right.
Andrea gets a phone call from Donna telling of their plans to meet at Andrea's
apartment. Andrea is delighted to have company, but Jesse cautions her to keep off
her feet and take her medication like the doctor ordered.
Brandon is told by Chancellor Arnold that his paper on the status of public
education is to be part of the keynote address at the conference in Washington, and
this week he is invited to UC Berkeley to help plan the final strategy for the
conference. Arnold says he's proud of Brandon and pleased that he is dating his
daughter. She is a "sweet" girl who needs guidance and understanding he adds.
Brandon restrains himself from telling Arnold exactly what his daughter is like.
The cast of the play are gathered with Randolph on stage. He tells them he is
a strict disciplinarian and will not tolerate lateness or lack of preparedness. Laura
has been assigned as understudy for Brenda. Though still hurt by the rejection,
Laura tries to make the best of the situation.
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Steve approaches Kelly and Donna on the beach. Still angry about Laura's
missing out on the leading role, he hints to the girls that perhaps Brenda went a bit
beyond the call of duty in order to get the top role. Kelly rejects that idea, but she
too begins to wonder about what Brenda did. Kelly remembers that Randolph did
sort of "come on to her, too," she adds. They all agree that Brenda was very intent
on being in the play. Donna says Brenda would never do anything like that to get the
role.
Kelly continues the discussion with Dylan later, and he also doubts that
Brenda is guilty of sleeping with the director. In the midst of this argument, Kevin,
Suzanne and Erica arrive. Suzanne announces she and Kevin are getting married.
Erica chimes in that she is going to be the maid of honor and they've brought some
pastries to celebrate. As they move off to the kitchen, Dylan reprimands Kelly for her
comment that it's been a whirlwind romance." He feels she's being negative about
the success of their marriage.
Steve drops by Laura's room at the dormitory. He finds her very depressed
over not getting the leading role. She complains that she didn't even get to read the
play with the cast. As an understudy to Brenda, she could only sit and listen. Laura
takes a phone call from her mother on the hall phone. Her mother criticizes her for
not trying harder and leaves Laura almost in tears. Before returning to Steve,
however, she puts on a happy face and is encouraged when he gives her a warm
hug.
At home, Brandon gets a surprise visit from Clare, announcing that she is
flying up to Berkeley with him so she can check out the campus and he can help her
decide if the university is right for her. Brandon is not please with this development
and feels he must have a man-to-man talk with Chancellor Arnold about his
daughter.
A phone message comes for Brenda saying rehearsals have been changed
from one p.m. to four. Cindy writes down the message. We see Laura hang up the
dormitory phone. A smile crosses her lips as she has taken the first step in her
campaign to sabotage Brenda's acting role.
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On campus, Brandon and Steve talk about the possibility that Brenda got the
play lead by way of the "casting couch." Brandon tells Steve she would never do
that, but as he walks away, he too begins to wonder.
At his laboratory, Kevin shows Dylan and Erica a new development which he
feels could clean up coastal waters and make them safe again. The only problem is a
lack of financing to bring the material out of the lab and into the marketplace, Kevin
adds.
The girls meet at Andrea's apartment as planned, but Brenda does not show
up. Kelly mentions the vicious rumor that's going around about Brenda and the play
director. When Brenda arrives, saying the rehearsals have been shifted three hours
later, the girls confront her with the vicious rumor. Brenda is stunned that they
would believe this gossip and then with biting sarcasm says "It's all true, we had sex
all over his apartment and then out in the street because I have no talent and
wanted the role desperately." Brenda storms out in anger.
At the Condor's Nest, Brenda is comforted by Dylan who says he knows her
too well to believe such rumors.
Brenda arrives at rehearsal at the time the message indicated only to find
that it is over, and Roy Randolph is very upset that she was a no-show.
Laura is in a happy mood and tells Steve, because Brenda was absent, she
got to rehearse the whole play. Steve asks about Brenda and before Laura can
answer, Brenda comes up to them saying that she got a mysterious phone message
saying the rehearsal time was change. She looks Laura squarely in the eye and asks
if she knows who might have done thAt. Steve sides with Laura as a strong
argument develops. Steve pulls Laura away as he tells Brenda he is her brother's
friend but not her's, anymore.
Back at Laura's room, she proceeds to talk Steve into a new strategy for
making Brenda miss rehearsals. Steve begins to have some concern about Laura's
viciousness.
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Andrea is on the phone when Jesse comes home. He is angry that she is up
on her feet again. She had to call her professor because she is concerned about
keeping up with her classwork, she says. Andrea is obviously under a great deal of
stress. Jesse hands her a gift he has bought her. It is a portable telephone.
Brandon joins Kelly, Donna and Steve at the Condor's Nest. Steve
apologizes first. He says he realizes that Laura is a psycho and apparently will stop
at nothing to knock Brenda out of the role. The girls say they'll talk to Brenda while
Steve tries to straighten out Laura.
Brenda pays a visit to Roy Randolph at home to explain the missed rehearsal.
He says that his assistant has already explained and for her not to worry. He is
concerned, however, that if Brenda wants to be in show business, she'll have to
develop a tougher skin and learn to let backstage intrigue roll off her back.
Brandon stops in to see Chancellor Arnold and to discuss the problem of
Clare. Arnold doesn't seem to take Brandon's comments too seriously. Later when
Brandon tells Clare he spoke with her father about the Berkeley trip, she gets angry
and tells him he may have just jeopardized his trip to Washington and the
conference.
At rehearsal, Randolph confronts Laura about her intrigues and accusations.
He fires her from the play cast. Outside, Steve catches up to a distressed Laura. He
tells her she needs to consult a professional analyst. Laura accuses him of turning
against her and dashes away. Brenda reluctantly meets with the girls at the Peach
Pit. They express their apologies and Brenda admits that she probably overreacted
too.
Kevin joins Suzanne, Dylan and ~rica. He tells them he quit his job saying, he
couldn't continue to work for a company that only pretended to have faith in a
campaign to clean up the environment.
Brandon telephones Steve saying he heard about Laura's getting fired.
Steve tells him that she is taking it very hard and he was unable to convince her to
get professional help. After the phone call, Steve goes to Laura's room and finds a
note on her pillow, "To Whom It May Concern."
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Steve dashes out as he reads the suicide note. He bumps into Brenda as he
enters the theater. High up in the catwalks they see Laura. She's tied a heavy rope
around her neck and balances precariously on the narrow walkway. Steve tells her
not to do this, but she answers that no one cares about her and her feelings.
Brenda says she'll keep Laura talking and Steve should get campus security.
Brenda tells Laura that she'll talk to Randolph and persuade him to let her do the
role of "Maggie," for a few performances. Steve has climbed up behind Laura and
then as she jumps, he catches her and prevents her falling.
Steve tells Brenda that, by talking to Laura and delaying her jumping, she
actually saved her life. Brenda moves out of the door, her hands trembling, her mind
in a state of shock. Then tears stream down her face as her body releases the
tension.
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EPISODE #108
"VITAL SIGNS"
It's three o'clock in the morning at Andrea and Jesse's apartment. She reacts
to the alarm clock and dutifully tosses down her prescription pills. She sees a light
on in the living room and finds Jesse busy sanding an old baby crib. Andrea tells him
he ought to be studying because they won't need the crib for weeks yet.
At the Walsh house, Cindy comments that the Times Calendar Section has an
announcement about the play opening tonight, starring Brenda Walsh. Brandon
hurries off to campus to inspect the "task force" handbooks that are due of the
press this morning. Cindy says they must be doing something right in raising their
children, since one is starring in a play and the other is going to Washington to meet
the President.
Dylan and Kelly are awakened by Erica, who says she has to talk to Dylan. She
says she overheard her parents say they plan to move to South America and wants
Dylan to stop them. When Dylan speaks with Kevin and Suzanne, he finds out that
Erica has misunderstood. They discussed a possible move to the "Southwest,"
probably Arizona, to work with a company there. Erica protests that Arizona is still a
long distance away. Kelly passes through the living room as the group talks. She
makes an excuse about stopping by to pick up something.
At the beach apartment, Donna and David are not seeing eye to eye on the
selection of music tapes for the C.U. Mardi Gras festivities. They finally settle on a
band called "Babyface" and Donna says she'll try to book them.
Brandon inspects the newly printed Task Force handbooks in Chancellor
Arnold's outer office. The foreword he wrote is there, but upon closer inspection, he
finds his name has been omitted from the list of delegates going to Washington.
Arnold's secretary says the Chancellor personally did the final proofing of the
handbook. She adds that he is on a conference call and cannot be disturbed right
now.
At the doctor's office, Andrea is disturbed to receive less than a favorable
medical report on her pregnancy. The pills she's taking don't seem to be controlling
her preterm labor, Dr. Gordon recommends Andrea be checked into the hospital so
she can be monitored constantly and hopefully prevent the baby arriving
prematurely.
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Brandon stops by the dormitory to help Steve pack up Laura's personal
things for shipping to her parents in Fresno. The parents told Steve that Laura had
attempted suicide before, he says, and adds that he and Brandon both seem to be
attracted to the 11 weird" girls. Brandon mentions that he thinks Clare is
responsible for getting him dropped from the group who is going to Washington.
At the theater, Brenda has arrived very early and sits in her dressing room.
Roy Randolph drops in and spots a small gift package on her makeup table. Brenda
hadn't seen it and now quickly opens the wrapping to reveal a St. Genesis medal.
It's from Dylan, and Brenda is very pleased to received it.
Andrea and Jesse are packing to go to the hospital. She is very nervous and
increasingly blames herself for these pregnancy complications. Jesse tries to
reassure her by showing her the baby crib that he has now finished painting.
The performances in the play were excellent and Dylan, Cindy, Jim, Erica,
Donna and Kelly head backstage to congratulate Brenda. Brandon holds back as he
spots Chancellor Arnold. Arnold greets him but then quickly moves off with friends
when Brandon mentions the delegates list for the trip to Washington. He tries to
make an appointment for the next day to discuss the omission of his name, but
again, Arnold turns away. Brandon is now convinced that Clare has done one of her
evil deeds and made up some lie to her father.
Andrea is checked into her hospital room and all the medical monitors are in
place. Jesse is hesitant to leave but finatily realizes he can't really contribute
anything by staying. Andrea reminds him that he has a final examination tomorrow
and he should be studying.
Backstage everyone crowds around Brenda to extend congratulations. Kelly
covers her slight disappointment at not being the center of attraction, but does
bristle when Dylan comments about how happy Erica is to, at least, have a big sister,
like Brenda. Dylan catches Jim Walsh's ear for a moment to make an appointment
with him to discuss possibly investing in Kevin's environmental cleanup plans.
David joins Donna as she tries to book "Babyface" for the C.U. carnival. He
waits in the reception area and while the re, strikes up a conversation with a trainee
named Ariel Hunter. They talk about their favorite music groups and find they like
the same ones.
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She mentions she has a group of good young musicians who play together.
She invites David to drop by and join them if he would like. The idea intrigues
David, and he tells Ariel he'll give her a call here at work.
In the campus parking lot, Brandon and Kelly talk. Brandon tells her he's
hoping to have a word with Chancellor Arnold, when he arrives. He needs to
discuss why his name has been deleted from the conference list. Spotting the
Chancellor's car, Brandon dashes over but is disappointed to see his secretary,
Peggy. When he asks if he can see Arnold for a few minutes, she says it is not a
good time, because he's very busy.
Dylan meets with Jim Walsh at the house to discuss investing some of his
inheritance in Kevin's pollution cleanup business. Jim feels he needs to talk with
Kevin first. They arrange for a lunch meeting next day. Before Dylan leaves, he talks
to Brenda in the kitchen. She is still excited about the review of her performance in
the campus newspaper. Brenda gives him a warm kiss of thanks for his gift of the St.
Genesis medal. The kiss brings back a flood of emotion to them both and they stand
unsure of themselves for a moment.
A very bored Andrea is delighted to see Donna. Brandon is in the corridor
talking to Jesse who tells him Andrea will have to pull out of college for the rest of
the semester. As Brandon comes in to say "hello" to Andrea, the doctor also stops
by. He says he wants to do an amniocentesis test because excessive fluid can cause
birth defects. Andrea tries to keep a cheerful outlook.
At a rehearsal studio, David arrives early and is at the keyboard when Ariel
comes in with two young musicians named Lenny and P.K. As David moves back to
the keyboard, the others join in, beginning to like what they hear.
It's late and Dylan, Kelly, Brandon and Steve are at the Peach Pit. Brenda
comes in with Nat, who is still raving about her performance. Everybody applauds as
Brenda does a comic bow. Brenda is still cool toward Steve and hurt that he has not
been to see her in the play.
Andrea wakes from a dream and Dottie, the nurse, is there checking her
chart. Andrea feels very relieved that her dream ended happily with her finding the
crying infant and calming its fears. Dottie says that's a good sign.
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The jam session ends and the other musicians congratulate David on his
skill. Donna and Ariel cross over to them with good news. The group has been
signed for their first gig as the opening act for the Babyface band. When Lenny
mentions Andy, the drug pusher, as being a friend, David begins to worry that this
may be the wrong group for him.
At a buffet brunch at the Walsh house, Jim is impressed with Kevin's ideas
and credentials. Dylan announces that he would like to be one of the first investors
in this new venture.
Finally, Brandon has had enough of Chancellor Arnold's evasive tactics. He
bursts into the Chancellor's office on Sunday as he is doing some work. Brandon
confronts him about being left off the list for the conference in Washington, and
without giving Arnold a chance to explain, pushes forward full steam. Brandon says
he was attracted to Clare but out of respect to Chancellor Arnold, he kept her at
arm's length and then she got angry and probably made up some lie about him.
Arnold finally gets a word in, explaining a typo error was the reason Brandon was
not on the list. He adds that his daughter is spoiled and needed exactly the
treatment Brandon gave her. Brandon stands embarrassed but relieved to have
heard the truth.
Donna is puzzled that David lacks any enthusiasm about performing with the
new music group. David confesses that these guys are into drugs and he doesn't
want to be tempted to get hooked again. Donna says she's cancelling their
performance, and David can help her with the lights and props for Babyface's
appearance. David agrees to help her.
Kelly comments to Dylan that they seem to have nothing in common anymore
except a sexual relationship. Dylan says he feels the tension too and is willing to try
harder to overcome their misunderstandings. Before he has finished the sentence,
however, Kelly's resentment of Brenda, Suzanne and Erica and their influence over.
Dylan surfaces again. Dylan has had enough of their bickering. He turns away, jumps
in his car and drives off. They both feel that this could be the end of their
relationship.
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After the final play performance, Steve comes backstage to congratulate
Brenda. Brenda forgives him and they exchange a warm hug.
Brandon drops by the hospital to see Andrea and Jesse. He tells them he's
off to Washington at the end of the week and wishes them well. Suddenly, Andrea
feels a pain and tells Jesse she's afraid the baby may be on the way. Dr. Gordon
rushes in and has her transferred to the delivery room.
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EPISODE #109
"MR. WALSH GOES TO WASHINGTON”
On campus, preparations are being made for the charity fund raising Mardi
Gras with carnival rides and game booths. Steve and some fraternity brothers are
setting up the mud wrestling tank. David and Donna are putting the sound
equipment in place for the special music event. Kelly motions to them all that it is
time to go to the hospital. Andrea is scheduled for caesarean delivery of her
pre-mature baby. At the hospital, Brandon, Brenda and Dylan have already arrived.
Steve has brought a stuffed toy kangaroo complete with little one in the pouch.
Everyone is surprised to see Brandon here since he was supposed to be flying to
Washington for the conference. He says he is taking the "red eye" flight later so he
can be here with Andrea and Jesse.
Jesse announces to them that the tiny baby is a girl and both baby and
Andrea are all right. He is concerned that the baby is very small; only one-third
normal size. He thanks the others for being there but suggests they wait until
tomorrow to visit Andrea. He does invite Brandon to see Andrea for a few minutes,
however, because he is going out of town. Though weak, Andrea is pleased to see
Brandon and wishes him well on his trip to Washington.
Dylan has a meeting with Jim Walsh and Kevin regarding his investment in
the new environmental protection company. Several other heavy investors are
going over the prospectus with them. Kevin is finding this all a bit baffling and asks
to be excused from the meeting for a few minutes. Dylan joins him outside and
Kevin says he is having trouble concentrating on all this business negotiation
because he is preoccupied with getting married the next day. Dylan tells him to
leave, and he'll sit in with the investors for the rest of the meeting.
The-campus carnival is underway with crowds of students enjoying the food
and rides. Donna and David make an announcement about the upcoming
appearance by Babyface at the grand finale on Sunday. Ariel, the publicist for the
agency who handles "Babyface," drops by to check out the lights and stage. Donna
is a little disturbed that Ariel and David seem to hit it off so well.
The KEG Roman gladiator booth is a big attraction where challengers sit on a
slippery log opposite the champion and try to knock the opponent off the log and
into the mud below. It's Steve's turn to challenge all comers, and suddenly, John
Sears, his long-time nemesis, steps up from the crowd. Steve tries to defend his
title but John Sears is very determined for revenge. Steve falls into the mud and
John is the winner.
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Brandon is packing for his trip, with Brenda and his parents hovering about,
even more excited than he is about meeting the President at the White House.
Brenda meets with Roy Randolph, the play director, to say goodbye.
Randolph tells her she has a promising acting career if she works hard. He suggests
she consider auditioning at the Royal Academy in London for their summer plays. He
offers to telephone and arrange it for her but Brenda wants to think about it for a
little bit.
Andrea is awake after a fitful night. Jesse tells her little Hannah has survived
her first night but is still in some danger. Andrea says she must go to the neonatal
intensive care nursery to see her. Reluctantly, Jesse agrees, concerned, however,
that Andrea would suffer even more if the baby doesn't survive.
Brandon arrives in Washington and is reeted by Chancellor Arnold in the
hotel lobby. He is not pleased, however, to see that Clare has tagged along with her
father, knowing that this will only mean trouble for him from this girl who doesn't
know the meaning of the word, "no." To compound Brandon's worries, he is
surprised to see that Lucinda Nicholson has also arrived for the conference. Clare,
unaware of Brandon's previous relationship with Lucinda, brags to the woman
professor about her going to her high school proM with Brandon.
Over breakfast, Jim Walsh expresses concern that Kevin is busy marrying
Suzanne tod ay and Dylan is his best man. The final contracts haven't been signed
yet. Brenda tells her parents about Roy Randolph's proposal that she go to London
and study at the Royal Academy for the summer. She tells them she's saved up most
of the money to cover her expenses.
At the campus Mardi Gras, Donna and David discuss how well the fund raiser
is going. David rushes back to the stage area for last minute work on the sound
system. Ariel, "Babyface's" publicist, finds David. He is flattered by all her personal
attention and buys her lunch.
Brenda tells Kelly and Donna about her plans to go to London. Donna seems
a little depressed, and she reveals that she just saw David and Ariel together. She
expresses worry that because she has held out on sleeping with him, he may find
someone else. The girls try to reassure her about David's love.
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At the post-wedding brunch, Dylan and Kevin discuss the new business
relationship. Kevin hints that maybe they ought to keep the whole deal between the
two of them, without any other partners.
After lunch with Chancellor Arnold and Dean Trimble, Brandon says he's
going to his room for a little rest. He finds Clare has bribed her way into his room
and is in the process of taking a shower. She says his shower is so much better than
hers. Brandon asks her to finish up and leave. He wants to rest for a while.
Steve is surprised to find his former girlfriend, Celeste, at the carnival. Steve
is stunned to hear that she is now dating John Sears, Steve's ex-fraternity brother.
Brandon is trying to review his speech which he will deliver in less than thirty
minutes, but Clare is still hanging around half-dressed and making him very
uncomfortable.
Dylan takes Erica to visit the Mardi Gras carnival and treats her to some of
the exciting rides. He finds Brenda there with her parents. Jim asks him when Kevin
is going to be able to close the business deal, but Dylan says he doesn't know.
Steve and Kelly go to the hospital to see Andrea and the new baby. Along the
way, Steve tells Kelly how upset he was to see Celeste dating John Sears. They find
Andrea rather tense but nevertheless, glad to see them. Andrea persuades Jesse to
go for a walk with Steve while she talks to Kelly. The women go down to see little
Hannah in the nursery. In the hospital cafeteria, Jesse confesses to Steve about
how worried he really is about the effect on Andrea, if their baby doesn't survive.
Steve tries to reassure him about how strong Andrea is in the face of difficulty. Kelly
tells Andrea that she and Dylan have broken up and she is going to Washington to
join Brandon.
Brandon's speech is well received at the conference. Chancellor Arnold asks
if he has seen his daughter, Clare, lately. He wants to make sure she knows the
banquet is scheduled for seven. The news that he is again to be stuck with Clare
tonight dampens his enthusiasm over the congratulations he is receiving from the
crowd. In the elevator, Brandon finds Lucinda is getting off on his floor. It is soon
evident that she is intent on having a sexual relationship with Brandon again. When
they enter his room, they are greeted by Clare.
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Donna finds David and quizzes him as to where he's been all afternoon. He's
been around he says but they must have just missed each other.
At the banquet, Brandon finds himself seated between Clare and Lucinda
both of whom proceed to place hands on his knees under the table. Brandon
struggles to maintain his composure under these stimulating circumstances.
Brenda introduces Erica to a young guy she finds attractive and they go off to
dance. This gives Dylan and Brenda a chance to take a ride on the ferris wheel and
discuss old times. She tells him about her plans to spend the summer in London.
Finding Steve the target at the KEG booth, John Sears humiliates him in front
of Celeste by dumping him in the water several times.
At separate times during the everdng, both Clare and Lucinda have
whispered to Brandon that they will be up to his room later. Brandon, in order to
avoid a possibly embarrassing situation, asks the hotel desk to move him to a
different room.
Brandon wakes up from a dream about having both Lucinda and Clare
sharing his affections. He answers the door to find to his great surprise, Kelly
standing there along with a room service waiter. Kelly invites herself in along with
the breakfast she's ordered for them.
In the lobby, Lucinda and Clare are baffled by Brandon's avoidance strategy.
Kevin and Suzanne are back from their brief honeymoon up the coast and are
greeted excitedly by Erica with the story about her new boyfriend, Jeremy. Dylan
tells Kevin he has decided, like he suggested, to do all of the financial backing.
Dylan says he'll provide funding for the whole project.
Ariel tells David he'll have to sit in with Babyface's band because their
keyboard player can't make it. Steve is stunned to see David playing with the band.
Ariel is delighted for David and gives him a big hug with Donna looking on and not
entirely pleased.
Brandon and Kelly go on a sight-seeing trip of the landmarks of Washington
and talk about their feelings for each other.
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Andrea is beginning to worry that Jesse is not studying like he should and is
spending too much time at the hospital. They go to the nursery to see Hannah. just
as they are arriving, a "code blue alert" is sounded and a team of neonatal
specialists rush in. They both are relieved it is not their baby who requires
emergency treatment.
As Brenda and Cindy are beginning to pack her clothes for the London trip,
Dylan drops by to tell Jim Walsh that he has decided to finance the whole business
scheme with Kevin. Jim's reaction is at first anger, then deep concern that Dylan is
getting in over his head. He doesn't have the business experience for such an
undertaking Jim adds. Now, Dylan gets angry and says the money belongs to him
and he will do what he wants with it.
Steve and John Sears clash yet again in the "mud pit battle," with Steve
ending up the loser. Celeste begins to feel sorry for Steve. She joins Brenda and
Donna, and Brenda cautions her about John Sears' reputation. The girls decide to
divert John's attention by posing sexy, so Steve can dump him in the mud pit.
Together in bed, Brandon and Kelly are drawn more and more close
emotionally. Kelly tells him she wants to be a ' art of his world. Brandon arranges it
so she can join him at the White House to meet the President.
Babyface and his group are on stage with David at the keyboard. Steve and
Celeste watch the performance and begin to feel old emotions stir again. The band
finishes and takes bows to thunderous applause. Donna and Brenda head
backstage to congratulate David but are unable to find him. While Brenda checks
the dressing rooms, Donna looks in the parking lot to see if the limos are still there.
Donna finds David and Ariel on the back seat of one of the limos about to engage in
sex. David is trying to get dressed as he placates Donna with explanations. She
turns and runs, tears streaming down her face. Back at the Walsh house, Brenda tries to calm Donna. Donna blames herself
now for having held out on having sex with David. She says she thought their love
was strong enough to keep them true to each other. Brenda reminds her that having
sex together doesn't guarantee fidelity, either.
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They watch the television news showing Brandon shaking hands with the
President in Washington. Jim and Cindy are bursting with pride as they watch.
Brenda, while pleased for Brandon, feels a tinge of jealousy over her parents'
reaction.
At the Peach Pit, Steve, Dylan and Nat are watching the television news too.
Steve spots Kelly standing in the background. Dylan is stunned that she is in
Washington with Brandon.
Andrea is preparing to check out of the hospital but baby Hannah will have to
remain in the pre-mature nursery for some weeks yet. Andrea and Jesse are
saddened to be leaving their newborn behind, but plan to visit her every day.
Dylan meets at the bank with Kevin to sign the partnership papers. Outside,
as Dylan drives away, we see Kevin approach the car where Suzanne is waiting. He
smiles and tells his wife the deal is all set. Now all they have to do is make a cash
withdrawal and board a plane to Brazil. Dylan has made a pact with scam artists.
David tries to smooth over the relationship with Donna, but she is in no mood
to listen to his excuses for his betrayal.
At the airport, Suzanne is trying to calm Erica about leaving so abruptly
without saying goodbye to Dylan. Explanations about cheaper production costs in
Brazil and promises to telephone Dylan, doh't help. Erica says she has to go to the
rest room and while there, scribbles a note addressed to Dylan McKay at his home
address. She sticks the note to the wall with chewing gum, but as she turns away, it
falls to the floor.
At Dylan's house, Brenda shows up to tell him why she's going to London for
the summer. She says part of the reason for going is sibling rivalry. She wants to
prove to her parents that she can accomplish things too. Brenda moves close to
Dylan and tells him she never stopped loving him. Dylan pulls her into his arms for a
passionate kiss.
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